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Chapter 4 

COMPLEX ARITHMETIC IN ALGOL 60 

This chapter contains a set of ALGOL 60 procedures by means of which 

ALGOL 60 programs may be written for computations with complex numbers. 

Besides procedures for the elementary operations, procedures are given 

for the elementary functions: exp, sin, cos, tan, ln, sqrt, arctan, 

arcsin and arccos. 

The result of the last five multivalued functions is not necessarily 

the ordinary principal value as the user may specify his own principal 

value. 

4.1. Introduction 

In designing a system of ALGOL 60 procedures for formula manipulation as 

described in chapter 3, it turned out to be desirable to have a set of pro

cedures for complex arithmetic in ALGOL 60 since formula manipulation is 

used and will be used in the future for generating programs which perform 

ordinary as well as complex arithmetic. This is one reason for including 

this chapter, 

It will turn out that the method of constructing complex-arithmetic 

ALGOL 60 programs is very similar to the method of constructing formula

manipulation ALGOL 60 programs. In fact, complex arithmetic may be consi

dered as a special form of formula manipulation; this is the other 

reason for including this chapter. 

A similar but less elegant method has been described in [19]. 
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4.2.1. The method 

ALGOL 60 does not admit expressions of complex arithmetic type. In order 

to overcome this difficulty one may split the expressions into real and 

imaginary parts, which leads to efficient use of computer time (but not 

of programmer's time), or the expressions may be written in polish pre

fix form which will be done in this chapter. 

In the latter case the symbols +, x, •• , are replaced by the operators 

S, P, 

Thus: 

a + b + c is written as S(a,S(b,c)) 

and a x b + c is written as S(P(a,b),c). 

The form of the ALGOL 60 procedures S and P will now be investigated. 

Schoenfeld [23] proposes procedures of real type. The real part of 

the calculated sum or product is assigned to the procedure identifier 

S or P, respectively; whereas the imaginary part is assigned to a global 

variable imp. 

The procedure S has the form: 

real r.roaedure S(a, b); real a, b· , 
begin real ra, rb, ia, ib; 

ra:= a; ia:= imp; 

rb:= b; ib:= imp; 

S:= ra + rb; imp:= ia + ib 

end S; 

Schoenfeld introduces, moreover, the procedure T (of TAKE): 

real procedure T(a); array a; 

begin T:= a[O]; imp:= a[7] end T; 

and by means of these procedures, the calculation "d:= a+ b + c", where 

a, b and c are complex numbers, whose values are given by the arrays a, 

b and c, can be programmed as: 

d[O]:= S(T(a},S(T(b),T(c))); d[7]:= imp; 
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A draw-back of this approach is the frequent and unelegant appearance 

of T. 

Another possibility. which does not have this draw-back and which is 

chosen for this chapter, is to use a stack, in which the complex numbers 

are stored. Let this stack be formed by the arrays R and I, declared by 

array R,I[O : bowzd], where bowzd is some large enough integer. Let the 

stack pointer be p. 

The actual values of the parameters of S and Pare indexes, defining the 

locations in the stack, where the values of the corresponding complex 

numbers are stored. 

The procedure identifiers themselves are assigned to the indexes of the 

locations in the stack where the calculated sum or product is stored. 

The procedure S then has the form: 

integer proceduroe S(a,b); integer a~ b; 

begin integer u, v; u:= a; p:= p + 7; v:= b; p:= p - 7; 

R[p]:= R[u] + R[v]; I[p]:= I[u] + I[v]; S:= p 

end S; 

If the values of the complex variables a, b and c are given by 

R[a] + I[a] x i, R[b] + I[b] x i and R[a] + I[a] x i, respectively, and 

if the value of d =a+ b + c should be stored into R[d] and I[d], then 

the following statements 

S(a, S(b .. a)); R[d] := R[p]; I[d] := I[p]; 

have the desired result. 

Introduction of 

integer proaedure ASSIGN(z,a); VaZue z, a; ·integer z, a; 

begin ASSIGN:= z; R[z]:= R[a]; I[z]:= I[a] end 

leads to the following, more elegant• "complex assignment statement": 

ASSIGN(d,S(a,S(b,a))} 

which has the same result. The statement ASSIGN:= z. within the procedure 

body of ASSIGN, serves to make possible repeated assignment; e.g. 
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ASSIGN(e, ASSIGN(d, S(a, S(b,a)))). In this approach it is necessary 

that for each complex number an integral variable is declared, which 

should get a value defining the index of the locations in the stack 

reserved for the storage of that complex number. In order to program 

this conveniently, a second stack, declared as integer array POINTER[7:50], 

with pointer kp is introduced. 

On block entry, the value of kp has to be increased by 1; the current 

value of p has to be stored in POINTER[kp] and space in R and I has to 

be reserved for the complex variables to be used. 

Using the procedure DE, declared by: 

Boolean procedure DE(z,first); integer z; Boolean first; 

begin if. first then again kp:= kp + 7; POINTER[kp] := p; p:= p + 7; end; 

z:= p; p:= p + 7; DE:= false 

end DE; 

it is easy to program the desired operations: 

suppose a, b, c and d have to be used as the complex numbers a, b, c and d, 

then the following "block head" is possible: 

begin integer a, b, a, d; DE(a,DE(b,DE(c,DE(d,true)))); 

After this "block head" the statements defining the computations may be 

written. 

On block exit the effect of DE should be cancelled; this may be performed 

by a call of ERASE, which is declared as: 

procedure ERASE; begin p:= POINTER[kpJ; kp:= kp - 7 end; 

A dis1:1.dvantage of the above approach is that the computations are rather 

time -'.!onsuming due to the uz~ Gf array elements. 
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4.2.2. Directions for use 

A program using the system of procedures, described in the following 

section, should have the following structure: 

begin <declaration of the variables and procedures as given in 

section 4.3>; 

end 

INITIALIZE; 

<the declarations and statements defining the desired complex 

arithmetic computations> 

The data on input tape should start with a number defining the upper 

bound of the arrays R and I. 

All complex variables should be declared either as simple variables or 

as subscripted variables of type integer. If only simple variables occur, 

then the declaration should be followed by a declaration statement defined by: 

<declaration statement>::= DE(<variable>,true) I 
DE(<variable>,<declaration statement>) 

Examples: DE(a,1!:!!:f!.) 

DE( a, DE (b, DE (a, true))) 

If subscripted variables also occur, then the declaration should be follow

ed,first by a declaration statement and second by a for statement in which 
DE is used with second parameter false. 

Example: the variables a, v[7], ••• , v[700] are declared by: 

integer i,a; integer array v[7 : 100]; DE(a,true}; 

for i:= 7 step 7 until 700 do DE(v[i],faZseJ; 

A calculation can be performed through the use of a complex assignment 

statement. a modulus calculation statement, or an argument calculation 
statement. 

Using the abbreviation"cae"for complex-arithmetic expression we have the 
following definitions: 

<complex assignment statement>::= ASSIGN(<variable>, <cae>) I 
ASSIGN(<variable>, <complex assignment statement>) 
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<modulus calculation statement>::= mod(<cae>) 

<argument calculation statement>::= arg(<cae>) 

<cae>::= <variable>IOl7liul<complex number>l<real number>l<sum>J 

<difference> I <product> J <quotient> I <power> I <integral power> I 

<sum with real lhs>l<difference with real lhs>l<product with real lhs>I 

<quotient with real lhs>l<elementary-function designator> 

<complex-arithmetic expression>::= <cae> 

<complex number>::= CN(<real part>.<imaginary part>) 

<real part>::= <arithmetic expression> 

<imaginary part>::= <arithmetic expression> 

<real number>::= RN(<arithmetic expression>) 

<sum>::= S(<cae>,<cae>) 

<difference>::= D(<cae>,<cae>) 

<product>::= P(<cae>, <cae>) 

<quotient>::= Q(<cae>,<cae>) 

<power>:~= POWER(<cae>,<cae>) 

<integral power>::= INT POW(<cae>,<exponent>) 

<exponent>::= <arithmetic expression> 

<sum with real lhs>: := SR(<arithmetic expression>,<cae>) 

<difference with real lhs>::= DR(<arithmetic expression>,<cae>) 

<product with real lhs>::= PR(<arithmetic expression>,<cae>) 

<quotient with real lhs>::= QR(<arithmetic expression>,<cae>) 

<elementary-function designator>::= <el func id>(<cae>) 

<el func id>::= EXP !SIN leas ITANjLNjARCSINjARccos jARCTAN lsQRT 

Remark: Complex arithmetic expressions occur in the ALGOL 60 program as 

particular expressions of type integer. 

An example of a complex assignment statement is 

ASSIGN(a, P(CN(O, -. 5), LN(Q, SR(7, P(iu, z)), DR(7, P(iu, z)))))) 

which corresponds to a:= -i/2 x ln((1+iz)/(1-iz)). 
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The variable iu stands for imaginary unit with R[iu] = 0 and I[iu] = 1. 

Moreover, R[O] = O, I[O] O, R[7] = 1 and I[7] = O, so that the complex

arithmetic expressions 0 and 7 refer to the complex numbers O+Oi and 1+0i. 

Every block in which complex variables are declared should end with a 

procedure statement ERASE. 

In using the elementary multivalued-functions one may specify which value 

should be calculated by means of the non-local real variable LOWER BOUND 

ON ARGUMENT. This variable should be used in connection with the Boolean 

variable SPECIAL ARGUMENT. 

If SPECIAL ARGUMENT has the value false, then the principal values are 

calculated; if not, the values are calculated according to the wishes of 

the user specified by LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT. 

More information is given in subsection 4.3,2, 
Typical examples, of how complex-arithmetical computations may be program

med, are the procedure body of ARCTAN (section 4.3.2,3) and the program of 

section 4.4. 
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4.3. The system of complex arithmetic procedures 

This section contains the procedure declarations. 

The real variables pi and null are used with the values 3.14159265359 

and 10-600,respectively. 

4,3.1. The elementary operations and singlevalued functions 

be!!iin 

comment CALCULATION PROGRAM FOR COMPLEX ARITHMETIC 

R 1050 RPR 221266/06; 

~pi,null,LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT; 

integer p,kp,iu; 

real array R,I[O:READ); integer~ POINTER[1:50]; 

comment The MC standard function READ reads a number from input tape; 

Boolean SPECIAL ARGUMENT; 

Boolean procedure DE(z,first); integer z; Boolean first; 

comment DE should be used in declaring complex variables, 

for example a and b are declared by: DE(a,DE(b,true)); 

begin if first then begin kp:= kp + 1; POINTER[kp]:= p; p:= p + 1 end; 

z:= p; p:= p + 1; DE:= false 

end DE; 

procedure ERASE; comment ERASE should occur just before block exit; 

begin p:= POINTER[kp]; kp:= kp - 1 end; 

integer procedure ASSIGN(a,z); ~ a,z; integer a,z; 

comment ASSIGN is used in an assignment statement a:= z; 

begin ASSIGN:= z; R[a]:= R[z]; I[a]:= I[z] end ASSIGN; 

integer procedure RN(x); ~ x; real x; 

~~ RN(x) is the real number x; 

begin RN:= p; R(p]:= x; I[p]:= 0 end RN; 

integer Erocedure CN(x,y); value x,y; real x,y; 

~EE.~!.. CN(x,y) is the complex number x + i y; 

~in CN:= p; R[p]:= x; I[p]:= y ~ CN; 
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integer procedure S(u,v); ~eger u,v; ~~ S:= u + v; 
begin integer a.b; a:= u; p:= p + 1; b:= v; S:= p:= p - 1; 

R[p]:= R[a] + R[b]; I[p]:= I[a] + I[b] 

~ S; 
integer procedure D(u,v); .!_nteger u,v; ~~ D:= u - v; 
begin integer a,b; a:= u; p:= p + 1; b:= v; D:= p:= p - 1; 

R[p]:= R[a] - R[b]; I[p]:= I[a] - I[b] 

~ D; 
_!ptE'._g~r procedure P(u,v); integer u,v; .££!!!~ P:= u x v; 
begin integer a,b; ~ ra,rb,ia,ib; a:= u; p:= p + 1; b:= v; 

P:= p:= p - 1; ra:= R[a]; rb:= R[b]; ia:= I[al; ib:= I[b]; 

R[p]:= ra x rb - ia x ib; I[p]:= ra x ib + ia x rb 

end P; 

integer procedure Q(u,v}; integer u,v; comment Q:= u/v; 

be[!n integer a,b; ~ ra,rb,ia,ib,r,den; a:= u; p:= p + 1; b:= v; 
Q:= p:= p - 1; ra:= R[a]; rb:= R[b]; ia:= I[a]; ib:= I[b]; 

comment The following statement tends to avoid over- or 

underflow (see R. L. Smith [24]).; 

.!f. abs(rb) ;,:: abs(ib) ~ 

begin r:= ib/rb; den:= rb + r x ib; R[p]:= (ra + ia x r)/den; 

I[p]:= (ia - ra x r)/den 

end else -----
begj.n r:= rb/ib; den:= ib + r x rb; R[p]:= (ra >< r + ia)/den; 

I[p]:= (ia x r - ra)/den 

end 

end Q; 

.integer procedure POWER(u,v); inte~er u,v; comment POWER:= u ii\ v; 
POWER:= EXP(P(LN (u), v)); 

integer procedure SR(r,z); ~ r,z; real r; integer z; 

comment SR:= r + z, where r is real; 

begin SR:= p; R[p]:= r + R[z]; I[p]:= I[z] ~ SR; 

integer procedure DR(r,z); ~ r,z; real r; integer z; 

comment DR:= r - z, where r is real; 

!!e[!n DR:= p; R[p]:= r - R[z]; I[p]:= - I[z] ~ DR; 
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integer procedure PR(r,z); value r,z; ~ r; integer z; 

comment PR:= r x z, where r is real; 

be&in PR:= p; R[p]:= r x R[z]; I[p]:= r x I[z] end PR; 

integer procedur.e QR(r,z); ~ r; integer z; 

comment QR:= r / z, where r is real; QR:= Q(RN(r),z); 

integer Erocedure lNT POW(z,n); ~ z,n; integer z,n; 

comment INT POW:= z 1' n; 

.!f. abs(I[z]) ,S:. null then INT POW:= RN(R[z] 1' n) else 

if n < 0 then INT POW:= Q(l,INT POW(z,- n)) ~ 

if n = 0 then INT POW:= 1 else 

if n = 1 then INT POW:= z else 

if n = 2 ~ INT POW:= CN(R[z] x R[z] - I[z] x I[z], 2 x R[z] x I[z]) ~ 

begin integer k; DE(k,true); ASSIGN(k,INT POW(INT POW(z,n ..:._ 2),2)); 

if (n ..:._ 2) x 2 - n f 0 ~ ASSIGN(k,P(k,z)); 

ERASE; ASSIGN(p,k); INT POW:= p 

end INT POW; 

integer procedure EXP(z); ~ z; illteg:e!'. z; 

begin~ r,i; r:= exp(R[z]); i:= I[z]; 

EXP:= if abs(i) S null ~ RN(r) ~ CN(r x cos(i),r x sin(i)) 

~EXP; 

procedure hyperbolic function(sinh,cosh,y); ~ y; real sinh,cosh,y; 

comment this procedure is due to P. WYNN [27]; 

begin~ yl; yl:= exp(y); cosh:= . 5 x (yl + 1/yl); 

.!f. abs(y) .2:. L 0 ~ sinh:= . 5 x (yl - 1/yl) else 

begin integer r; ~ br,brplusl,brplus2; array CWC[0:5]; 

CWC[O]:= 1.13031 82079 8497; CWC[l]:= 4.43368 49848 66m-2; 

CWC[2]:= 5.42926 3119110 -4; CWC[3]:= 3.19843 64610-6; 

CWC[4]:= 1.10367 710 -8; CWC[5]:= 2.498m-11; 

brplusl:= brplus2:= 0. O; yl:= 2. 0 x (2. 0 x y x y - LO); 

for r:= 5 ~~ep -1~0 do 

be&in br:= yl x brplusl - brplus2 + CWC[r]; if r ~ 0 then 

begin brplus2:= brplusl; brplusl:= br ~ 

end; 

sinh:= y x (br - brplusl) 

end 

end hyperbolic function; 
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integer procedure SIN(z); ~ z; integer z; 

if abs(l[z]) ~ null ~ SIN:= RN(sin(R[z])) else 

h,egin ~ r,s,c; r:= R[z]; hyperbolic function(s,c,I[z]); 

SIN:= CN(sin(r) x c,cos(r) x s) 

end SIN; 

integer procedure COS(z); ~ z; integer z; 

if abs(I[z]) ~ null then COS:= RN(cos(R[z])) ~ 

begin real r,s,c; r:= R[z]; hyperbolic function(s,c,I[z]); 

COS:= CN(cos(r) x c,- sin(r) x s) 

~COS; 

integer procedure TAN(z),; ~ z; integer z; 

.!f. abs(I[z]) ~null~ TAN:= RN(sin(R[z])/cos(R[z])) else 

begin ~ s,c,si,co,r; r:= R[z]; 

hyperbolic function(s,c,I[z]),; si:= sin(r); co:= cos(r); 

TAN:= Q(CN(si x c,co x s),CN(co x c, ... si x s)) 

~TAN; 
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4.3.2. The multivalued functions 

The multivalued functions are defined by: 

LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT< arg(z) s LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT+ 2 x pi, 

LN(z) = ln[z[ + i arg(z), 

1 
SQRT(z) = EXP(2_ LN(z)), 

ARCSIN(z) =I LN(iz + SQRT(1 2 - z ) ) ' 

ARCCOS(z) = ~ LN(z + i SQRT(1 - z 2)), 
l 

ARCTAN(z) = ~i LN(1 + iz)/(1 - iz)). 

We do not always use these definitions, however, to calculate the 

functions. 

By means of certain transformations, e.g. addition of a multiple of 

2 x pi, the resulting values are adapted in order to satisfy the above 

definitions. For this the procedure mult of 2pi is used. 

Remark: It may occur that little changes of z result in completely dif

ferent values for the multivalued functions. Therefore, one should be 

careful in choosing LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT. It may be desirable to 

choose it somewhat too large (say io-10), 

~procedure mult of 2pi(a); ~ a; ~a; 

mult of 2pi:= (entier((LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT - a)/ 

6.28318530717958) + 1) x 6.28318530717958; 

~Erocedure arg(z); ~ z; inte&er z; 

be~~~ r,i,a; r:= R[z]; i:= I[z]; 

a:= if abs(r) .:5_ null~ sign(i) x pi/2 ~ 

if r >null~ arctan(i/r) ~ 

if abs(i) .:5_ null ~ pi else 

sign(i) x pi/2 - arctan(r /i); 

if SPECIAL ARGUMENT then a:= a + mult of 2pi(a}; 

arg:= a 

end arg; 
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real procedure mod(z); ~ z; integer z; 

comment This procedure tends to avoid over- or underflow 

(see Paul Friedland: Algorithm 312, Absolute value and 

sqare root of a complex number. 

Comm. ACM !Q.-10-1967, p 665).; 

begin real r,i; r:= abs(R[z])> i:= abs(I[z]); 

mod:= if r = 0 /\ i = 0 then 0 else - -- --
if r ~ i then r x sqrt(l + (i/r) ,\\ 2) ~ 

i x sqrt((r/i) .~ 2 + 1) 

end mod; 

4.3"2.1. The logarithmic function 

The logarithm is,in general,calculated by means of the expression 

ln(z) = lnlzl + i arg(z), 

However, when either z = a + iE or z = E + ia, where !al = 1 and 

IEI < 0.1, the logarithm is calculated from the expression 

ln(1+z) = 2i arctan i(~+2 )· 

The reason for this is that the first expression gives an absolute 

error which is of the order of the relative error (o) of E, whereas 

the second formula gives a relative error of the order o, 
Obviously,no improvement can be obtained from the second formula if 

laJ is not exactly equal to 1. 

integer procedure LN(z); ~ z; integer z; 

begin ~r,i,n; r:= R[z]; i:= I[zl; 

if (abs(r - 1) :s_ null /\ abs(i) < , 1) V (abs(i - 1) < nuU /\ abs(r) < .1) ~ 

begin if abs(i) < .1 ~ 

begin n:= 4 + i x i; LN:= if sign(r) = +1 then 

P(CN(0,2).ARCTAN(CN(2 x i/n, - i x i/n))) ~ 

S(CN(O,pi x sign(i + null)),P(CN(0,2),ARCTAN(CN(- 2 x i/n,- i x i/n)))) 

end else 
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begin n:= 4 + r x r; LN:= .!f. sign(i) = +1 then 

S(CN(O,pi/2).P(CN(0,2),ARCTAN(CN(- 2 x r/n, - r x r/n)))) else 

S(CN(O,-pi/2),P(CN(0,2),ARCTAN(CN(2 x r/n,- r x r /n)))) 

end; if SPECIAL ARGUMENT ~ I[p]:= I[p] + rnult of 2pi(I[p]) 

end else LN:= CN(. 5 x ln(r x r + i x i),arg(z)) 

end LN; 

4.3.2.2. The square root function 

integer procedure SQRT(z); ~ z; integer z; 

begin real a,b,r,i; a:= R[z]; b:= I[z]; 

r:= rnod(z); if r :::_null~ 

begin r:= O; i:= O; goto END end; 

r:= sqrt((abs(a) + r)/2); i:= b:= b/(2 x r); 

if a < 0 then 

beg!n i:= .!f. b ~ 0 ~ r else - r; r:= abs(b) end; 

if SPECIAL ARGUMENT then 

be~p real phi; integer k; 

SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= false; 

phi:= arg(CN(r,i)); 

k:= entier((phi - LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT/2)/pi); 

if k ..:._ 2 x 2 - k f 0 then be!£n r:= - r; i:= - i end; 

SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= true 

end; 

END: SQRT:= CN(r,i) 

end SQRT; 
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4.3.2.3. The arctan f'unction 

For lzl > the ARCTAN is calculated by means of the formula: 

arctan(z) = n/2 - arctan(1/z); 

for .5 ~ !zl ~ 2 it is calculated by means of the formula: 

1 
arctan(z) = 2i ln((1 + iz)/(1 - iz)). 

Finally, for lzl < .5 the ARCTAN is calculated as follows: 

Consider two numbers a and b; let the numbers a and b be defined by: 
n n 

an+1 = (a + b )/2, 
n n 

1 

bn+1 = (an+1 • bn) 2 , n= O, 1, 2, ... , 

where the square root with positive real part is chosen (i.e. SPECIAL 

ASSIGNMENT= false). 

hence, 

Therefore, 

and 

b 
n 

b 
n 

arccos(a/b), it follows that 

(1 + z )/2; 
n 

z b = 
n n-1 

n 
II cos( cj>/2k) • b 

k=1 

-n 
2 sin <f> • b. 

sin(cj>/2n) 

Denoting the limit of a and b by M(a,b), we have 
n _n 2 2 ~ 

M(a b) = &Ll b = (b - a ) 
• $ · arccos(a/b) 

For a = 1 and b (1 + z2 )~. we then have 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 
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The process, although very elegant, converges only linearly and e.g. 

for z = .5, 20 iterations are needed to obtain la - b I < 10-12. 
n n 

It will be shown, however, that if the process is discontinued as soon 

as I a - b I ·< 10-3, which occurs for z = • 5 already for n = 4, then 
n n 

M(a,b) can be approximated (without extracting the square root) within 

the desired accuracy of 10-12. 

Let o = a - b and lol < io-3. n n 
We observe that 

As well bn+1 as M(an+1/bn+1,1) will be approximated. 

Instead of calculating bn+1 as the geometric mean of an+1 and bn' we 
* . . calculate bn+1 as the arithmetic mean: 

* bn+1 = (an+1 + bn)/2 • 

A direct calculation shows that 

where 0 <a < 1. 

If we approximate bn+1 by 

then I 8 - bn+1 l < i o-12 • provided lb:+, I > 2-19/6. 

It will be· shown now that lb:+, I > ~ \/3. 
Consider the region G(K) = {z : Re(z) ~ K > O}. 

Due to the convexity of G(K), it follows that: 

if amEG(K) and bmEG(K), then am+1EG(K). 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 
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Consider next the image H(K) of G(K) in the complex W-plane, with 

W = ln(z), where ln(z) assumes its principal value. Since H(K) is also 

a convex region, it follows that if am+iEG(K) and thus ln(am+i )EH(K) 

and if b EG(K) and thus ln(b )EH(K), then ~{ln(a 1) + ln(b )} = m m m+ m 
= ln(bm+1)EH(K) and thus bm+1EG(K). 

From lz I < .5, it follows that Re(b0 ) > ~\/3; 
and Re(b ) > ~ \13: from which it follows that 

therefore, Re(a ) > ~113' n 
lbn+ 1 I > ~i/3; we have, 

n * .r---
moreover, jbn+i I > ~V 3. 

In equation (4.4), bn+i is now estimated by 8 as defined in (4.7); we 

proceed with estimating M(an+ 1/bn+i•1). 

We have 

M(x, 1) = y 
arcsin(y) 

with y = (1 - x2 )~. 
Expanding arcsin(y) in a power series, we have 

. 12 3 4 5 6 8 
arcsi.n(y) = y(1 +by +40y + 112 y + R y). 

where R = ~! arcsin( 9 )(vy), 

and O < v < 1. 

From 

it follows that, within the accuracy desired: 

z 1 3 2 5 3 4 
arctan ( z ) = S ( 1 + b ~ + 40 ~ + 112 ~ + R ~ ) • 

. . 4 It remains to estimate R ~ • 

Let 

dk arc~in(x) = Pk(x)/(i _ x2)(2k-1)/2, 
dx 

where Pk(x) is a polynomial in x. 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 
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From 

p 1 (x) 1 

pk+1 (x) 
dPk(x) 2 

dx · (1 - x) + Pk(x) · (2k - 1)x, 

P9 (x) can be determined by means of the formula program below: 

Since the coefficients of P (x) are all positive, we obtain the follow-
. 4 9 

ing estimate for R s : 

4 1 2 -1112 1 I 4I I R s I = 19T p 9 ( \!Y) ( 1 - ( \!Y) ) s 

where C( = (1o-3 ;V3')~. (Note that IYI = ~ < a). 

Besides, P9 (x), the formula progra.m determines E(RROR). 

From E ~.345510-14, it follows that R s4 may be omitted from (4.12), 

Formula program RPR 100168/02 derivatives of arcsin(x) 

.i.8192, 100, 0, 0, 0, 10-20, 10-12, 3, 0) 

NLCR; PR STRING(Results RPR100168/02); 

EXPAND; FIX; P:= 1; 

P:= SIMPL(DER(P,x) >< (1 - $) + P >< x); 

OUTPUT R(P2:= P); ER B RET(P); FIX; 

P:= SIMPL(DER(P,x) >< (1 - $) + P x x x 3); 

OUTPUT R(P3:= P); ER B RET(P); FIX; 

P:= SIMPL(DER(P,x) x (1 - $) + P >< x x 5); 

OUTPUT R(P4:= P); ER B RET(P); FIX; 

P:= SIMPL(DER(P,x) >< (1 - $) + P >< x x 7); 

OUTPUT R(P5:= P); ER B RET(P); FIX; 

P:= SIMPL(DER(P,x) >< (1 - $) + P >< x x 9); 

OUTPUT R(P6 := P); ER B RET(P); FIX; 

P:= SIMPL(DER(P,x) >< (1 - $) + P >< x x 11); 
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OUTPUT R(P7:= P); ER B RET(P); FIX; 

P:== SIMPL(DER(P,x) >< (1 - x~) + P x x x 13); 

OUTPUT R(P8:= P); ER B RET(P); FIX,; 

P:= SIMPL(DER(P,x) >< (1 - x~) + P >< x >< 15); 

OUTPUT R(P9 := P); 

alpha:= sqrt(10 -3/sqrt(3)); 

OUTPUT R(ERROR:= 

SUBST(P.x,alpha)x(l - alpha~)il\(-17 /2) x alp~8/(9x8x7x6x5x4x3x2)),; 
END; 

Results RPR100168/02 

P2:= x; 

P3:= 2><xil\2+1; 

P4:= 6xx,j\3+9xx; 

P5:= 24Xxi1\4+72X*+9; 

P6 := 120x:x,~5+600xx,j\3+225xx; 

P7 := 720><~6+. 54104><~4+4050><~+22 5 _; 

PS:= • 504104><~7+. 529210 5><45+. 661510 5x~3+.1102510 5xx; 
P9 := • 403210 5><~8+. 5644810 6Xx,j\6+.1058410 7><~4+. 3528106><*+.1102510 5; 

ERROR:= • 34551672369710 -14; 

ready 

line number = 24 execution time = 16 sec 

We, finally, give the proced.ure ARCTAN: 
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integer procedure ARCT AN(z); ~ z; integer z; 

begin real modz; integer a; DE(a,true); modz:= mod(z); 

if modz > 2 then 

begin ASSIGN(a,D(RN(pi/2),ARCTAN(Q(l,z)))); 

.!f.. SPECIAL ARGUMENT then R[a]:= R[a] + mult of 2pi(2 x R[a])/2 
end else 

if modz < • 5 then 

b_egin integer b,delta,ksi,bstar; Boolean SA; SA:= false; 

DE (b.DE (delta,DE(ksi,DE(bstar ,true)))); 

if SPECIAL ARGUMENT then - -
begin SA:= true; SPECIAL ARGUMENT:=~ end; 
ASSIGN(a,1); ASSIGN(b,SQRT(SR(l,P(z,z)))),; 

again: ASSIGN(delta,D(a,b)); 

if mod(delta) .:::_ rn-3 ~ goto out; 

ASSIGN(a,PR(. 5,S(a,b))); 

ASSIGN(b,SQRT(P(a,b))); goto again; 

out: ASSIGN(ksi,PR(-. 5,Q(delta,b))); 

ASSIGN(bstar,S(PR(. 25,a).PR(. 75,b))); 

ASSIGN (bstar ,D(bstar ,Q(P(delta,delta) ,PR(32 ,bstar)) )) ; 

ASSIGN(a,Q(P(z,SR(l,P(ksi,SR(l/6,P(ksi,SR(3/40, 

PR(5/ll2 ,ksi))))))),bstar)); 

if SA then - --
begin SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= true; R[a]:= R[a] + mult of 2pi(2 x R[a])/2 
end; ERASE 

end else ASSIGN(a,P(CN(O,-,. 5),LN(Q(SR(l,P(iu,z)).D(l,P(iu,z)))))); 

ERASE; ASSIGN(p,a); ARCTAN:= p 

end ARCTAN; 
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4.3.2.4. The arcsin function 

For lzl < .5,ARCSIN is calculated by means of the expression: 

2 , 
arcsin z = arctan(a/(1 - z )~). 

For lzl ~ .5,ARCSIN is calculated by means of two different expressions. 

If I iz + V 1 - z2 j ~ 1, it is calculated from 

arcsin z = ..J- ln(iz + ~), 
1 

and in the other case from 
.. 

arcsin z = - ..J- ln(-iz + V1 
1 

2 z ) • 

integer procedure ARCSIN(z); ~ z; integer z; 

begin~ modz; integer a,b.k; Boolean SA; DE(a.DE(b,true)); modz:= mod(z); 

if modz < . 5 then 

begin SA:= false;.!!_ SPECIAL ARGUMENT~ 

begin SA:= true; SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= ~ end; 

ASSIGN(a,ARCT AN(Q(z,SQRT(D(l,P(z,z)))))); 

if SA then 

begin SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= true; 

k:= entier(LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT/(2 x pi)); 

ASSIGN(a,if k - (k .:_ 2) x 2 = 0 then 

D(RN(pi + mult of 2pi(pi - R[a])),a) ~ 

SR(mult of 2pi(R[a]).a)) 

end 

end else 

begin ASSIGN(a,SQRT(D(l,P(z,z)))); 

ASSIGN(b,S(P(iu,z),a)); .!!_ mod(b) .?_ 1 ~ 

ASSIGN(a,P(CN(O,-l) 0LN(b))) ~ 

begin ASSIGN(a,P(iu0LN(D(a,P(iu,z))))); 

if SPECIAL ARGUMENT~ ASSIGN(a,SR(mult of 2pi(R[a]),a)) 

end 

end; ERASE; ASSIGN(p,a); ARCSIN:= p 

end ARCSIN; 
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4,3,2.5. The arccos function 

For lz + iv'1 - zil ~ 1,ARCCOS is calculated from 

arccos z = + ln(z + iV1 - z
21

), 
J. 

and in the other case from 

arccos z = - + ln(z - i~1 - z2 ). 
J. 

To use a special formula for small lzl is not necessary since 

arccos (z(1 + o)) ~ arccos z - zo, 

and arccos(z) ~ n/2 - z; 

thus, the relative error o in z is also the relative error in 

arccos(z), 

integer procedure ARCCOS(z); ~ z; integer z; 

begin integer a,b; DE(a,DE(b,tru:e)); 

ASSIGN(a,P(iu,SQRT(D(l,P(z,z))))); 

ASSIGN(b,S(z,a)); !f. mod(b) 2:. 1 then 

ASSIGN(a,P(CN(0,-1),LN(b))) ~ 

begin ASSIGN(a,P(iu,LN(D(z,a)))); 

if SPECIAL ARGUMENT then - --
ASSIGN(a,SR(mult of 2pi(R[a]),a)) 

end; ERASE,; ASSIGN(p,a); ARCCOS:= p 

end ARCCOS; 

4.3.2.6. The procedure INITIALIZE 

procedure INITIALIZE; 

beg~ p:= 0; pi:= 3 .14159265358979; null:= 10 -600; 

CN(O,O); p:= 1; CN(l,O),; p:= iu:= 2; CN(0,1); kp:= l; POINTER[l]:= p:= 3; 

LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT:= - pi + m-12; SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= false 

end; 
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4.4. A test program 

In this section some results with regard to error analysis are 

given. 

Moreover,a test program is reproduced together with its output. This 

test program performs the main part of the error analysis. 

It calculates for 

LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT= - pi, - pi/2, O, pi/2, pi, 3/2xpi and 2xpi, 

for 

Re(z) = -1000, -10, -1, -.1, -.001, O, .001, .1, 1, 10 and 1000, 

and for 

Im(z) = -1000, -10, -1, -.1, -.001, O, .001, .1, 1, 10 and 1000, 

in each quadrant of the complex z-plane the maximum of the following 

expressions: 

Jz - EXP(LN(zJ)J/JzJ, 

Jz - (z1/3)3J/lzl, 

Jz - (SQRT(zJJ 2 J!lzJ, 

Jz - SIN(ARCSIN(z)) J/JzJ, 

Jz - COS(ARCCOS(z))J/lzi and 

Jz - TAN(ARCTAN(z)) J/lz!. 

No calculations were performed in the last but one case for lzl ~ .1 and 

in the last case for I z I ~ 1 O. 

The output of the program appears in five columns. The first column 

indicates which function was tested, the next four columns contain for 

each quadrant of the z plane the following numbers: max error, real part 

of z ma.x, imaginary part of z max, where ma.x error is the maximum of all 

errors calculated in the corresponding quadrant and where z max is the 

value of z for which the maximal error occurred. 
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INITIALIZE; 

begin comment Test program for Complex Arithmetic RPR 190367 /01; 

inte~er case,i,z; ~real part of z, imag part of z, mod of z; 

arrar max error[1:4,1:6]; iEte~er array z max[1:4,1:6]; 

procedure ERROR(f); .iE.!_e~er f; 

beg!n ~error; i:= i + 1; 

error:= mod(D(z,f))/mod of z; 

if max error[case,i] < error ~ 

beg!n max error[case,i]:= error; ASSIGN(z max[case,i],z) end; 

end ERROR; 

procedure OUTPUT(string); strin_g_ string; 

be@n i:= i + 1; NLCR; PRINTTEXT(string); 

.f2!:. case:= 1,2,3,4 do 

be@n FLOT(2,2,max error[case,i]); 

FLOT(l,1,R[z max[case,i]]); 

FLOT(l,1,I[z max[case,i]]); PRINTTEXT(f }> 
end 

end OUTPUT; 

DE(z,true); .f2!:. case:= 1,2,3,4 do 

for i:= 1,2,3,4,5,6 ~ DE(z max[case,i],false); 

NLCR; PRINTTEXT(fResults from test program RPR 190367 /01}); 

!.2!. LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT:= -pi+m-10, -pi/2+10 -10, 10 -10, 

pi/2+10 -10, pi+10 -10, 3/2xpi+10 -10, 2xpi+10 -10 ~ 

be@n for case:= 1,2,3,4 do for i:= 1,2,3,4,5,6 ~ 

be~in ASSIGN(z max[case,i],O); max error[case,i]:= 0 end; 

for real part of z:= 

-1000, -10, -1, -.1, -.001, 0, ,001, .1, 1, 10, 1000 do 

.f2!:. imag part of z := 

-1000, -10, -1, -.1, -.001, 0, .001, .1, 1, 10, 1000 do 
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begin if abs(real part of z) + abs(imag part of z) < m-5 

~!2.to END; 

i:= O; ASSIGN(z,CN(real part of z, imag part of z)),; 

mod of z:= mod(z); 

case:= entier(arg(z)/(pi/2) - m-5); 

case:= case - entier(case/4) x 4 + 1; 

ERROR(EXP(LN (z))); 

ERROR(INT POW(POWER(z ,RN(l/3)) ,3)); 

ERROR(INT POW(SQRT(z),2)); 

ERROR(SIN(ARCSIN(z))); 

.!!. mod of z > .1 ~ ERROR(COS(ARCCOS(z))) ~ i:= i + 1; 

if mod of z < 10 ~ ERROR(TAN(ARCTAN(z))); 

END: end; SPECIAL ARGUMENT:= true; i:= O; 

NLCR; PRINTTEXT(fLOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT =}); 
FIXT(l,1,LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT/pi); PRINTTEXT(tx pi}); 

OUTPUT( 

-{::EXP(LN(z)) :j>); 

OUTPUT( 

.f<z,j\1/3),\\3 }); 

OUTPUT( 

-{::SQRT(z),\\2 :\>); 
OUTPUT( 

-j::SIN(ARCSIN(z)) :\>); 
OUTPUT( 

-j::COS(ARCCOS(z)) :j:.); 

OUTPUT( 

i::TAN(ARCTAN(z)) :j:.) 
end 

end; ERASE 

end 

The input tape contains the number 100. 
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Results from test program RPR 190367/01 

LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT =-1.0 X pi 

EXP(LN(z)) +.56m-11 +.110+1 +.110 +4 +.58ro-11 -.110 +4 +.110 +1 

(z.N./3)~ +.13io-l0 +.110-2 +.110+4 +.13ID-10 -.1ID+4 +. lio-0 

SQRT(z),\\2 +. 35io-11 +. lm-0 +.1ID+2 +. 35ID-11 -. lio-0 +o 1ID+2 

SIN'(ARCSIN(z)) +. 8410-11 +. Om-0 +.1ID+4 +. 7510-11 -.110+4 +.110+1 

COS(ARCCOS(z)) +, 2010-10 +. lID-0 +. lID-2 +. 34ro-10 -. lID-0 +. lro-2 

TAN(ARCTAN(z))+.39ID-11 +.lID+l +.110+1 +.57io-11 -.lio-0 +.Oio-0 

LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT = -. 5 x pi 

EXP(LN(z)) +. 56io-11 +.110+1 +.1ID+4 +. 58ro-11 -.1ID+4 +.110+1 

(z,\\1/3)~ +.1310-lO +. ll!l-2 +.1ID+4 +.13ro-10 -.1ID+4 -.110-2 

SQRT(z),\\2 +. 35ro-11 +.110-0 +.110+2 +. 35ro-11 -.110-0 +.110+2 

SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +. 8410-ll +o OID-0 +.1ID+4 

COS(ARCCOS(z)) +. 20io-10 +. lID-0 +. lID-2 

+.7510-11 -.110+4 +.110+1 

+.3410-10 -.110-0 +.ll!l-2 

TAN(ARCTAN(z))+.3910-11 +.110 +1 +.110+1 +.57io-11 -.110-0 +.010-0 

LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT = +.O x pi 

EXP(LN(z)) +. 62io-11 +.110-2 +.110+1 +. 5810-11 -.110+4 +.110 +1 

(z,\\1/3)~ +.1310-10 +. ll!l-2 +.110+4 +.13io-10 -.110+4 -. lio-2 

SQRT(z),\\2 

SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +. 29io- 8 +. 010-0 +.110-2 

COS(ARCCOS(z)) +.12io- 9 +.110-0 +.110-2 

TAN(ARCTAN(z))+.2910- 8 +.Om-0 +.110-2 

+.41ID- 8 -.110-2 +. 010-0 

+.3410-10 -.ll!l-0 +.ll!l-2 

+.16ID- 8 -.lID-2 +.OID-0 

+.58ID-11 -.110+4 -.ll!l+l 

+.13ID-10 -.1ID+4 -.110-0 

+. 3510-11 -. ll!l-0 -.110+2 

+. 7510-11 -.1ID+2 -.1ID+4 

+.3410-10 -.ll!l-0 -.110-2 

+.3710-11 -.110+1 -.110+1 

+.8210-11 -.110+4 -.110+2 

+.1410-10 -.110-2 -.110+4 

+. 3510-ll -.110-0 -.110+2 

+.1010-10 -.110+4 -.110 +1 

+.3410-10 -.110-0 -.110-2 

+.3710-11 -.110+1 -.110-2 

+. 9810-11 +.110-2 -.110 +4 

+.16io-10 +.110-2 -.110+4 

+.3510-ll -.110-0 -.110+2 

+. 2910- 8 +. 010-0 -.110-2 

+. 5610-10 -. lm-0 -.110-0 

+.29ID- 8 +.OID-0 -.110-2 

+.56ID-ll +.110+1 -.1ID+4 

+.1410-10 +.1ID+4 -.110-2 

+. 3510-ll +.110-0 -.110+2 

+.7510-11 +.110+2 -.1!0+4 

+.2010-10 +.ll!l-0 -.110-2 

+.5710-ll +.110-0 +.010-0 

+.5610-ll +.110+1 -.110+4 

+.1410-10 +.110+4 -.110-2 

+. 3510-ll +.110-0 -.110+2 

+.75m-11 +.110+2 -.110+4 

+.2010-10 +.110-0 -.110-2 

+. 57 io-11 +.110-0 +. 010-0 

+.1210-10 +.110 +4 -.110 +1 

+.1510-10 +.110-0 -.110 +1 

+.3510-ll +.110-0 -.110+2 

+.4510- 8 +.110-2 +.010-0 

+.47io-10 +.lm-0 -.110-2 

+.57m-11 +.lm-0 +.Om-0 



LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT= +.5 X pi 

EXP(LN(z)) +.13w-10 +.110 +4 +.110+2 +. 58io-11 -.110+4 +.110+1 

(z,j\1/3),j\3 +.1710-10 +.010-0 +.110+4 +.1310-10 -.110+4 -.110-2 

SQRT(z),j\2 +. 3510-11 +.110-0 +.110+2 +. 35m-11 -. lm-0 +.110+2 

+.9810-11 +.110-2 -.110+4 

+.1610-10 +.110-2 -.110+4 

+.3510-ll -.110-0 -.110+2 

+.1210-10 +.110+4 -.110+1 

+.1510-10 +.110-0 -.110+1 

+. 35ro-11 +. lro-0 -.110 +2 
SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +. 29m- 8 +. 010-0 +.110-2 

COS(ARCCOS(z)) +.12m- 9 +. lm-0 +.110-2 

+.4110- 8 -.110-2 +.010-0 +.2910- 8 +.010-0 -.110-2 +.4510- 8 +.110-2 +.010-0 

+. 5610-10 -.110-0 +.110-0 +. 56m-10 -.110-0 -.110-0 +.1210- 9 +.110-0 -.110-2 
TAN(ARCTAN(z))+.2910- 8 +.Om-0 +.110-2 +.16m- 8 -.110-2 +.010-0 

LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT =+1.0 x pi 

EXP(LN(z)) +.1310-10 +.110 +4 +.110 +2 +.1210-10 -.110+4 +.110+1 

(z,j\:1./3),j\3 +.17m-10 +.Om-0 +.110+4 +.1610-10 -.110 +4 +.lm-0 

SQRT(z),j\2 +,3510-11 +.110-0 +.110 +2 +.3510-11 -.110-0 +.110 +2 

SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +. 7210- 8 +. lm-2 +.110-2 +.4110- 8 -.110-2 +. 010-0 

COS(ARCCOS(z)) +.1210- 9 +.1 10-0 +. lm-2 +. 5610-10 -. lio-0 +. lm-0 

+.98m-11 +.110-2 -.110+4 

+.1610-10 +.110-2 -.110+4 

+.3510-ll -.110-0 -.110+2 

+. 8810- 9 -.110-2 -. lio-2 

+.56m-10 -.110-0 -.110-0 

+.12m-10 +.110+4 -.110 +1 

+.1510-10 +.110-0 -.110+1 

+. 35m-11 +.110-0 -.110 +2 

+. 72m- 8 +.110-2 -, 110-2 

+.1210- 9 +.110-0 -.110-2 
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LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT =+1. 5 x pi 

EXP(LN(z)) +.1310-10 +.110+4 +.110+2 +.15ro-10 -.110+4 -.110-2 

(z,j\1./3),j\3 +.17ro-10 +.Oro-0 +.110+4 +.21r10 -.110 +4 -.110-2 

SQRT(z),J\2 

SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +. 72ro- 8 +.110-2 +. lro-2 

COS(ARCCOS(z)) +.1210- 9 +.110-0 +. lro-2 

+. 3510-ll -.110-0 +.110+2 

+.9810- 8 -.110-2 +.010-0 

+.6410-10 -.110-2 +.110-0 

T AN(ARCT AN(z))+. 29ro- 8 +. 010-0 +. lro-2 +.16ro- 8 -.110-2 +. 010-0 

LOWER BOUND ON ARGUMENT =+2.0 x pi 

EXP(LN(z)) + .1310-10 +.110+4 +.110+2 +.15ro-10 -.110+4 -. lro-2 

(z,j\1/3),j\3 +.17ro-10 +.Oro-0 +.110+4 +.21ro-10 -.110+4 -.lro-2 

SQRT(z),J\2 +. 3510-11 +.110-0 +.110 +2 +. 35ro-11 -.110-0 +.110+2 

SIN(ARCSIN(z)) +.1110 - 7 +. 010-0 +. lro-2 

COS(ARCCOS(z)) +. 6410-10 +.1 10-2 +. lro-0 

TAN(ARCTAN(z))+.5710- 8 +.Oro-0 +.lro-2 

+.1310- 7 -.110-2 +.010-0 

+.6410-10 -.110-2 +.1~-0 

+.1010- 7 -.110-2 +.010-0 

+.1910-10 -.110-2 -.110+4 

+.1910-10 -.110+1 -.110-2 

+.35ro-11 -.110-0 -.110+2 

+. 8810- 9 -.110-2 -.110-2 

+.6410-10 -.110-2 -.110-0 

+.2910- 8 +.010-0 -.110-2 

+.19ro-10 -.lro-2 -.110+4 

+.19ro-10 -.110+1 -.110-2 

+. 3510-ll -.110-0 -.110+2 

+.1110- 7 +.010-0 -.110-2 

+.62ro-10 -.110-0 -.lro-2 

+.5710- 8 +.010-0 -.110-2 

+.1210-10 +.110+4 -.110+1 

+.15ro-10 +.110-0 -.110+1 

+.3510-11 +.110-0 -.110+2 

+.7210- 8 +.110-2 -.110-2 

+.1210- 9 +.110-0 -.110-2 

+.1210- 8 +.110-2 +. 010-0 

+.18rl0 +.110+4 -.110-0 

+.1410-10 +.110+4 +.110-2 

+. 3510-ll +.110-0 -.110+2 

+.9810- 8 +.110-2 +.010-0 

+. 62ro-10 +.110·-0 -. lro-2 

+.1210- 8 +.110-2 +. 010-0 
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Some other tests were performed for ARCTAN, ARCSIN and ARCCOS. 

z assumed the values 

z = p e i<f> 

where <f> = 0 (pi/10) 1.9 pi. 

Only the principal values were calculated, i~ee SPECIAL ARGUMENT = false. 

The results are: 

lz - TAN(ARCTAN(zJJl/P 

reached for p = .49 the maximal value .8710-11 for <I> = , .9 pi 
II II p = • 1 " " II .6910-11 " <I> = 1.8 pi 
II " p = .001 II " " • 3610-11 " <I> = 0 

" II p = 10 II " " .3610-10 II 
<I> = .8 pi 

lz - SIN(ARCSIN(z)) !IP 

reached for p = .49 the maximal value 0 5910-11 for <I> = 1. 7 pi 

" II p = • 1 " " " ·5710-11 Ii 
<I> = 1.1 pi 

II " p = .001 II " II • 3610-11 II 
<I> = .2 pi 

II II p = 10 II " II .3910-11 II 
<I> = 1.2 pi 

" " p = 100 " " II .5410-11 " <I> = 1.7 pi 

lz - COS(ARCCOS(z)) I /p 

reached for p = 10 the maximal value .471'0-11 for <I> = .2 pi 
II II p = 100 " ii Ii .5210-11 II 

<I> = 1. 7 pi 
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Chapter 5 

THE CAUCHY PROBLJ!M 

5.1. Introduction 

Many physical problems lead to the so-called Cauchy problem (see [5] 

p. 39); i.e. the determination of functions Uk(x1, .•• , xd), k = 1, ••• ,K, 

satisfying the partial-differential equations: 

au1 au1 auK auK 
G (-

axd 1 Clx ' llt •• ' • ii Oill' 

ax, • 0 111 e ' 

axd • 1 

u,. ill G> OI ' UK' x,. ,. o e ' xd) = c1• 

for 1 = 1, ••• , K, where the c1 1 s are constant, 

and the initial conditions: 

(5.1.1) 

(5.1.2) 

Sometimes,it is possible to develop the functions Uk in Taylor series: 

Uk(x1 , ••• , xd) = 

for k=1, ••• ,K. 

In this chapter.we shall be concerned with the calculation of the Taylor 

coefficients u.. • .11:,n 1, ••• ,nd 
(Here and in the sequel,we denote Taylor coefficients by small letters 

and the functions to which they belong by corresponding capital letters.) 

In general, the calculation of the uk is elementary but tedious; 
,n1 , ••• ,nd 

therefore, it is perfectly suitable for treatment by means of a formula-

manipulation system. The calculation is performed in two steps: 

first, the differential equations (5.1.1) are given to a formula-manipu~ 

lation ALGOL 60 program which investigates the differential equations 
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algebraically and which outputs special ALGOL 60 statements; second, 

another ALGOL 60 program, composed of the ALGOL 60 statements produced 

by the first program, calculates the Taylor coefficients (in a numeri
cal manner). The latter program is (automatically) made as efficient as 

possible with respect to the storage space, in which numerous Taylor 

coefficients are stored. 

We require in the sequel that the Cauchy problem satisfies the follow

ing conditions: 

1. The lef't-hand sides of (5,1.1) are expressions built up with real 

or integral numbers, variables (as aui/a~, or Ui' or xi' or some 

parameters), the dyadic operators: +, -, *" I and t, and the functions: 

exp, ln, sin, cos, arctan and sqrt, only. 

2. The functions U~(x 1 , •••• xd_ 1 ) have a known Taylor-series expansion: 

co 

l 
n =O 

1 
for k=1, ••• ,K. (5.1.4) 

3. If we substitute: fork= 1, ••• , K, 

0 
~.1.0, •••• o,o = ~.1,0, •••• o• 

0 
~.o,o, ...• 1~0 = ~.o,o, ...• 1 

and 
0 

~.o.o, ...• o,o = ~.o.o, ...• o• 

then the equations: 

G1(u1.1, ••• ,o,o• 1111 1111 II& ' u1 0 0 1 • • • • • u__ 1 0 • • • • • u.. • , , ••• , , K, , ••• , ,O K,O, ••• ,0, 1 

u, .o •... ,o,o• u._ , O, ••• , 0) = c1,l = 1, ••• ,K, 
K,O, ••• ,o,o 

are explicitly solvable for u. 0 0 1, k = 1, ••• , K. 
K, 'llHlllll' ' 
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These equations are, in general, nonlinear in u. 0 0 1 ; we re-
.K., ,~Ill~, ' 

quire, therefore, that they are solved already by hand or by compu-

ter and that their solution is given together with the initial 

conditions (5.1.2). An alternative way of looking at these equations 

is, that they determine the constants c1 , 1 = 1, ••• ,Kin terms of 

the, now independent, initial data. 

4. The le~-hand sides of (5.1.1) are analytic functions of their 

(Kd + K + d) variables in the neighbourhood of the origin defined 

by: 

auk/axJ. uk o 1 o• 
• •'''(j)""' 

j=1, ... ,d} 
k=1 , • , • ,K. 

uk = ~.o, ... ,o 

5, Fork= 1, ••• , K we introduce~= auk/axd; it is required that in 

the origin: 

(5.1 .5) 

The above conditions are sufficient for the Taylor coefficients to be 

computable by means of the process as described in this chapter. The 

conditions are also sufficient for proving that the obtained Taylor 

series converge (see section 5,3,1). 

The problem (5.1.1) seems to be very general, however, it does not en-

close the case that for some k the derivative auk/axd does not occur in 

(5,1.1); then, namely, condition 5 is not satisfied. Therefore, condition 5 is 

weakened: Let tk be such that au /ax occurs, 
k tk 

does not occur, (Note, that tk may be equal to 

be understood as Uk itself.) 

We now define\ by: 

and require that in the origin: 

det{aG1 !a\} -:/: o. 

The number tk will be called the ~ of Uk. 

but auk/ax. with j > t 
J k 

O; then auk/axt should 
k 

( 5. 1 • 5a) 
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It is obvious that if, for some k, tk < d,then the initial conditions 

(5,1,2) should be changed appropriately (see section 5,8.5). 

In order to simplify the investigations we shall assume in the sequel 

that d = 2 and that tk 2, for all k. The variables x1 and x2 will be 

denoted by x and y,respectively. 

The final ALGOL 60 programs of section 5.7 and 5.8 are, however, made 

for the general case; moreover, the origin may be chosen arbitrarily. 

In the sequel, we shall, moreover, assume that the constants C 
l' 

1 = 1, ••• , K, are all zero; this does not harm generality, as they 

may easily be taken into account by the le~-hand sides of equation 

(5.1.1). 

The outline of this chapter is as follows: 

Section 5,2 describes the theoretical process for calculating the 

Taylor coefficients. The purpose of this section is to show the recur-

sion, with respect to the indexes n and m, for calculating u. • K,n,m 
Section 5.3 describes a process for solving the explicit Cauchy problem; 

i.e. the quantities auk/ay occur explicitly at the left-hand sides of the 

equations: auk/ay = I\_(3U/ax, ••• , 3UK/ax, u1, ••• ,UK' x, y). 

Section 5,4 gives an outline of the calculation process by means of a 

simple ALGOL 60 program. 

Section 5,5 discusses the separation of the process into an algebraic 

part and a computational part. 

Section 5.6 investigates a more efficient approach in which e.g. the 

differential equations are transformed, in order to obtain a more effi

cient computational program. 

Section 5,7 discusses the ALGOL 60 program for executing the algebraic 

part of the problem. 

Section 5,8 discusses the computational ALGOL 60 program. 

Section 5.9 is devoted to an example from the theory of "blunt-body pro

blems" in aerodynamics. 

Finally, section 5.10 lists some devices to overcome certain shortcomings 

of the system, and it mentions some problems for future investigations. 
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5.2. A simple but unpractical calculation process 

By means of a simple, but, as will turn out, unpractical calculation 

process, it will be shown that the Taylor coefficients are indeed 

computable.This process, in principle described in [5] p. 39, demon
strates one important facet of the process to be described in sections 
5.6 and 5,7, namely the recursion with respect to the indexes n and m 

of u. • K,n,m 

The functions G1 of (5,1.1) are differentiated n times with respect to 
x,and m times with respect toy (we assume n+m > 0). The result is: 

where Pk = 
involving: 

Pk .. ,l,J 

\,i,j 

u .. 
k,l,J 

0 (5.2.1) 

auk/ax and ~ = auk/ay, and where the dots represent terms 

with i s n, j s m and i+j ~ n+m, 

with i s n and j s m, 

and terms involving partial derivatives of G1 with respect to x, y, Pk, 
~ and Uk. In the origin we have: 

p .. 
k,l,J 

Q .• 
k,l,J 

u .. 
k,l,J 

(i + ·1)!j!uk ·+1 ., 
'l , J 

• I ( ' 1 ) I =i.J+ .u. .. 1' K,l,J+ 

=i!j!uk··· ,l,J 
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Thus,equations (5,2.1) are, in the origin, equations for the Ta;ylor 

coefficients u. .. with k = 1, ••• ,Kand (i,j) in R defined by K,1,J n,m 

R = {(i,j): i ~ n+1 A j ~ m+1 A i+j ¥ n+m+2}. n,m (5.2.2) 

Next, we observe that equations (5.2.1) are linear in the u. K,n,m+1" 
Due to condition (5.1.5) we may solve the equations for the u. +1 • K,n,m 
thus expressing the u. in terms of the u. .. with (i,j) in K,n,m+1 K,1,J 
S defined by: n,m 

(See figure 1.) 

j 

m+1 

m 

0 

S = R ........._{(n,m+1)}, n,m n,m 

x 

x 

x 

0 n n+1 

fig. 1. The shaded region is S n,m 

(5.2,3) 

i 

By hypothesis, the ~.i,O and the ~.o, 1 are known from the initial 
conditions. 

The following calculation scheme presents itself: 

First, let n = 1, m = 0; then S consists of the points: (O,O), (1,0), n,m 
( 2, 0) and ( 0, 1 ) in which the u. . . are known; thus, we can calculate 

K 9 1,J 
the ~ 1 1• 

• • 
Next, let n = o, m = 1; then S consists of the points: (O,O), (1 ,O), n,m 
(0,1) and (1,1), in which the u. .. are known; thus,we can calcuK,1,J 
late the ~ 0 2• 

• • 
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In general, if index pair (n1 ,m1) has been treated, then the next 

index pair (n2 ,m2 ) is defined by: 

if n1 > 0, then n2 = n1 - 1 and m2 = m1 + 1; 

otherwise, n2 = m1 + 1 and m2 = O, 

and the uk 1 , k = 1, ••• , K can be calculated. (See figure 2.) 
,n2,m2+ 

0 
0 i 

fig. 2. The successive values of (n,m) 

The -.- line encloses the region s 
n,m 

The line encloses the region of~ .. 's already calculated. 
']. ,J 

A direct and easy conclusion from fig. 2 is that,if it is the turn for 

(n,m) to be treated, then all the points of S ly in the region of al-n,m 
ready calculated uk,i,j; thus, the ~,n,m+ 1 can indeed be calculated. 

Note, that if the quantity auk/ay does not occur in the partial-differen

tial equations, but, instead, either auk/ax, or Uk itself occurs as 

"highest" derivative, then the same process as above can be used; now, 

however, the equations (5,2,1) should be solved for either uk,n+1 ,m' 

or u. which occur also linearly in (5.2.1). 
11:,n,m 
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The method just described can be laid down in an ALGOL 60 formula-mani

pulation program which differentiates the functions G1 ; this is done, for 

example, by Perlis, Itturiaga and Standish [12] • There is, however, a 

major disadvantage attached to this approach, namely, that the derivatives 

of the differential equations, on the form of which we do not want to im

pose severe restrictions, will,in general,become very lengthy so that the 

memory capacity of the computer may easily become exhausted. 

We choose therefore an alternative method, which is more arduous to des

cribe but which has not the above disadvantage. 

In short, this method consists of calculating the equations (5.2.1) in a 

numerical way, instead of the analytic way by differentiation. 
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5,3, The explicit Cauchy problem 

5,3.1. Introduction 

The ordinary, explicit Cauchy problem, as given in [5] p. 39, has the 

form: 

Determine the functions Uk satisfying 

(5.3.1) 

k=1, ••• ,K, 
and the initial conditions (5.1.2). 

For the functions Hk we require the same conditions as for the functions 

G1 in (5.1.1), except for conditions 3 and 5 which are now meaningless. 

There are several reasons for treating problem (5,3,1): 

1. An historical reason; already in 1960, R.D. Richtmyer [13] as well as 

A. Gibbons [6] described (machine-code) programs which calculate the 

Taylor coefficients of the functions Uk by means of a process to be 

discussed in this section. Also R.E. Moore [10] has investigated the 

problem as part of a study on error analysis. 

2. A practical reason; the calculation scheme for the more complicated 

problem (5.1.1) is a direct generalization of the calculation scheme 

which will be developed in this section. The latter scheme is, apart for 

the treatment of elementary functions and integral powers, already 

given by Gibbons. 

3. A mathe.matical reason; from the known theorem of Cauchy-Kowalewski, 

which asserts the existence and convergence of the Taylor series for 

the functions Uk satisfying (5,3.1) and (5.1.2),it will be proved that 

the Taylor series of the functions Uk satisfying (5,1,1) and (5.1.2) 

exist and converge also. 

Let us first give the convergence proof mentioned under 3. Introduce K 

new functions Vk with 

(5.3.2) 
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differentiate (5.1.1) with respect toy, obtaining: 

where Pk = auk/ax, ~ = auk/ay. 

Due to condition (5.1.5),the equations (5.3.3) may be written as 

au 
_.K 
ax • 

v1, ••• , VK, u1, ••• ,UK, x, y). 

For the initial conditions of the functions Vk we choose 

auk 
where the ay-Cx,O) are calculated from (5.1.1) in which we have substi-

tuted: 

auk du~ 
ax-(x,O) = dx , Uk(x,O) = U~(x), and y = O. 

The equations (5,3,2) and (5,3,4) together are of the form (5,3,1); more

over, the functions ~ and the initial conditions (5,3,5) are analytic 

in a neighbourhood of the origin; therefore.the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem 

asserts the existence and convergence of the Taylor series for the func

tions Uk and Vk. 

Remarks 

1. The proof that the Uk obtained from (5.3,2) and (5,3.4) is also the 

solution of (5.1.1), is trivial. 

2. One might ask: it is shown that problem (5,1,1) may be treated as a 

problem of the simpler form (5,3,1); why should problem (5,1,1) be 

investigated at all? The answer is fourfold: 

a. The differentiation and the inversion of the matrix aG1/a~must , 

be done beforehand, which may be difficult. 
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b. The resulting left-hand sides of (5,3.4) will,in general,be more 

lengthy than the formulae G1 . (See section 5,9,1.) 

c. The extra initial conditions for Vk should be calculated before

hand, which may be difficult. 

d. The treatment of problems of the form (5.3.1) does not necessarily 

involve a fc,rmula-manipulation system and would, therefore, be of little 

interest in the scope of this treatise; in the treatment of the 

problem (5.1.1), however, formula manipulation will turn out to 

be necessary in a natural way. 

5,3,2. The calculation scheme for the explicit Cauchy problem 

We now proceed in defining the process for calculating the Taylor coeffi

cients of functions Uk satisfying (5.3.1) and (5.1.2). 

The functions Hk are formulae as defined in chapter 2; hence, they can 

be stored in the computer as trees consisting of subformulae. Each of 

the subformulae and the formulae Hk themselves can be written in a 

simple form using at most one operand and at most two subformulae. 

Example: Let 

(5.3.6) 

this formula gives rise to the following subformulae, written in 

the simple form: 

As already indicated in the example, we denote the subformulae of the 

Hk by Ai, i = 1 , 2, • , • 
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Each A. is an analytic function of x and y. (This does not follow from 
l. 

condition 4 of section 5.1; one may have e.g. the function sin(x)x(1/x) 

which is analytic for x = O, whereas the subformula 1/x is not. We shall 

discard, however, such pathological cases.) Thus each A. has a Taylor 
l. 

series: 

A. (x,y) = 
l. I I 

n=O m=O 

n m a. x y , 
i,n,m 

The calculation process is as follows: 

(5.3,8) 

Let ( n ,m) = ( 0, 0) , ( 1 , 0) , ( 0, 1 ) , ( 2, 0) , ( 1 , 1 ) , ••• , i.e. the 

sequence of index pairs as given in section 5.2. For given (n,m), 

a. is calculated according to the following table. (Note that i,n,m 
elementary functions and powers will be treated separately): 
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if A. = then a. = 
l i,n,m 

A. ±. 1\ a. + a 
J J,n,m - k,n,m 

n m 
A. x 1\ I I a. ak,n-p,m-q J p=O q=O J,p,q 

n m 
A/Ak {a. - I I a. ~.n-p,m-q}/ak,O,O J ,n,m p=O q=O l,p,q 

p+qfn+m 

auk/Clx (n+1 )uk +1 ,n ,m 

Uk ~,n,m 

x if n = 1 AID ::: 0 then 1,otherwise 0 

y if n = 0 AID = 1 then 1 ,otherwise 0 

a number N if n ::: 0 Am = 0 then N,otherwise 0 

table 1. Calculation process for elementary operations. 

The value of h can thus be calculated and u. +l follows from k,n,m K,n,m 

=-1-h • ~,n,m+1 m + 1 k,n,m 

For the example (5,3,7) we have 

a := u ; 
1,n,m 1,n,m 

a := (n+1 )u1 +l ; 2,n,m ,n ,m 
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n m 
a ·= 3,n,m" I I 

p=O q=O 
a a · 1,p,q 2,n-p,m-q' 

a · - if n = 4,n,m·- A m = 0 then 1 otherwise O; 

( h : =)a : = a + a 
1,n,m 5,n,m 3,n,m 4,n,m 

andu :=h1 /(m+1). 
1,n,m+1 ,n,m 

Starting with known values for u1 . 0 (from the initial conditions), 
'1, 

we first calculate u 1 0 1 in terms of u1 0 0; next,we 
' ' ' ' 

calculate u1 1 1 , ' 
in terms of u1,0,0' u1 2 0 and u1 0 1; then u1 0 2 is 

' ' ,. ' ' , 
calculated, etc. 

5,3,3, The recurrence relations for elementary functions and powers 

Consider the subformula Ai= <l>(Aj), where the function <I> may stand for: 

exp, ln, sin, cos, arctan, and sqrt. Note that a power ftg, where "g" 

is not an integer,may be treated as exp(g*ln(f)). 

For each possible choice of the function <I>, we can introduce three 

functions '!' 1 , '!'2 and w2 such that 

dw(z)/dz '!' 1(w(z), <1>2(z), z) , 

} (5.3.10) 

dw 2(z)/dz = '!' 2 (w(z), w2 (z), z). 

In the sequel we shall write 

<l>j for <I> (A.)' 
1 J 

q) 
2 for <1>2(Aj)' 

'!'j for '!'k(<l>(Aj), <1>2(Aj), A.), k 1 ' 2' k J 

and z. for A .• 
J J 

The definition of the functions <l>j and '!'j J_s given 1n the following table: 
\) \) 
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<jlj <jlj 'Pj 'PJ 
1 2 1 2 

exp ( z.) <jlj 
J 1 

ln( z.) 1/z. 
J J 

sin(z.) 
J 

cos(z.) 
J 

<Pj 
2 

(-1) x 4) 
1 

cos(z.) 
J 

sin ( z.) 
J 

(-1 ) x <jlj 
2 

<jlj 
1 

arctan( z.) 1 I (Hz. x z.) 
J J J 

sqrt(z.) 
J 

.5/qi~ 

'--- .. ,. ····--~- .. 
---~ - - ·--·-- - ----· - -------·-

table 2. The differential equations for elementary functions 

The coefficient a. of A. = <ll(A.) can be calculated if the a. are i,n,m i J J,p,q 
known for 0 s p s n, 0 s q s m, as follows. 

From (5,3.10) it follows, a~er differentiation with respect to x, that 

thus, if the Taylor coefficients of <llj 
\) 

and ~j , respectively, then we have v ,n ,m 

(5,3,11) 

and of 'Pj are denoted by ~j v v,n,m 
the following equation: 
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(n+1 ).i-j 
'f'v,n+1,m = 

n m 

I I 
p=O q=O 

$j (n-p+1)a. ; v,p,q J,n-p+1,m-q 

or,changing n+1 into n and dividing by n: 

n m 
cpj \ \ 
v,n,m = n l l 

p=O q=O 
$j (n-p)a. • 
v,p,q J,n-p,m-q (5,3.12) 

In the case that n = O,we get a similar formula by differentiating 

A. with respect to y: 
J 

• 1 n m j ( ) 
cl>~,n,m =iii p~O q~O Wv,p,q m-q aj,n-p,m-q' (5.3.13) 

As can be seen from table 2, the structure of the functions ~j is the 
\} 

structure of a formula in which no special functions occur; 

their variables are: cp~, cp~ and zj' 

This means that if we add to table 1 the following table: 

If A. = then a. = 
l. i,n,m 

<!>j 
1 

cpj 
1 ,n,m 

<!>j 
2 

cpj 
2,n,m 

z. a. 
J J ,n,m 

table 3. The calculation of elementary functions 
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then the ~j can be calculated using this table and table 1. 
v, n ,m 

Finally, by means of (5.3.12) and (5.3.13) the Taylor coefficients 

a. of A. = w(A.) can be calculated. 
i,n,m l J 

The equations (5.3.12) and (5.3.13) can be used only if both n and m 

differ from zero. In the case that n = 0 and m = O, we may calculate 

the ~j 0 0 (and thus the a. 0 0 ) from 
v, ' l, ' 

~j O o = wj(a. o o). 
v, ' \) J, ' 

(5.3.14) 

Remark: It is possible to introduce direct recursion relations for the 

special functions; for example if A. 
l 

a. 
i,n,m 

n m 

n I I 
p=O q=O 

exp(A.), then 
J 

a. (n-p)a. 
i,p,q J,n-p,m-q, 

which would be more simple than the above sketched. procedure; in fact, 

this is the method used. by Gibbons [6]. 

Our method has, however, the advantage that other special functions 

can easily be implemented in the program. Take for example the Bessel

function Jn(z) satisfying z 2J~ +zJ~ + (z2 - n2 )Jn = 0. Introducing 

<P 2 (z) = J~(z) we have 

d<P 1 

dz 

We apply the calculation process to the differential equation 

(5.3.15) 

Besides the subformulae (5.3.7) the following subformulae are introduced: 
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A9 ln(A8) , 

H2 A10 A7 + A9 

<1>6 = A11 cos(A6 ) 2 

6 
'¥ 1 A12 A11' (5,3.16) 

A13 = -1 

'¥6 
A14 = A13 x A17, 

2 

The zeroth Taylor coefficients may be calculated by: 

a8,o,o:= u2.o,o; 

a9 0 o:= 
' ' 

ln(a8,o,o); 

h := a10 0 o:= a + a9 0 o; 2,0,0 ' . 7,0,0 • • 
6 cos (a6 0 0 ); <P2,o,o:= a11,o,o:= • • 
6 w, ,o,o:= a12,o,o:= a11,0,0; 

a13,0,o:= -1; 

6 x W2 o o:= a14,o,o== a13,0,0 a7 o o• • • , . 
a15 0 o:= 1 ; . ' 
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From the calculated value of h the value of u2 0 1 can be calculated: 
2,0,0 ' , 

u2 0 1:= h2 0 o' 
' ' !I ' 

The (n,m) Taylor coefficients are defined by: 

n m 

a7 nm:= ( l l a12,p,q(n-p)a6,n-p,m-q)/n; 
' ' p=O q=O 

(if n = O, we have to use formula (5.3.13)) 

a ·= u · 8,n,m' 2,n,m' 

n m 

a := ( L L a17,p,q(n-p)a8,n-p,m-q)/n; 
9,n,m p=O q=O 

(if n = O, we have to use formula (5.3.13)) 

h2 := a10,n,m:= a7 + a9 ; ,n,m ,n,m ,n,m 

6 n rn 
~ ·- a := ( L L a 14 (n-p)a6 )/n; 

1,n,m .- 11,n,m p=O q=O ,p,q ,n-p,m-q 

(if n = O, we have to use formula (5,3.13~) 

1)!6 := 
1,n,m a ·= a · 

12,n,m' 11,n,m' 

a := O; 
13,n,m 

1jJ 6 ·== 
2,n,m' 

n m 
a ·= L L a a · 

14,n,m' p=O q=O 13,p,q 17,p,q' 

a := O; 
15,n,m 

a ·= a · 16,n,m' 8,n,m' 
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8 n m 
~ .- a := (a - I I a a 6 )/a 6 • 1,n,m 17,n,m 15,n,m p=O q=O 17,p,q 1 ,n-p,m-q 1 ,O,O 

p+q:Fn+m 
We see that h is calculated in terms of: u 1 , u , 2,n,m 2,n+ ,m 2,n+1,m-1 
···• u2 1 0 , u2 , ••• , u2 0 0 • (These quantities appear in the sums ,n+ , ,n,m , , 
for defining a7 and a9 ,) Thus, according to secticn 5,2, ,n,m ,n,m 
h2 is indeed computable. ,n,m 

From h2,n,m' the u2 ,n,m+l may be calculated by means of 

u := h /(m+1)· 2,n,m+1 2,n,m 

Remarks 

1. It seems that for the calculation of a 11 the value of the not yet ,n,m 
calculated a14 is ,n,m needed; this is, however, not the case since 

a14 is multiplied by O. ,n,m 
2. For n ~ 0 and m f 0 we may use two different formulae (5,3.12) and 

(5.3.13) to calculate the coefficient of <!>(A.). The results are, how
J 

ever, identical. This can be seen easily. We shall only treat 

the case A. 
l 

exp(A.). Equation (5.3.12) is equivalent with 
J 

which has the solution A~= c1 (y) exp(Aj). 

In the same way equation (5.3.13) is equivalent with A~= c2(x) exp(A.). 
l J 

For n = O, only equation (5.3.13) can be used, this means for x = 0: 
1 same reasoning gives that for y = 0: A. and 
l 

1 2 A. and A. are equal. The 2 l 
Ai are equal; thus c1(y) = c2 (x) =constant. For n = 0 and m = 0 we 
have A.(0,0) = exp(A.(O,O));thus,the constant is 

l J 
unity. 

Integral powers:A. =<!>(A.) =A. t n, where n is an integer,can not be 
l J J 

treated by means of the differential equation: 

d<!> 
dz = n x <!>/z, 

since the constant term of the Taylor series for z may be zero. 

We, therefore, treat A. t n by means of an efficiently formed product: 
J 

let A =A. t (n f 2), then 
p J 

A. =(A x A) x (if n t 2 x 2 = n then else A.). 
l p p - J 
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5.3.4. A sketch of an ALGOL 60 procedure 

The process, as described in the previous subsections, can be defined 

by a simple ALGOL 60 program. The functions Hk are stored as trees to 

be used as the threads along which a recursive procedure 

can perform the calculations. Let the index i of the subformula f = A. 
1 

be called the Taylor index of f. Introduce a nonlocal variable next 

Taylor index which initially gets the value O; introduce, moreover, the 

array elements a[i,n,m]; then,a sketch of the procedure for calculating 

the a[i,n,m] might be 

inteFl.f3_r procedure Taylor index (f}; value f; integer f; 
begin integer type, A, B, T, TA, TB, p, q; 

type:= TYPE(f,A,B); 

if type = sum v type = difference v type = product v type = quotient 

then begin TA:= Taylor index(A); TB:= Taylor index(B) end else 

if. type = function v type = integral power 

then TB:= Taylor index(B) else EXIT; 

T:= Taylor index:= next Taylor index:= next Taylor index + 7; 

a[T,n,m]:= 
if type = sum then a[TA,n,m] + a[TB,n,m] else 

if type = difference then a[TA,n,m] - a[TB,n,m] else 

if type = product then 

SUM(p, 7,n,SUM(q, 7,m,a[TA,p,q] x a[TB,n-p,m-q])) 

else 

else 

if type = unknown function then u [index of unknown funct-z'.on ( f'), n, m J 
else ......... . 

end Taylor index; 

If H[k] is the formula Hk, then the Taylor coefficients u[k,n,m+7] may 

be calculated by means of: 
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n:= m:= O; 
comment the values of u[k,i,OJ, i = O, 7, ... , highest degree, 

should be given beforehand; 
for next Taylor index:= 0 while n < highest degree do 

begin for k:= 7 step 7 until K do 

u[k,n,m+1J:= a[Taylor index(H[k]),n,m]/(m+7J; 

n:= n - 7; m:= m + 7; 

ii n = -7 then begin n:= m; m:= 0 end 

Note that if also elementary fUnctions occur, then the Taylor 

coefficients for the ~ and ~ functions should also be calculated, 

We shall discuss this and other details in section 5,7, 
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5.4. A simple calculation process for the implicit Cauchy problem 

We return to the implicit Cauchy problem (5.1.1), which, for the present 

section and section 5.5, will have the simple form of an ordinary diffe
rential equation: 

G(x,U,U') o, (5.4.1) 

(where U' = dU/dx) 

with initial conditions: 

U(O) (5.4.2) 

We require,for this section and section 5.5,that the only arithmetic 
operators occurring in "G" are the operators + and x; furthermore, "G" does 
not contain function symbols or integral powers. 

The investigations will be illustrated by means of the following example: 

G = (((U x U) + (U' x U')) + (-1)) = O, (5.4,3) 

with 

U(O) 0 and U' ( 0) (5.4.4) 

thus,U = sin(x). 

The formula "G" determines a set of subformulae: 

A3 A1 x A2, 

A4 U' • 

A5 U' • 
(5.4.5) 

A6 A4 x A5, 

A7 = A3 + A6, 
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Table 1 of section 5,3 applied to these subformulae would give the follow

ing calculation scheme: 

a := u · 
1 ,n n' 

n 

a3,n:= pio a1,p x a2,n-p; 

a ·- (n+1 )un+i; 4,n·-

n 
a6 := l 

,n p=O 
a x a • 4,p 5,n-p' 

a8 ,n:= if n = 0 then -1,otherwise O; 

a := a + a • 9,n 7,n 8,n 

(5.4.6) 

The process ends, however, a~er the a. 0 have been calculated; as, for 
l.. 

the calculation of ~ 1 ,we need the unknown coefficient u2 • • 
We now make the important observation that the coefficient u2 may be con

sidered as an algebraic variable and that the coefficients ai, 1 may be 

calculated in terms of u2 in an algebraic way. 

In particular,a9, 1 may be calculated as a formula dependent on u2• As 

follows from (5.4.1),a9, 1 = O; hence,we have found an equation for the 

unknown u2 • Since this equation is linear in u2 , we can calculate u2 ~n 

a simple wa;y: 
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Let a9 , 1 

The two operations: substituting u2 = 0 in f(u2 ) and differentiating 

f(u2 ) with respect to u2 are already available in the general system of 

chapter 2. We are thus led, in a natural way, to perform the calculation 

by means of formula manipulations. 

If u2 has been calculated, its value should be substituted in the for

mulae a. 1 such that the a. 1 become numbers; next,the a. 2 may be calcula-
1, l, l, 

ted as formulae in u3 which may then be calculated by equating a902 to 

zero, etc. 

The procedure for calculating the a. can be made very similar to the 
l,n 

procedure Taylor index of section 5.3.4; the only significant difference 

is that the arithmetic operators + and x should be replaced by the ope

rators S and P. For example, "a [TA, n, m] + a [TB, n, m ]" should be replaced 

by "S(a[TA,nJ,a[TB,n])". 

We now give a complete ALGOL 60 program, which should be imbedded as an 

"actual program" in the general system of chapter 2. 

This program calculates the first 8 Taylor coefficients of the function 

U defined by (5.4,3) and (5.4.4). The main part of the program is the 

procedure CALC TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS which is independent of the particular 

problem; it consists of: 

1. The procedure count number of Taylor indexes which is used to calcu

late the length of the array a. 

2. The procedure Taylor index. 

3. The procedure body defining the calculation of u 7 and for substitu
n+ 

ting the calculated value of u 7 in the a. n+ i,,n 

Remark: in this program and in the programs of the next sections, a dif

ference a - bis transformed into a+ (-1) x b. This is automatically 

executed after a redefinition of the procedure D. The efficiency of .the 

computational program of section 5.8 is not affected by this transform

ation. 
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ACTUAL PROGRAM: INITIALIZE; expand:= false; 

begin integer U,Uprime,x,i; integer array u[O:B]; 

procedure OUTPUT([); value f; integer f; 

begin integer t,a,b; t:= TYPE(f,a,bJ; 

it t = number A a = integer then 

begin VAL OF INT NUM(f,a); FIXP(2,0,a) end 

else it t = number A a = real then 

begin real r; VAL OF REAL NUM(f,r); 

FLOP(72,3,r) 

end else PUTEXT( fwrong formulatJ 

end OUTPUT; 

integer procedure D(a,b); value a,b; integer a,b; 

D:= S(a,P(minone,b)J; 

procedure CALC TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS 

(diff eq,u0,u7,highest degree,u); 

value diff eq,u0,u7,highest degree; 

integer diff eq,u0,u7,highest degree; integer array u; 

begin integer next Taylor index,i,k,n,unplus7,eq in unplus7; 

integer procedure count number of Taylor indexes([); 

value f; integer f; 

begin integer t,A,B; t:= TYPE(f,A,B); 

count number of Taylor indexes:= 

it t = sum v t = product then 

7 + count number of Taylor indexes(A) + 

count number of Taylor indexes(B) 

else 7 

end count number of Taylor indexes; 

begin integer array a[ 7 :count number of Taylor indexes (di ff eq), 

O:highest degree - 7]; 

integer -rzrocedure Taylor index(f); value f; integer f; 

begin integer t,A,B,T,TA,TB,p; t:= TYPE(f,A,B); 
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ii t :::: swn v t :::: product then 

begin TA:= Taylor index(A); TB:= Taylor index(B) end; 

T:= Taylor index:= next Taylor index:= next Taylor index+ 7; 

a[T,n]:= ii t =product then 

Swn(p,O,n,P(a[TA,p],a[TB,n-p])) else 

ii t :::: swn then 

S(a[TA,n],a[TB,n]) else 

ii f = U then u[n] else 

ii f = Uprime then <ii n = 0 then u[7] else 

P(IN(n + 7),unplus7)) else 

ii f = x then <ii n = 7 then one else zero) else 

<ii n = 0 then f else zero) 

end Taylor index; 

BODY OF CALC TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS: 

unplus7:= STORE(O,algebraic variable,OJ; 

u[OJ:= uO; u[7J:= u7; 

for n:= 0 step 7 until highest degree - 7 do 

begin next Taylor index:= O; eq in unplus7:= 

a[Taylor index(diff eq),n]; 

ii n = 0 then go to out; 

u[n+7J:= Q(P(minone,SUBSTITUTE(eq in unplus7, 

k,7,7,unplus7,zero)),DER(eq in unplus7,unplus7)); 

for i:= 7 step 7 until next Taylor index do 

a[i,nJ:= SUBSTITUTE(a[i,n],k,7,7,unplus7,u[n+7]); 

out: end 

end end CALC TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS; 

U:= STORE(O,algebraic variable,O); 

Uprime:= STORE(O,algebraic variable,0); 

x:= STORE(O,algebraic variable,O); 

CALC TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS( 

S(S(P(U,U),P(Uprime,Uprime)),minone), 

zero, one, 8, u); 



for i:= 0,7,2,3,4,5,6,?,8 do 

begin PUNLCR; OUTPUT(u[i]) end 
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end;comment the next two ends correspond to the two begins of the 

general system; 

end end ----
The input tape consists of 

2048 500 0 0 0 

io-70 io-70 

The above program, which gives the following results: 

0 

0 

-.16666666666710-0 
0 

+.83333333333510-2 
0 

-.19841269841010-3 

o. 

is very simple and straightforward,but has four shortcomings: 

1. The program itself (together with the, not reproduced, general system) 

needs much storage space, which cannot be used for storing the nume

rous Taylor coefficients in a realistic problem. 

2. The program needs much storage space for storing the Taylor coeffi

cients as formulae. (An approach in which the Taylor coefficients 

are stored as real numbers is described in [15]). 
3. The program uses the storage space for the Taylor coefficients very 

inefficiently (it will turn out,later on,that the same storage space 

may be used for different Taylor coefficients). 

4. The program needs much time, since the algebraic analysis for calcu

lating the Taylor coefficients is performed repeatedly. 
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5,5, Divide et impera 

The process, as described in the foregoing section, can be improved 

considerably by splitting it into two programs: 

1. The algebraic program, which has as input the differential equations 

and which defines output in the form of ALGOL 60 statements to be used 

in 

2. the computational program, which has as input the initial values and 

computes in an ordinary arithmetic way the Taylor coefficients. 

In order to get an idea of the tasks for the algebraic program we shall 

propose some forms of the computational program. 

The heading of the computational prograrr, should consist of: 

the declaration of the real-array elements a[i,n] and the declaration 

real procedure CONV PRODUCT(i,j,p,qJ; value i, j, p, q; 

integer i, j, p, q; 

comment n-q 
CONV PRODUCT:= l a[i,n-k] x a[j,k]. 

k=p 

Note that if p = 7, then a[i,n] x a[j,OJ is not included 

and if q = 7, then a[i,0] x a[j,n] is not included.; 

begin integer k; CONV PRODUCT:= SUM(k,p,n-q,a[i,n-k] x a[j,k]) 

end; 

Next,the computational program should contain the ALGOL 60 statement for 

calculating the zeroth Taylor coefficients. 

Finally, it should contain,separately,a set of ALGOL 60 statements for 

calculating the nonzeroth Taylor coefficients. This separation is neces

sary if we want to introduce elementary functions, later on. 

It is a simple matter to change the procedure Taylor index of section 5.4, 

such that it defines the desired output. 
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Before doing this, we shall declare some procedures for outputting 

purposes. The aim is to use concatenated strings as actual procedure 

parameters. To that purpose,the following procedures are declared 

of integral type. 

integer procedure PR(s); string s; 

begin PUTEXT ( s); PR:= 7 end; 

integer procedure PR integraZ nwnber(i); vaZue i; integer i; 

begin integer n; n:= :!:J. i = 0 then 7 eZse 

entier(Zn(abs(i)) x .4343 + 7); 

if. i;?: 0 then ABSFIXP(n,O,i) eZse FIXP(n,O,i); 

PR integraZ number:= 7 

end PR integraZ number; 

integer procedure PR nZcr; begin PUNLCR; PR nZcr:= 7 end; 

integer procedure PR array eZement(T); vaZue T; integer T; 

begin PR({a[f ); PR integraZ number(T); PR({,nJf J; 
PR array eZement:= 7 

end PR array eZement; 

integer procedure PR zeroth array eZement(T); vaZue T; integer T; 

begin PR({a[f ); PR integraZ number(T); PR({,oJf J; 
PR zeroth array eZement:= 7 

end PR zeroth array eZement; 

In the declaration of the next output procedures, we have deliberate

ly used the fact that the X8 ALGOL 60 system evaluates an expression 

from le:N; to right; so that, e.g., the effect of the statement: 

x:= PR array eZement(5) x PR({:= fJ x PR array eZement(70); 

is, that x gets the (uninteresting) value 7 and that the following 

(interesting) output is produced: 

a[5,n]:= a[70,n]. 
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It is admitted that this way of concatenating strings is far from decent; 

a more neat, but also more laborious way would be to declare the follow

ing procedure cone: 

integer procedure conc(head, tail); value head; 

integer head, tail; cone:= tail; 

and to change the ""x"-concatenated string": 

where Si, i = 1 , , •• , n, may stand for a call of any output procedure, 

declared above, into the following "decently-concatenated string": 

The above statement would then read: 

x·- conc(PR array element(5), conc(PR(t:= tJ, 

PR array element(70))); 

If, in the sequel, we use the more elegant '"'x"-concatenated string", 

we shall indicate such by a note and refer to the remarks on these 

pages. 

We now define some more output procedures: 

integer procedure PR ass st for arr el(T,right hand side); 

value T; inteaer T, right hand side; 

PR ass st for arr el:= PR nlcr x PR array element(T) 

PR(t:=tJ x right hand side x PR(t;tJ; 

integer procedure PR conv product(a,b,c,dJ; value a,b,c,d; 

integer a,b,c,d; 

x 
.,.. ) 

PR conv product:= PR(tCONV PRODUCT(tJ x PR integral number(a) x 

PR(t,{J x PR integral number(b) x PR(t,tJ x 

PR integral number(c) x PR(t,tJ x PR integral number(d) x 

PR(fJtJ; 

"'-) See the above remarks. 
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We now give the new procedure Taylor index. 

integer procedure Taylor index(f); value f; integer f; 
begin integer t, A, B, T, TA, TB; t:= TYPE(f,A,B); 

ii. t = sum v t = product then 

begin TA:= Taylor index(A); TB:= Taylor index(B) end; 

T:= Taylor index:= next Taylor index:= next Taylor index +7; 

PR ass st for arr el(T, 

ii. t = sum then PR array element(TA) x PR({+tJ x 

PR array element(TB) else 

ii. t =product then PR conv produat(TA,TB,0,0) else 

ii. f = U then PR({u[nJtJ else 

it f = U prime then PR<{(n+7) x u[n+7JtJ else 

it f = x then PR ( {COEFF OF Xf) else 

it t =number then PR({NUMBER(f) x OUTPUT(f) x PR({Jf) 

eZse 7) 

end Taylor index; 

Note first, that the procedure OUTPUT should be of integral type and second, 

that the computational program should also be provided with procedures 

NUMBER and COEFF OF X with obvious meanings. 

This procedure Taylor index when applied to the example (5.4.3) gives the 

following output: 

a[7,n]:= u[nJ; 

a[2,n]:= u[n],; 

a[3,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(7,2,0,0); 

a[4,n]:= (n+7) x u[n+7J; 

a[5,nJ:= (n+7) x u[n+7J; 

a[6,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(4,5,0,0); 

a[?,nJ:= a[3,n] + a[6,n]; 

a[B,nJ:= NUMBER(-1); 

a[9,n]:= a[?,n] + a[B,n]; 

..... ) 
See the remarks on pp. 59-60. 
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For n = 0 the above statements define a[i,O]. 

For n > O, the following calculation process is possible: 

1. make u[n+7] equal to zero; 

2. calculate all a[i,n]; 

3. equate a to a[9,nJ; 

4. make u[n+7] equal to one; 

5, calculate all a[i,n]; 

6. equate S to a[9,n]; 

(. celculate u[n+7] by means of u[n+7]:= a/(a-S); 

8. calculate all a[i,n]. 

Although very simple, the above process is also very inefficient from 

the standpoint of computing time: in a real problem with K unknovm funct

ions the a[i,n] should be calculated K(K+1)+1 times. 

There is a more efficient, but also more difficult, way to perform 

the calculations by means of "more sophisticated" ALGOL 60 statements. 

As in section 5.4 we treat the quantity u[n+7] as an unknown algebraic 

variable and separate the subformulae Ai into two classes: Cd for the sub

formulae dep_endent on U' and C. d for the subformulae A. independent on U'. 
in 1, 

Three sorts of statements are outputted: first, statements defining the 

Taylor coefficients a[i,n], for which A.EC. d; second, statements defining 
?, in 

special array elements coeff[j] which originate from expressions for 

Taylor coefficients a[i,n] for which AiECd, and which are used to calculate 

u[n+7] immediately; third, statements for defining the Taylor coefficients 

a[i,n], with AiECd, in terms of the already calculated u[n+7]. 

Let us first give this output and then discuss how the algebraic program 

should be made to produce this output. 

a[ 7, n] := u[n]; 

a[ 2, n] := u[n]; 

a[3,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(7,2,0,0); 

coeff[7]:= CONV PRODUCT(4,5,7, 7); 

coeff[2]:= a[S,O]; 

coeff[3]:= a[4, OJ; 

coeff[4]:= a[3,n]; 



a[B,n]:= NUMBER(-7); 

aoeff[5]:= a[B,n]; 
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COEFF[O]:= -((aoeff[4] + ooeff[7]J + aoeff[5]J; 
COEFF[7]:= (aoeff[2] + aoeff[3]); 

JUMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS; 

FILL IN OPEN PLACES: 

a[4,n]:= (n+1J x u[n+7]; 

a[5,n]:= a[4,n]; 

a[6,n]:= (aoeff[7] + ((a[5,n] x aoeff[2]) + (aoeff[3] x a[5,n]))); 
a[7,nJ:= (aoeff[4] + a[6,n]); 

a[9,nJ:= (a[?,n] + aoeff[5J); 

As one sees immediately, the coefficients aoeff[i] are defined in terms 
of already known quantities; for example, aoeff[7], aoeff[3] and aoeff[2] 
originate from the formula: 

n-1 
a6,n = l a4 a + a4 Oa5 + a4,na5,0' p= 1 ,p 5,n-p , ,n 

in which the a4 and a5 are unknown. ,n ,n 
Therefore, the coefficients COEFF[O] and COEFF[7] are calculatable; it is 
easily seen that u[n+7] can be calculated by means of 

u[n+7]:= COEFF[O]/COEFF[7]/(n+7); 

this statement should occur within the body of the procedure JUMP TO 
CALC OF UNKNOWNS.After completion of the procedure call JUMP TO CALC 
OF UNKNOWNS, the program continues with the calculation of the Taylor 
coefficients a[i,n], with Ai£Cd. 
We shall now show how the algebraic program can be made such that it 
defines the above statements. 
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First, we introduce the procedure COEFF which defines output of the form 

"coeff[ ••• ]:= ... ;". 

integer procedUY'e COEFF(right hand side); integer right hand side; 

begin integer x; pointer of coeff:= pointer of coeff +7; 

PR nlcr; PR({coeffCtJ; PR integral number(pointer of coeff); 

PR({J:= tJ; x:= right hand side; 

PR( {;tJ; 
COEFF:= STORE(coefficient,algebraic variable,pointer of coeff) 

end COEFF; 

The pointer of coeff should have got the initial value O. The last state

ment of the procedure body is very important; here COEFF becomes an 

algebraic variable of the type coeFficient. 

If later on, the output procedure hits upon an algebraic variable whose 

lhs is equal to coefficient and whose rhs is equal to e.g. 10, then it 

can produce the output: "coeff[70]". 

Next, we introduce the integer~array elements formula for [i]. 

If A.EC. d,then the program makes formula for [i] equal to -1; if, on the 
i- in 

other hand, AiECd, it builds up a formula by means of the procedure COEFF 

and assigns this formula to formula for [i] (note that -7 can not be the 

value of a formula). 

Finally, we introduce the algebraic variable unknown by means of 

unknown:= STORE(Unknown,algebraic variable,O); 

If the output procedure comes across this algebraic variable, it has to 

produce the output "(n+J) x u[n+7]". 

Now, we are ready to construct the new procedure 

integer procedure Taylor index(f); value f; interJ!!.!_ f; 

begin integer t, A, B, T, TA, TB; t:= TYPE(f,A,B); 

if. t = sum v t = product then 

begin TA:= Taylor index(A}; TB:= Taylor index(B) end; 

T:= Taylor index:= next Taylor index:= next Taylor index +7; 



if t = sum then 

begin if_ formula for [TAJ= -7 /\ formula for [TB] = -7 then 
begin formula for [T]:= -7; 

PR ass st for arr el(T,PR array element(TA) x PR({+fJ x .... ) 

PR array element(TB)) 

end else 

if_ formula for [TA] = -7 then formula for [TJ:= 

S(COEFF(PR array element(TA)),formula for [TB]} 

else 

if. formula for [TB] = -7 then formula for [TJ := 
S(formula for [TA],COEFF(PR array element(TB))) 

else 

formula for [TJ:= S(formula for [TAJ,formula for [TB]) 
end else 

if. t = produat then 

begin if. formula for [TA] = -7 /\ formula for [TB] = -7 then 
begin formula for [T]:= -7; 

PR ass st for arr el(T,PR conv product(TA,TB,0,0)) 
end else 

if. formula for [TAJ = -7 then formula for [T] := 

S(COEFF(PR conv product(TA,TB,0,7)), 

P(COEFF(PR zeroth array element(TA)J,formula for [TB])} 
else 

if. formula for [TB] = -7 then formula for [TJ:= 
S(COEFF(PR conv product(TA,TB,7,0)), 

P(formula for [TAJ,COEFF(PR zeroth array element(TB)))) 
else 

formula for [TJ:= S(COEFF(PR conv product(TA,TB,7,7)), 
S(P(formula for [TA],COEFF(PR zeroth array element(TB})), 

P(COEFF(PR zeroth array element(TA)),formula for [TB]))) 
end else 

if_ f = U then 

begin formula for [TJ:= -7; 

PR ass st for arr el(T,PR({u[nJf JJ 

end else 

..... ) See the remarks on pp. 59-60. 



ii f = U prime then 
begin if n = 0 then 
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begin formula for [TJ:= -7; 

PR ass st for arr el(T,PR(tu[7JtJJ 
end else formula for [TJ:= unknown 

end else 

ii f = x then 
begin formula for [TJ:= -7; 

PR ass st for arr el(T,PR(tCOEFF OF xtJJ 
end else 

!:.i. t = number then 

beFJ..in formula for [TJ := -7; 

end 

PR ass st for arr el(T,PR(tNVMBER(tJ x 

OUTPUT(f) x PR(tJtJJ 

end Taylor index; 

The procedure body of CALC TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS (see section 5.4) may now 
be replaced by: 

BODY OF CALC TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS: 
unknown:= STORE(Unknown,algebraic variable,O); 
n:= O; 

AGAIN: next Taylor index:= pointer of coeff:= O; 
T:= Taylor index(diff eq); 

!:.i. n = 0 then beFJ..in n: = 7; go to AGAIN end; PR nlcr; 
PR nlcr; PR(fCOEFF[OJ:= -tJ; 
OUTPUT(SUBSTITUTE(formula for [T],k,7,7,unknown,zem)); 
PR<{; t); 

PR nlcr; PR(tCOEFF[7]:= tJ; 
OUTPUT(DER(formula for [TJ,unknown)); PR(t;tJ; PR nlcr; 
PR nlcr; PR(tJVMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS;tJ; 
PR nlcr; PR(tFILL IN OPEN PLACES:tJ; 
[?r T:= 7 step 7 until next Taylor index do 
begin !:.i. formula for [TJ I -7 then 

* See the remarks on pp. 59-60. 



end 

begin PR ass st for arr eZ(T,OUTPUT(formuZa for [T]JJ; 

REPLACE(formuZa for [TJ, 

STORE(TayZor coefficient,aZgebraic variabZe,T)) 
end 

end end CALC TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS; 

Within this context we observe that the procedure REPLACE, declared in 

the general system (section 2.6), is very useful; since by means of 

REPLACE we are able to change the internal representation of formula for 

[T]. That this changing is necessary may be seen from the preceding 

example (5.5.2) where we have: 

formuZa for [4] = unknown, 

formuZa for [5] = unknown, 

formuZa for [6] = coeff[7] + ((formuZa for [4] x coeff[2]) 

+ (coeff[3] x formula for [5])}, 

formula for [7] = coeff[4] + formula for [6], and 

formula for [8] =formula for [7] + coeff[5]. 

Without changing the internal representation of formula for [T], the 

following output would be produced: 

a[4,n]:= (n+7) x u[n+7]; 

a[5,n]:= (n+7) x u[n+7]; 

a[6,n]:= (coeff[7] + ({(n+7) x u[n+7Jxaoeff[2] + 

(coeff[3] x (n+7) x u[n+7]}}); 

a[7,nJ:= (aoeff[4] + (coeff[7J + (((n+7J x u[n+7]xcoef.f[2] + 

(coeff[3] x (n+7) x u[n+7])))J; 

a[9,nJ:= ({coeff[4] + (coeff[7] + (((n+7) x u[n+7Jx~oeff[2] + 

(coeff[3] x (n+7) x u[n+7])))) + coeff[5]); 

The new procedure CALC TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS, when applied to the differen

tial equation (5.4.1), will define output as given by (5.5.1) followed 
by (5.5.2); the expressions "(n+1) x u[n+7]"occurring in (5,5,1) are out-put 

as "u[ 7]", 
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5,6, Saving storage space 

5.6.1. Introduction 

The intelligence of the algebraic program can be enlarged in several 

directions: 

1 • Detection of co=on subformulae. 

The formulae U and U, and U' and U' in: 

(((U x U) + (U' x U1 )) + (-1)) = 0 (5.4,3) 

are identical; the procedures Taylor index of the preceding sections 

do not recognize this fact and treat both U's and both U' 's separately; 

introducing thus two superfluous Taylor series. Detection of co=on 

subformulae and a suitable treatment will lead to computational 

programs which are more efficient with respect to computation time 

and storage space. 

2. Detection of ~ivele:nt subformulae. 

Using the sir,1plification routines of the second chapter, it is possible 
to detect equivalent subformulae; such as x+y and y+x. Which may be 

treated once also; thus reducing storage space and computation time. 

We encounter, however, some difficult problems: 

a) how far should the simplification be done; 

b) in simplifying a formula, the procedures of chapter 2 require the 

formulae to be stored in expanded form; but expanding a formula 

will mostly lead to a more lengthy formula with more products 

(involving expensive convolution products) in it; the algebraic 

program should a.etect this situation. 

3, Detection of the fact that array elements may be used more than once. 

Returning to the statements (5,5.1) and (5.5.2), we see that after 

a[3,n] has been used in evaluating a[?,n] or coeff[4J, the array 

element a[3,n] can be used again for storing another Taylor coefficient. 

In the same way we see that a[6,n], a[?,n] and a[8,n] can be used again 
a~er they have been used in evaluating a[?,n] and a[9,n]. 



Moreover, it is not necessary to introduce the array elements 

4n], since the Taylor coefficients of U are already stored in 

a[ 7, n J , n = 0, 1 , 2, • • • • 

It is thus possible to change the statements (5,5.1) into: 

a[2,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(?, 7,0,0); 

a[3,nJ:= a[7, 7J; 

a[4,n]:= a[7, 7]; 

a[5,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(3,4,0,0); 

a[5,nJ:= a[2,n] + a[5,nJ; 

a[2,nJ:= NUMBER(-7); 

a[5,nJ:= a[5,nJ + a[2,nJ; 

1 

J 

(5,6, 1a) 

which, for n = O, deliver a value for a[5,n] equal to the value of 

a [ 9, n J in ( 5. 5. 1 ) • 

And it is possible to change the statements (5,5.2) into: 

a[2,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(?, 7,0,0); 

coeff[JJ:= CONV PRODUCT(3,4, 7, 7); 

coeff[2J:= a[4,0]; 

coeff[3J:= a[3,0J; 

coeff[4 ]:= a [2, n J; 

a[2,n]:= NUMBER(-1); 

coeff[5J:= a[2,nJ; 

COEFF[OJ:= -((coeff[4] + coeff[7]) + coeff[5]); 

COEFF[7 ]:= (coeff[2] + coeff[3]); 

JUMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS; 

FILL IN OPEN PLACES: 

a[3,nJ:= (n+7) x a[7,n+7 J; 
a [4, n ]: = a [3, n J; 

(5.6.1b) 

which deliver values for COEFF[O] and COEFF[7] equal to the values 

they got by the statements (5,5.2). Hence, the calculated value of 

un+ 1 is also the same. 
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Note, that the statements defining a[6,n], a[?,n] and a[9,n] in 

(5.5.2) have been skipped, since the values of the corresponding 

Taylor coefficients have become useless. 

It is a rather simple matter to construct a new procedure Taylor 

index which defines the output sketched above. The only significant 

difference with the old procedure Taylor index is that the determi

nation of the Taylor index, i.e. the index i in a[i,n], cannot be 

performed by the simple statement: 

Taylor index:= next Taylor index:= next Taylor index+ 7; 

but has to be performed by a more complicated mechanism using a 

set of Taylor indexes; a new Taylor index is taken from this set, 

while a Taylor index, i, is added to this set when it turns out that 

a[i,n] may be used again for storing another Taylor coefficient, 

as a[2,n] and a[5,n] above. 

4. Transformation of the differential equations. 

Employing the strategy as sketched under point 3, we even can go a 

step further and construct the algebraic program such that it trans

forms the differential equations into mathematically equivalent 

differential equations which are such that a minimum of array elements 

a[i,n] are involved. 

For example, equation (5.6.1) involves a[i,nJ, with i = 1, ••• , 5, 
whereas 

((U x U) + ((U' x U') + (-1))) = 0 

involves a[i,nJ, with i = 1, •••• 6, as can easily be seen. 

It will be shown in section 5;6,3 that it is possible to prove 

rigorously that a special form of the differential equations involves 

a minimal number of array elements. 

Above, we have sketched four directions in which it is possible to enlarge 

the intelligence of the algebraic program. We have chosen for the latter 

two directions instead of the first two or a combination of all four. 
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The, possibly not completely evident, reasons are: 

a) If there is a laborious subformula occurring at a number of places 

in the differential equations, then the user has the means (by 

introducing an extra dependent variable, see section 5.10) to make 

full profit of this situation and still use our algebraic program. 

b) Apart from the problems mentioned at the end of point 2, it would 

not be possible to combine the simplifying procedures of chapter 2 

and the algebraic program into one ALGOL 60 program which is still 

manageable by the available MC-X8 computer system; it would be too 

large. 

c) The user cannot, or at least it would be very difficult, perform 

the storage space optimizations, mentioned under point 3 and 4, 

by himself; therefore, these optimizations have to be performed 

automatically and should be built in. 

d) A combination of point 1 and points 3 and. 4 is difficult, since 

in this case it will be very hard to prove, if possible anyhow, 

that some special form of the differential equations involves 

minimal storage space. 

5,6.2. More efficient use of the array elements 

Let us investigate precisely when an array element a[i,n] may be used 

again, or, what is equivalent, when the Taylor coefficient, T, stored 

into a[i,n] will not be used any more during the calculations. 

As far as the calculations with n > n0 are concerned, T will not be 

used if it does not occur in a convolution product; that means the 

subformula f of which T is the n0-th Taylor coefficient is not: 

i. a factor in a product, 

ii. a quotient, 

iii. the numerator of a quotient, 

iv. a special function; 

in this case f is called free, whereas, if it is of a form mentioned 

under i, ii, iii or iv, then it is called not free. 
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A first conclusion is, therefore: if a[i,n] is used to store the 

Taylor coefficient, T, of a subformula, f, which is not free, then it 

may not be used again. By the way, we shall call i the Taylor index 

off and the set of array elements a[i,n], n = 0, 1, 2, .•• ,the 

Taylor array of f. 

We next investigate the possible use of a[i,n0] during the course of 

the calculations when n = no. 

Either f is itself the left-hand side of one of the differential 

equations, in which case a[i,n0J will not be used during the calcula

tions with n = n0 , or f is a direct subformula of some formula g 

(with "direct" we mean: there is not another subformula of g of which 

f is a subformula). 

As soon as the statements for the Taylor coefficient of g have been 

produced, the Taylor coefficient of f will not be used again except 

in the case that f is a direct subformula of other formulae; then, 

however, we have the case that f occurs as common subformula in 

several places and then each occurrence of f is treated anew, i.e. 

each occurrence of f leads to another Taylor series, to another 

Taylor index and to another Taylor array (under circumstances it may 

be possible that these Taylor indexes happen to be the same if f is 

a free formula, but this would be mere chance). 

A second conclusion is now that a[i,n0 J is not used during the 

calculation with n = n0 a~er the Taylor coefficient is treated of 

that formula of which f is a direct subformula, where i is the 

Taylor index of f. 

Remarks: 1. If highest degree defines the number of wanted Taylor 

coefficients, then we need for problem (5.6.1) the array elements 

a[i,n], with i = 1, ... , 5 and n = O, 1, •• ., highest degree - L 

A problem then occurs in storing the calculated u . into 
h&ghest degree 

the non-existent aCJ,highest degree]. 

This problem is fictituous, since after u . has been 
h&ghest degree 

calculated it can be output and it is not necessary to store this 

quantity since the computation is finished. 
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2. A~er the label: FILL IN OPEN PLACES only those array elements 

a[i,n] should obtain a value for which the corresponding formula 

is not free. It would be superfluous, and even wrong, if a value 

to a[i,n] were assigned while its corresponding formula were free; 

since i could have become the Taylor index of a not-free formula. 

(Consider the example: 

((x + U1x) + (U2x x U2x)) = 0.) 

3. Considering the statements (5.6.1a,b), we see that, without 

damaging the calculations, the last four statements of (5.6.1a) 

may be skipped, since the values of a[5,n] and a[2,n] are not used 

in the statements (5.6.1b). 

This is a remarkable fact; it follows that NUMBER(-7) may be replaced 

by NUMBER(C), where C is an arbitrary constant; and it follows that 

the "-1" in the differential equation (5.4.3) may be replaced by C, 

without any effect on the calculated Taylor series of U. The reason 

is that the constant "-1" has implicitly been used for determining 

u0 and u1, beforehand. A~erwards it does not play any role. One 

should compare the remarks about the constants c1 in section 5.1. 

It were possible to let the algebraic program detect such a situation; 

it has not been built in, however, since the profit does not seem to 

be large for two reasons: 

a) If there are more than one differential equations, then the Taylor 

indexes concerned (2 and 5 above) become free and will be used for a 

next differential equation. 

b) The superfluous statements concern only the statements for the 

calculation of the zeroth Taylor coefficients; in the calculation of 

the non-zeroth Taylor coefficients such superfluous statements do not 

occur. 



5.6.3. Efficiency by means of transformations 

As already announced in the introduction of section 5.6 we want to trans

form the differential equation such that the necessary number of Taylor 

arrays in the computational program is as few as possible. 

This is achieved as follows: 

1. the constant terms in a sum are, as much as possible, combined into one 

constant term (constant means:not depending on the variables x and y 

or the dependent functions); 

2. the constant factors in a product are combined into one constant factor; 

3. the associative and commutative laws for a sum or a product are 

applied. 

Note that sum and product means here: sum of several terms and product 

of several factors. 

Only the last point deserves special attention. 

Consider the example: 

F (U' + (x + (U' x U))). 

(The numbers: (2, 2, 3,3, 4, 5,1) give the Taylor 

indexes of the subformulae,) 

The number of necessary 'raylor arrays is 5, while this number 

for 

F = ( (U' + x) + (U' x U)) 

(2, 2,3, 2, 3, 4,1) 

is 4; thus, application of the associative law may be advantageous. 

Consider next the example: 

F ((U' x x) + (U' + x)). 

(2, 4,3, 4, 5, 5,6) 

The number of necessary Taylor arrays is 6 (including the Taylor 

arrays for U itself), while this number for 

F == ( (U' + x) + (U' x x)) 

(2, 2,3, 2, 3, 5,4) 

is 5; thus, application of the commutative law may be advantageous. 
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In this section some theorems are proved which clear up the situation 

and by means of which we are able to construct an efficient computa

tional program. 

Notations: In order to tie up the form of a formula, we introduce 

the dyadic, noncommutative adding operator @ and the dyadic, non

commutative multiplying operator ©. 

The first two formulae F and F, above, are then written in the forms: 

F = U' © (x@ (U' © U)), 

and F (U'@ x)@ (U' © U), respectively. 

The functions n(x) and B(B) are defined as follows: 

{ : (x is an integer), 
if x 2 0 

n(x) 
if x < 0 

B(B) = 
f 
' 

1 0 

if B 
(B is a Boolean expression). 

if lB 
L 

Abbreviation: If a formula F is free, we write FEfr; 

if a formula F is not free, we write Fifr. 

5,6,3,1. Commutative laws 

Consider F = A @ B and F 1 = B ffi A. We calculate: 

number of Taylor arrays, used to calculate the Taylor coefficients 

of F; 

number of Taylor arrays, which may be used again a~er the calcu

lation of the Taylor coefficients of F(the Taylor array for F 

itself is not included in this number). 

In the same way NA, NB' NF', RA' RB and RF' are defined. 

Let us calculate NF in terms of NA and RA by following the process: 

Treatment of: 

A 

B 

F 

leads to: 

N:= NA; R:= RA; 

N:= N + n(NB - R); 

R:= RB+ n(R - NB); 

R:= R + S(AEfr) + S(BEfr); 

N:= N + B(R = O); R:= n(R - 1)· 



Thus, finally: 

R = R + rr(R - NB) + S(AEfr) + S(BEfr) and 
F B A 

(5.6.2) 

Theorem 1. If F =A$ B, F' = B $A and RA~ RB' then NF s NF,. 

Proof, From NA > RA~ RB it follows: 

n(NA - RB) = NA - RB 

Thus, 

RF' RA+ S(BEfr) + S(AEfr), 

RF' = TI (RF I - 1 ) 

and 

1. Assume RF' = O,then 

R = 0 A A B!ifr A At/.fr • 

thus RB = 0 and N - NF' =S(\=O) - 1 = F 

2. Assume RF' > o. 

2.1. Let R = F O,then 

RB = Q A (RA~ NB) A At/.fr A Bt/.fr, 

thus RA > o. 
It now follows: NF - NF' RA + 1 s o. 

2.2. Let RF > o. 
If RA ~ NB then N - NF' < o, F 

if R < NB then N - NF' = RB - RA s 0. A F 

0 (-R = O ) • ( 5 • 6 • 3 ) 
"' F' 

o. 
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From the theorem proved, it follows that it is in general advantaf,eous to 

transform B (!) A into A (jl B if RA > RB. 

It should be remarked that if NBf!lA > NAf!lB then RBffiA < RAffiB• thus, if 

B (!) A is changed into A f!l B, there remain less Taylor arrays to be used 

again. 

At first sight it is not clear,therefore,that changing B ~ A into A ~ B 

will, in general,result in a more efficient computational program. One 

should remind that A @ B may be just a subformula. 

The following theorem, however, asserts that changing B ffi A into A ffi B 

never leads to a less efficient computational program. 

where F = A @ B and F' B ffi A. 

Proof. Consider the number of Taylor arrays to be used in calculating the 

Taylor coefficients of F, and corresponding to subformulae which 

are not free. This number only depends on the types of the subfor

mulae of F and is thus independent of the order A ffi B or B @ A. 

On the other hand,this number is equal to NF - RF - 1. Thus 

N - R - 1 = N - R - 1. Q.e.d. 
F F F' F' 

Investigation of the commutative law with respect to multiplication leads 

to almost the same results as above. The only difference is that now 

Ai.fr and Bifr. 

Thus: 

Theorem 3. Let F = A 0 B, F' 

Theorem 4. NF - NF' = RF - RF' 

where F = A 0 B and F' = B 0 A. 

5.6.3.2. The associative law 

Theorem 5. If F =A@ (B ffi C) and F 1 = (A ffi B) ffi C, then 

if AEfr and 

if Aifr. 



Proof. We calculate NF' RF, NF' and RF' by means of the following pro
cesses: 

Treatment of: 

A: 

B: 

e: 

Bale: 

F: 

Treatment of: 

A: 

B: 

MlB: 

leads to: 

N3:= N2 + n(Ne - R2); 

R3:= Re+ n(R2 - Ne); 

R4 := R3 + S(BEfr) + S(eEfr); 

N4:= N3 + S(R4 = O); 

R5:= n(R4 - 1); 

R6:= R5 + + S (AEfr); 

NF:= N4; 

RF:= R6 - 1 • 

leads to: 

N; := NA; 

R; := RA; 

N2:= N' 
1 + 7f(NB - R'). 

1 ' 

R2:= RB + n(R1 - NB); 

R3:= R' 2 + S(AEfr) + S( BE fr); 

N3:= N' + 2 S(R' = 3 
0) ; 
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C: 

F': 

1. Assume R2 = R2 =RB+ n(RA - NB) O, then 

RB = 0 A RA $ NB and 

NF = B(R4 = 0) + n(NC - R2 ) + n(NB - R1) +NA 

moreover, 

NF' n(NC - R4) + S(R3 0) + n(NB - R1) + NA 

n(Nc - R4) + S(R3 0) + NB - RA+ NA. 

Thus, 

B(R3 = 0) +Ne - rr(Nc - n(-1 + B(AEfr) + S(BEfr))). 

From - 1 + S(AEfr) + S(BEfr) $ 1 and Ne 2 1 ,it follows that we may omit 
the first n. Hence, 

S(S(AEfr) + S(BEfr) 0) 

+ n(S(AEfr) + S(BEfr) - 1). (5.G.4) 
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1.1. Assume AEfr, then 

0) + S(Bcfr) 2 O. 

1.2. Assume Aifr, then 

0 ) - S ( B ( B dr ) 0) 

and it is easily seen that NF - NF' s O; for, if NF - NF' were eQual 

to 1 then B(B(BEfr) = 0) = 0 and Bcfr,but then the first term is 

zero. 

Thus, in the case that R2 = R2 = O, the theorem is proved. 

2. Assume now that R2 = R2 > O. 

2.1. If R2 >Ne and thus R2 >Ne, then 

N3 N2, R3 =Re + R2 - Ne, 

N' 
F 

N + 
A n(NB - RA) + n(Ne n(R2 + B(AEfr) + B(Bcfr) - 1)) 

NA + n(NB - RA) + n(Ne (R2 + S(Acfr) + S(BEfr) - 1)) 

= NA + n(NB-RA)' 

and NF = NF. 

2.2. Next we assume R2 s Ne, thus also R2 s Ne; then 

N3 NA+ n(NB RA) +Ne R2 , R3 =Re, 
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and 

N' = N + rr(N - RA)+ 6(R2 + S(AEfr) + S(BEfr) = 0), 3 A B 

N' = N' + rr(N - rr(R2 + S(AEfr) + S(BEfr) - 1)). F 3 e 

Thus, 

- S(R2 + S(AEfr) + S(BEfr) = 0) 

- n(Ne - rr(R2 + S(AEfr) + S(BEfr) - 1)). 

2.2.1. Assume AEfr,then 

- rr(N - R - S(BEfr)). e 2 

2.2.1.1. Let Ne= R2 ,then 

NF - NF = S(Re + S(BEfr) + s(eEfr) = 0) 2 o. 

2.2.1.2. Let Ne> R2 ,then 

(5.6.5) 

NF - NF = S(Re + S(BEfr) + S(eEfr) = O) + S(BEfr) ~ o. 

2.2.2. Now we assume Aifr. 

2.2.2.1. A next assumption is Ne= R2 ;thus R2 ~ 1 and 

NF - NF = S(Re + S(BEfr) + s(eEfr) = O) 

-n(-S(BEfr) + 1) 

2.2.2.1.1. If BEfr,then NF - NF = 0 

2.2.2.1.2. If Bifr,then 

2.2.2.2. We now assume Ne > R2 . 
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2.2.2.2.1. Let B£fr, then 

N - N' = N - R - n(N - R2 ) 0. 
F F e 2 e 

2.2.2.2.2. Let, finally, Bifr, then 

- S(R2 = 0) - n(Ne - n(R2 - 1)). 

2.2.2.2.2.1. If R2 = O, then 

NF - NF = B(Re + B(e£fr) 0) - 1 5 o. 

2.2.2.2.2.2. If R2 > 0, then 

NF - N' = B(Re + B(edr) = 0) - 1 5 o. 
F 

Theorem 6. If F = A® (B ® e) and F' = (A 0 B) ® e then N < NF, • F -

Proof. If we substitute in theorem 5: Aifr, Bifr and eifr and change 

NF into N4 + B(R5 = 0) and NF into N4 + B(RS = 0), then we know 

from theorem 5 that N4 5 N4 since Aifr. We,therefore,have to in-

vestigate whether the following may occur: 

B(R5 = 0) 1 and B (R I 

5 
= 0) = 0 or R = 0 and R' 

5 5 
> 

From R5 = 0 it follows Re + n(R2 - Ne) 5 1 • 

From R' > 
5 

0 it follows Re + TI (TI ( R2 - 1 ) - Ne) 2: 1 • 

Hence TI(TI(R2 - 1 ) - Ne);:: TI(R2 - Ne), 

which is only possible if R2 5 Ne; we then have Re 

In this case: NF - NF' = 1 + _N4 - N4; 

if R2 O, we have from equation (5.6.4): NF NF' 

and if R2 2: O, we have from equation (5.6.5) 

NF - NF' = 1 +Ne - R2 - n(Ne - R2 + 1) = 0, 

Q.e.d. 

o. 

O· , 



5,6,3,3, A sum of n terms 

We shall now treat the more difficult case of a formula F being a sum 

of n terms f., i = 1, ••• , n (where each term is not itself a sum) and 
l 

investigate the manner in which tr.e terms f. should be ordered and 
l 

bracketed such that the number of Taylor arrays needed for F will be 

minimal. 

Definition 1: The length of a formula F, denoted by L(F), is defined 

to be one, if F is not a sum; otherwise, it is equal to the number of 

the terms of F. 

Definition 2: A permutation of a formula F, denoted by P(F), is a 

formula consisting of the same terms of F, but not necessarily ordered 

in the same way and not necessarily bracketed in the same way. 

Definition 3: Let the formula F be the sum of the terms f., i = 1, •.• , n; 
l 

the ordering of F is defined to be the sequence of terms f. , f. , 
. l1 l2 

••• , fi which are read from left to right if F were written out. 
n 

Remark: If F has the ordering f 1 , f 2 , ••• , fn' then F would be printed 

as f 1 + f 2 + + fn' if the printing of brackets were suppressed. 

Definition 4: Let the ordering of the formula F be f 1 , f 2 , ••• , fn' then 

F has the standard orderi~, or FESO, if 

(Rf. 
l 

(Rf. 
l 

> Rf ) v 
i+1 

Rf. ) 
i+1 

for all i 1 , ••• , n-1 • 

Nf ))), 
i+1 

Remark: The standard ordering is not always defined uniquely. 

(5.6.6) 

Definition 5: Let the ordering of the formula F be f 1 , f 2 , ••• , fn; let 

k be the index of the first term which is free; i.e., f.ifr, i = 1, ••• , k-1 
d l 

and fkEfr; if none of the terms are free, then k = n+1. F has the standard 

bracketing, or FESB, if 
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F (( ••. ((f1 • f 2 ) • f 3 ) • ••• ) • fn), if k 1 ' 

(f, • (f2 • ( ••• • (fk-1 • (( ••• ((fk • fk+1) • fk+2) • ••• ) 

fll f ) ) 
n 

Remark: For a given ordering of fi' i 

ing is defined uniquely. 

))), if 1 < k ~ n. 

1, .•• , n, the standard bracket-

Definition 6: F has the minimum property,or FEMP, if for all possible 

permutations F' = P(F), NF ~ NF'' 

We now state the main theorem: 

Theorem 7: If F has the standard ordering and the standard bracketing, 

then F has the minimum property. 

(Or FESO A FESB ==> FEMP.) 

The proof of this theorem is an immediate consequence of the following 

lemmas. During the proofs of these lemmas, we shall use the induction 

argument on the length of a formula; in particular, we shall assume 

that theorem 7 holds for all formulae with a length less than n. 

From theorem we conclude that n may be taken 2 3. 

Lemma 1 : Let F 1 EMP then an F 2 can be constructed from F' 1 , such that 

F2EMP A F2ES0. 

Lemma 2: Let F2EMP A F2ESO, then an F3 can be constructed from F2 , such 

that F3EMP A F3ES0 A F3ESB. 

Lemma 3: Let F3ES0 A F3ESB and FESO A FESB, then NF = NF. 
3 

Before proving the above lemmas, we first state and prove the following 

(auxiliary) lemma: 
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Lemma 4 : Let A* * P(A) and B = P(B); let, moreover, NA s NA* and 

Proof of lemma 4: As in the proof of theorem 2, we use the fact that 

NA CA+ RA+ 1, where 

CA the sum of Taylor arrays which are used for sub-formulae of A 

which are not free. 

RA = the sum of Taylor arrays which may be used again. 

Obviously, CA= CA* (a permutation does not change the property of a 

subformula of A being free or not). 

Hence NA - NA*= RA - RA*; and in the same way 

NB - NB* = RB - RB*' 
* * Furthermore, we shall use the facts that AEfr = A Efr and BEfr = B Efr; 

for, if L(A) = 1 then A =A* and if L(A) > 1 then both A and A* are a 

sum (similar reasoning for B). 

From equation (5.6.2) we have: 

-N* *-=N -·N*+N -N*-R A (!) B A A B B A 
+ S(RB + S(AEfr) + S(BEfr) = 0) 

- B(RB* + B(A*Efr) + B(B*Efr) = Q), 

Disregarding the trivial case: AEfr v BEfr, we obtain 

0, then If B(RB = 0) = 1 and B(RB* = 0) 

NB* > NB and NA (!) B s NA* (I) B*· 

If B(RB = 0) = O, or B(RB* = 0) 1, we immediately have 

NA (I) B 5 NA* (I) B*• 

Assume NB < RA and NB* 2: RA*·, then 

NA ID B - NA* (I) B* = NA - NA* - NB*+ RA* -

- B(RB* + S(A*Efr) + S(B*Efr) 0) 5 o. 
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NA$ B - NA*\& B* =NA - NA*+ NB - RA+ 

+ S(RB + S(AEfr) + S(BEf'r) = 0) 

RA - RA* + NB - RA + 8(RB + B(AEfr) + B(BEfr) 0) 

NB* - RA*-+ (NB - NB*) + 

+ S(RB + S(AEfr) + S(BEfr) = 0) s O 

NA E& B - NA*@ B* = NA - NA* s O, 

which proves lemma 4. 

Proof of lemma 1 (let F1EMP ==> 3F2 , F2EMP A F2ES0). 

Since L(F1) 2 3, F1 =A\& B. 

* * Let A and B be permutations of A and B, respectively, such that 

* * * * A ESO A A ESB and B ESO A B ESB. Using the induction argument we may 

* * assume that A EMP and B EMP. 

From F1EMP and lemma 4, it now follows that 

* * * F1 = A @ B EMP. 

The form of A*fJJ B*, when written out, is,in general: 

* * A $ B 

(a1 \& (a2 $ ( ••• © (ak -1 © ((,., ((ak @ ak +1) \& ak +2) \& ••• )®al)) ••• ))) 
a a a a 

$ (b1 $ (b2 $ ( ••• $ (b~-1 $ (( ••• ((b~ $ b~+1) $ b~+2) $ ••• ) 

Eli b )) ••• ))). 
m 

* * This is the form of A Ell B when 1 < ka s 1 and 1 < ~ s m; we shall 

investigate this case only, since the other cases can be treated similarly. 

We define C to be: 

C = ( ••• ((ak $ ak +1) e ak +2) © ••• \& al-1); 
a a a 

and shall omit the indexes 1 and 1 of a1 and b1 , 

(Notice,that C may be considered to be "void" if k = 1 + 1.) 
a 

Let the number of Taylor arrays used, just before the treatment of"a "be 

N0 , and the corresponding number of remaining free Taylor arrays be R0 • 



The current values of the number of Taylor arrays needed and the 

number of free Taylor arrays will be denoted by N and R, respectively. 

After the treatment of a: 

N:= N0 + n(Na - R0 ); 

R:= R + n(Ro - N ). 
a a 

After the treatment of C $ a: 

R:= R + {S(aEfr) + S(CEfr)} x S(l > 1); 

N:= N + S(R = 0) x S(l > 1); 

R:= n(R - S(l > 1)). 

After the treatment of the ka-1 sums (ak _ 1 $ ( ••• )), ••• , (a1 6J ( .. ,)), 

if they are present, N and R do not chan~e since a.ifr for 0 < i < k • 
i a 

Finally,b is treated and 

N:= N + n(Nb - R). 

If the value of N is denoted by N1, then 

N1 N0 + n(Na - R0 ) + 

+ S(l > 1) x S(Ra + n(R0 - Na) + {S(aEfr) + S(CEfrl} 0) + 

+ n(Nb - n(Ra + n(R0 - Na)+ {S(aEfr) + S(CEfr) - 1} x S(l > 1))). 

We shall suppose that A* 6l B* ~so, then 

R < R v ( R == R /\ ( ( aJ fr /\ bEfr ) v ( ( aEfr = bE:fr ) /\ N > N )) ) 
a -o a b a b 

Our objective is to show that a:rter an interchange of a and b, the 

number of Taylor arrays N2 then needed is not larger than N1• 

N2 is equal to N1 in which a and b are interchanged; hence 

N1 - N2 = n(Na - Ro) - n(Nb - Ro) + (5.6.8) 

+ S(l > 1) x [S(R + n(R0 - N) + {S(adr) + S(CEfr)} = 0) + 
a a 

S(Rb + n(R0 - Nb) + {S(bEfr) + S(CEfr)} O)] + 

- n(Ra + n(R0 - Na)+ {s(aEfr) + S(CEfr) - 1} x S(l > 1))) + 

- n(Rb + n(R0 - Nb) + {S(bdr) + S(Cdr) - 1} x S(l > 1 ))), 

If 1 = 1, then 
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N, - N2 n(Na - Ro) - n(Nb - Ro) + 

+ n(Nb - n(Ra + n(R0 - Na))) + 

- n(Na - n(Rb + n(R0 - Nb))). 

In the following we shall use: Nb > Rb ~Ra and Na 

Let Na - R0 > O " Nb - R0 > O then I Rbo-r Ra] 

N1 - N2 = Na - Ra - n(Na - ~) = > O. 

N - R a a 

Let Na - R0 _::_ o " Nb - R0 > o then 

> R • a 

N - N = R - N + n(N - R - R + N ) - n(N - R ) 1 2 0 b b a 0 a a -o 
= N - R - n(N - R) > O. a a a -o -

Let Na - R0 > o " Nb - R0 _::_ o then 

N1 - N2 = Na - R0 + Nb - Ra - n(Na - Rb - R0 + Nb) 

::: R - R > O. 
b a -

Let, finally, Na - R0 _::_ O " ~ - R0 _::_ O then 

N1 - N = n(N - R - R + N ) - n(N - R_ - R0 + Nb) ~ 0, 2 b a 0 a a -o 

We' shall now consider the case 1 > 1. 

In the following we assume Na - R0 > b A Nb - R0 > O. 

N1 - N2 = Na - Nb + 

S(R + S(adr) + S(Cdr) 0) a 

- B(~ + S(bEfr) + S(CEfr) = 0) 

+ n(Nb - n(Ra + S(aEfr) + S(CEfr) - 1)) 

- n(Na - n{Rb + S(bEfr) + s(CEfr) - 1)). 

Consider first the case Rb > Ra; then 

= N + i3(R + S(aEfr) + S(Cdr) a a 

- n(R + S(aEfr) + S(CEfr) - 1) a 

= 0) 



Hence, 

N + S(R + S(aEfr) + S(CEfr) = 0) > O. 
a a 

or, 

N1-N2 = or, 

Rb+ s(Ra + s(aEfr) + S(CEfr) = 0) + S(bEfr) + S(CEfr) - 1~0. 

or, 

Consider next the case ~ = Ra A alfr A bEfr; then 

N2 = N + S(R + S(CEfr) a a 
= 0) 

Hence, 

- n(R + S(CEfr) - 1) 
a 

N + S(R + S(CEfr) = 0) > O, 
a a 

or, 

N - R + S(R + S(CEfr) = 0) - S(CEfr) + 1 > O, a a a 

N1-N2 = or, 

~ + s(Ra + s(CEfr) = o) + s(CEfr) - 1 ~ o, 

or, 

R - R + s(R + s(CEfr) = 0) ~o. 
-lJ a a 

Concluding, if Na - R0 > O A Nb - R0 > O, then N1 - N2 ~ o. 
The other cases can be treated similarly also leading to N1 - N2 ~ O. 

Therefore, the interchange of a and b does not enlarge the number of 

Taylor arrays needed. 

A~er the interchangement we obtain A** i B** which resembles the 
. *~ * standard ordering more closely than A w B • 

Repetition of the arguments leads, in a finite number of steps, to the 

"q.e.d." of lemma 1. 
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Proof of lemma 2 (If F2EMF A F2ES0 =>3F3 : F3EMF A F3ES0 A F3ESB): 

Since n = L(F2 ) is assumed to be ~ 3, we may write F2 =A@ B. Applying 
* * the induction argument we can construct A and B , such that 

* * * * * A = P(A), B = P(B), A EMF A A ESO /\A ESB and 
* * * B EMF A B ESO A B ESB. 

From F2 ES0 and, hence, AESO and BESO, we may assume that the orderings 
* ·* of A and B are the same as the orderings of A and B. 

Let F2 have the ordering r 1, f 2 , ••• , fn. In constructing F3 , we shall 

not change the ordering of F2 ; therefore, F3ESO. 

1. 

1.1. 

1.2. 

2. 

2. 1 • 

2.1.2. 

3. 

3. 1. 

3.2. 

* * Assume A = r 1, and, hence, B = C@ D. 

If f 1Efr, then take F; (f1 @ C) @ D; using theorem 5 we have 

* F2 EMF, 
,/ * * . If f 1iofr, then take f 1 @ B ; from B ESB it follows F3ESB; more-

over, we have already F3EMF, 

* Assume A = f 1 @ E. 

If f 1Efr, then E = f 2 (otherwise A*fsB). 

If L(B*") = 1, then take F3 = A*@ B*; evidently 

F3 = (f1 @ f 2 ) @ f 3 ESB. 

If L(B-x-) > 1; hence B* C@ D, then take F; =(A*@ C) $D. 

* From theorem 5 we have F 2 EMF. 

If f 1tfr, then take F' = f © (E@ B*). From theorem 5 we have 
2 1 

F2EMF. Let G be E @ B* brought into the standard bracketing; then 

take F3 = r 1 @ G. Evidently, F3EMF and FfSB. 

Assume, finally, A*= E@ G, where L(E) ~ 2. 

If L(B*) = 1 and, hence, B* fn' then take F3 ::: A*"© B*, 

Evidently, F3ESB. 

If L(B*°) > 1, i.e. B* * (A*© C) == C @ D, then take F ::::: (J) D; 
2 

. * according to theorem 5,F2EMF. 

. . *· 
Concluding: either an F3 has been constructed, or an F2 has been construct-

. . *· * . *· . *· * 
ed with the properties: F2ESO A F2EMF and if F2 is written as A2 @ B2 , then 

L(B;) < L(B*). Repetition of the above arguments will, in a finite number 

of steps, lead to the desired F3 • 

This proves lemma 2. 
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Proof of lemma 3 (let F3ES0 A F ESB and F4ESO A F4ESB ==> N = NF ): 
3 F3 4 

Let F3 and F4 differ in the location of f; say, the i-th term of F3 • 

Let the i-th term of F4 be g. 

It follows from definition 3 that 

Rf = Rg' fEfr = gEfr, Nf = Ng. 

(Note that only in this case the ordering. is not defined uniquely.) 

It is evident, however, that in, say, F3 the term f may be interchanged 

with the term g, without affecting NF • This may be done for all remain

ing terms in F3 whose index in F3 is dot their index in F4 • 

Hence NF = NF , which proves lemma 3. 
3 4 

We finally state, without proof, the analogue of theorem 7 for a product 

F of n factors f., each factor not being a product. 
]. 

Theorem 8: Let the formula F be a product of n factors f., i = 1, ••• , n; 
]. 

of all possible permutations of F, the following form involves a minimal 

number of Taylor arrays: 

F = (f. 9- (f. 9- ( ••• 9- (f. 9- f. ) •• ,))), 
J.1 J.2 J.n-1 in 

where 

(Rf. 
]. . 

J 

the f. , f. , 
J.1 J.2 

> R ) v 
f. 

J.j+1 

= R f. 
J.j+1 

Ill Cl Gil ' 
f. 

]. 
n 

satisfy: 

Nf. ), for j = 
J.j+1 

1 , ••• , n-1 • 
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5.7. The algebraic program 

5,7,1. Introductory remarks 

In this section we describe the algebraic program which produces the 

ALGOL 60 statements for the computational program of section 5.8 for 

calculating the Taylor coefficients of the functions Uk(x 1 , ••• , xd), 

k = 1, ••• , K ,satisfying: 

au1 
G (-

1 ax • 1 

for 1 = 1, ..• , K. 

The numbers tk are defined by: 

auK 
... , h' 

1 

0 (5.1.1) 

auk/axt occurs in the differential equations, but auk/axj' j > tk, do 
k 

not occur in the differential.equations; if tk = 0 then auk/axt means 
k 

Uk itself. tk is called the~ of Uk. 

We want to calculate the Taylor coefficients u for the indexes 
k,n1 , ••• ,nd 

lying in the region S(d,Nk) defined by: 

(k = 1, •• ., K). ( 5. 7 .1) 

In the computational program the variable highest degree is used to de

fine the numbers Nk. If tk > 0 then Nk =highest degree,whereas if tk = 0, 

then Nk =highest degree - 1. 

The subformulae A. ,by means of which the le~-hand sides of (5.1.1) are 
l 

built up,have Taylor coefficients 

store them in a (d+1)-dimensional 

a. • It is not possible to 
i,n1 , •• '.,nd 

array, since d is determined at run time 

of the computational program. Therefore, they are stored in a 2-dimensional 

array declared by: 
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arI'!!:lf. a[ 7 : nwnber of Taylor series, 0 : M-7]; where M is the number of 
indexes lying in S(d,highest degree - 1 ). For the administration,use is 
made of an integer procedure: integer procedure I(n sub); integer array 
n sub; ~he values of I(n 1 , ••• , nd) are such that there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the Taylor coefficients 

elements of a[ i ,I(n1, ••• , nd)], for (n1 , ••• , 

S(d,highest degree - 1). 

a. and the array 
i ,n1 , ••• ,nd 

nd) lying in 

At execution time of the computational program the value of I(n1 , ••• ,nd) 

is assigned to the variable n; therefore, the algebraic program may out-
put the Taylor coefficients in the simple form a[j,n], where j is some 
number. 

The Taylor coefficients uk are stored into the array elements ,n1, ..• ,nd 

a[k,T(n 1, ••• ,nd)]. In order to treat the difficulty that, when tk > O, 
there are more u 's than array elements a[k,I(n1 , ••• ,nd)J, 

k,n.1 , ••• ,nd 

special array elements u[i,M], ... , u[i,M1-7J, where M7 is the number of 

indexes lying in S(d,highest degree), are introduced, 

The main part of the algebraic program consists of the procedure DEFINE 
TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS which performs the operations for the differential 
equations given as an array. The number,K,of differential equations is 
given as the actual value of the parameter order. The heading of the 
procedure is now reproduced. 

l?rocedure DEFINE TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS 

(order ,differential equations); 

~ order; integer order; integer array differential equations; 

begin integer i,j,,k,T ,next Taylor index,pointer of set of free 

indexes,nth time function occurred,N ,R,pointer of coeff; 

Boolean first time,free; 

integer array unknown,type of u,N diff eq,R diff eq,new index 

[l:order]; 

Boolean arr~ diff eq is free[l:order]; 
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5,7.2. The preparatory operations 

According to the investigations of section 5,6,3, the differential equa
tions are transformed into differential equations which render a more 

efficient computational program. This is achieved by means of the 

procedure TRANSFORM as follows: First, the constants in a formula are 
coml>ined into one constant; for this, the procedures CONSTANT and CONSTANT 
FORMULA are introduced, for determining whether a formula is constant 

and for storing a formula of type constant,respectively. Second, the 

theorems for the connnutative and associative laws are applied. The pro
cedure TRANSFORM calculates, moreover, the number of times a function 

symbol occurs and assigns this number to n th time function occurred; 
finally, it calcula~es the numbers pk which are assigned to type of 

u[k]. 

With respect to TRANSFORM we remark: 

1 • the parameters numb of used arr and numb of free arr correspond to 

the symbols N and R of section 5.6.3; 
2. if the quantities lhs and type of a formula f are dependent and alge

braic variable, respectively, then f is of the form CJUk/8xj, where j and 

k are given by the quantity rhs which equals j + 32 x k; when j = 0 

then f is of the form Uk; 

3. integral powers with base x. are treated in a special way; 
J 

4. in the case of a function, the number of Taylor series needed is 

given by N of function (see section 5,7,6); 
5. the procedure uses the procedures pas part and bool, which are the 

fUnctions n and B as introduced in section 5.6.3. 

Besides the procedure TRANSFORM, the first part of the procedure 

body of DEFINE TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS is given which calls the proce

dure TRANSFORM, for transforming the differential equations and 
reordering the new differential equations. Their new indexes are 

given by the array elements new index [i]. Next, the new differ

ential equations are being output such that one can inspect the 

results. Finally, the arrays forrnula for, set of indexes, set of 
free indexes and TPSI are declared (TPSI is used for functions and 
integral powers, see section 5,7.6), 
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procedure COUNT(f,type,array ,bounds only); 

~ f,type; integer f,type; Boolean bounds only; 
integer arrf.!;y array; 

begin integer t,a,b; t:= TYPE(f,a,b); 

g_t =type~ 

begin COUNT(a,type,array ,bounds only); 

COUNT(b,type,array ,bounds only) 

end else 

be!£n array[O]:= array[O] + 1; 

if 1 bounds only ~ array[array[O ]]:= f 

end 

~COUNT,; 

~procedure pos part(i); ~ i; integer i; 

pos part:= .!f_i > 0 ~ i ~ O; 

integer :eroc~d.~!~ bool(p); ~ p; Boolean p; 

bool:= .!f_p ~ 1 ~ O; 

Boolean ;erocedure CONSTANT(f); ~ f; integer f; 

f>.eg:ln ~j;eger t,a,b; t:= TYPE(f,a,b); 

CONSTANT:= 

if t = constant V t = number V t = algebraic variable I\ 

a == complex ~ ~ else 

if t = sum V t = product V t = quotient ~ 

CONSTANT(a) /\ CONSTANT(b) 

~ i.f t = function V t = integral power ~ CONST ANT(b) 
else false 

~CONSTANT; 

_integer 12rocedure CONSTANT FORMULA(f); ~ f; integer f; 
CONSTANT FORMULA:= STORE(O,constant,f); 

intege.1::_ procedl!;re TRANSFORM(f ,numb of used arr, 

numb of free arr,free); 

~ f; inte~e! f,numb of used arr,numb of free arr; Boolean free; 
be~~ inte~!. t,a,b,x,y; t:= TYPE(f,a,b); 
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if CONSTANT(f) ~ 

begin TRANSFORM:= CONSTANT FORMULA(f); free:= true; 

numb of used arr:= 1; numb of free arr:= 0 

end else 

.!!_ t = algebraic variable then 

begin numb of used arr:= 1; numb of free arr:= O; free:= true; 

TRANSFORM:= f; .!!_a = dependent then 

begin integer index of u,index of der; index of u:= b ..:._ 32; 

index of der:= b - index of u x 32; .!!_type of u[index of u] 

< index of der ~type of u[index of u]:= index of der; 

if index of der = 0 then 

begin numb of used arr:= numb of free arr:= O; free:=~ 

end end end else ------
.!!_ t == sum V t = product ~ 

begin integer i,k,n.N,R.Nl,Rl,fl.gl.numb of constant terms; 

Boolean A is free; integer array A[O:O]; A[O]:= O; 

COUNT(f,t.A,true); n:= A[O]; 

begin integer array term[O:n].used arr,free arr,p[l:n]; 

Boolean array term is free,term is constant[l:n]; 

term[O]:= O; COUNT(f,t,term.false); numb of constant terms:= O; 

12.!:. i:= 1 step 1 ~n do 

begin term[i]:= TRANSFORM(term[i].used arr[i].free arr[i], 

term is free(i]); p[i]:= i; .!!_ t = product~ 

term is free[i]:= false; 

term is constant[i]:= TYPE(term[i],di,di) = constant; 

.!!_term is constant[i] ~numb of constant terms:= 

numb of constant terms + 1 

end; 

againl: 12.!:. i:= 1 step 1 ~ n - 1 .!!2 
begin.!!_ term is constant[p[i+l]] /\ I term is constant[p[i]] ~ 

begin k:= p[i]; p[i]:= p[i+l]; p[i+l]:= k; goto againl ~ 

end;.!!_ numb of constant terms = 0 ~ goto again2; 

gl:= term[p[l]]; for i:= 2 step 1 ~numb of constant terms .!!2 
gl:= if t = sum~ S(gl,term[p[i]]) ~ P(gl,term[p[i]]); 
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again2: .!£!. i:= numb of constant terms + 1~1 ~ n - 1 do 

begin .!!_(free arr[p[i]] < free arr[p[i+l]J) V 

((free arr[p[i]] = free arr[p(i+l]]) /\ ((term is free[p[i+l]] /\ 

1 term is free[p[i]]) V (term is free[p[i+l]] .::., term is free[p[i]]) /\ 

(used arr[p[i]] > used arr[p[i+l)]))) 

~ begin k:= p[i]; p[i]:= p[i+l]; p[i+l]:= k; goto again2 ~ 

end; 

k:= n; .!£!. i:= numb of constant terms + 1 step 1 ~ n - 1 ~ 

begin if term is free[p[i]] ~begin k:= i; goto out~ end; 

out: N:= used arr[p[k]]; R:= free arr[p[k]]; A is free:= 

term is free[p[k]l; fl:= term[p[k]]; 

for i:= k + 1 step 1 ~ n ~ 

begin Nl:= used arr[p[i]]; Rl:= free arr[p[i]l; 

N:= N + pos part(Nl - R); R:= Rl + pos part(R - Nl); 

R:= R + bool(A is free) + bool(term is free[p[i]]),; 

N:= N + bool(R = O); R:= pos part(R - 1); 

A is free:= t = sum; fl:== if t= sum then S(fl,term[p[i]]) 

~ P(fl,term[p[i]]) 

end; .!£!. i := k - 1 step -1 ~ numb of constant terms + 1 do 

begin Nl:= N; Rl:= R; 

N:= used arr[p[i]] + pos part(Nl - free arr[p[i]]); 

R:= Rl + pos part(free arr[p[i]] - Nl); 

R:= R + bool(term is free[p[i]]) + bool(A is free); 

N:= N + bool(R = O); R:= pos part(R - 1); 

A is free:= t = sum; fl:= if t = sum then S(term[p[i]],fl) 

~ P(term[p[i]],fl) 

end; 

numb of used arr:= N; numb of free arr:= R; free:= true; 

if numb of constant terms = n - 1 /\ -, A is free then - -
begin numb of used arr:= N + bool(R = O); 

numb of free arr:= pos part(R - 1) 

end; TRANSFORM:= if numb of constant terms = 0 ~ f1 else 

(if t = sum then S(CONSTANT FORMULA(gl),fl) ~ 

P(CONSTANT FORMULA(gl),fl)) 

end end else 



1f_ t = quotient~ 

begin integer N ,H,NA,RA,NB.RB; Boolean A is free,B is free; 
a:= TRANSFORM(a,,NA,RA,A is free); 

b:= TRANSFORM(b,NB,RB,B is free); 

TRANSFORM:= Q(a.b); 

N:= NA + pos part(NB - RA); 

R:= RB + pos part(RA - NB) + bool(A is free); 

numb of used arr:= N + bool(R = O); 

numb of free arr:= pos part(R - 1); 

free:::: false 

end else 

1f_ t = integral power then 

begin if TYPE(b,x,y) = algebraic variable A 

x = independent ~ 

begin numb of used arr:= 1; numb of free arr:= O; free:= true; 
TRANSFORM:= f 

end else 

begin ~?.!~~er procedure numb of aux arr(n); ~ n; intege.! n; 
numb of aux arr:= if n = 1 then 0 else 

numb of aux arr(n .:., 2) + 1 + n - n : 2 x 2; 

integer NA.RA,N; Boolean A is free; 

b:= TRANSFORM(b,NA,RA,A is free); 

N:= numb of aux arr(a); numb of used arr:= NA + pos part(N - RA); 
numb of free arr:= pas part(RA - N); free:= true; 

TRANSFORM:= STORE(a,t,b) 

end 

end else 

if t = function then 

begil!, integei:_ NA,RA,N of function; Boolean A is free; 
nth time function occurred:= nth time function occurred + 1; 
N of function:= if a == sinf V a = cosf V a = arctanf then 3 else 

if a = expf ~ 1 ~ 2; 

b:= TRANSFORM(b,NA,RA,A is free); 

numb of used arr:= NA + pos part(N of function - RA); 

numb of free arr:= pos part(RA - N of function); 

free:= false; TRANSFORM:= STORE(a,t,b) 

_<::_nd _<::pj. TRANSFORM; 
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comment first part of procedure body of 

DEFINE TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS; 

nth time function occurred:= O; 

i£E. i:= 1 step 1 ~order ~type of u[i]:= O; 

PR nlcr; PR(fThe differential equations are:}}; 

i£E. i := 1 step 1 ~order ~ 

bewp PR nlcr; PR(fdiff eq[}); PR integral number(i); 

PR(f] = }); OUTPUT(differential equations[i]); 

differential equations[i]:= TRANSFORM(differential 

equations[i].N diff eq[i],R diff eq[i],diff eq is free[i]); 

new index[i]:= i 

end:; 

reorder: for i:== 1 step 1 ~order - 1 do 

be.12:n .!f. R diff eq[new index[i ]] < R diff eq[new index[i + 1 ]] V 

R diff eq[new index[i]] = R diff eq[new index[i+l]] I\ 

((diff eq is free[new index[i+l]] I\ -, diff eq is free[new index[i]]) V 

(diff eq is free[new index[i]] .=: diff eq is free[new index[i+l]] I\ 

N diff eq[new index[i]] > N diff eq[new index[i+l]])) ~ 

be!Qn k:= new index[i]; new index[i]:= new index[i+l]; 

new index[i+l]:= k; goto reorder 

end 

end; N:= order + N diff eq[new index[l]]; 

R:= R diff eq[new index[l]] + bool(diff eq is free[new index[l]]); 

i£E. i := 2 step 1 ~ order do 

beg!n N:= N + pos part(N diff eq[new index[i]] - R); 

R:= R diff eq[new index[i]] + pos part(R - N diff eq[new index[i]]) 

+ booI(diff eq is free[new index[i]]) 

PR nlcr; PR(fThe transformed differential equations are:}}; 

for i:= 1 _step 1 ~order do 

beg:in PR nlcr; PR(fdiff eq[}); PR integral number(new index[i]); 

PR(f] == }); OUTPUT(differential equa.tions[new index[iJ]) 

end; PR(f;}); 

be!Qn !!_1te~ ~ formula for,set of indexes,set of free 

indexes[l :N ], TPSI[O:nth time function occurred,1 :2 ]; 
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5.7.3. Auxiliary equipment 

In this subsection, the procedures are given which are used time and again 

in the procedures Taylor index, DEF ALGOL ST FOR DYADIC OP and DEF ALGOL 

ST FOR FUNCTIONS. 

Some procedures have been introduced already in section 5.5, namely PR, 

PR integral number, PR nlcr, COEFF, PR conv product, PR array element, 

PR zeroth array element and PR ass st for arr el. 

The others will be described now. 

A call: store index into free set (T) has as effect that the Taylor 

index T is stored into the set of free indexes. 

A call: T:= take index from free set has the effect that, if the set of 

free indexes is empty, a new Taylor index is introduced which is assigned 

to T and stored at the top of the array set of indexes. If, on the other 

hand, the set of free indexes is not empty, the top element of the array 

set of free indexes is removed and assigned to T; moreover, it is stored 

at the top of set of indexes, after it has been removed from set of indexes. 

The reason for introducing the array set of indexes is, that the program 

needs the ordering later on, as given by set of indexes, of the Taylor 

indexes when it has to output statements defining Taylor coefficients 

which could not be outputted earlier due to their dependence on unknown 

Taylor coefficients of the functions Uk. 

Note3 that the natural ordering, as in the program of section 5,5, does 

not need to be preserved. 

The final procedure is KNOWN;acallof KNOWN(T) gives as result true or 

false dependent on whether a statement defining a[T,n] has already been 

output or not. 
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integer procedure COEFF(right hand side); integer right hand side; 

begin integer x; pointer of coeff:= pointer of coeff + 1; 

PR nlcr; PR(fcoeff[}); PR integral number(pointer of coeff); 

PRCf]:= }); x:= right hand side; PR(f_;}); 

COEFF:= STORE(coefficient,algebraic variable,pointer of coeff) 

~ COEFF; 

integer procedure PR conv product(a,b,case a,case b); 

~ a,b,case a,case b; integer a,b,case a,case b; 

begin integer i; integer array c[1:2]; c[l]:= case a; c[2]:= case b; 

for i:= 1,2 ~ c[i]:= if c[i] = check for zero ~ +1 ~ if c[i] = 

check for zero + diff then -2 ~ .!f. c[i] = diff ~ -1 ~ O; 

PR(fCONV PRODUCT(}); PR integral number(a); PR(f,:\>); 

PR integral number(b); PR(f,:\>); PR integral number(c[l]); 

PR(f,:\>); PR integral number(c[2]); PR(f)}); PR conv product:= 1 

end PR conv product; 

integer procedure PR array element(TI); ~TI; integer TI; 

begin PR(fa[}); PR integral number(TI); PR(.j:,n]}); 

PR array element:= 1 

end PR array element; 

integer procedure PR zeroth array element(T); ~ T; integer T; 

begin PR(fa[}); PR integral number(T); PR(f,01}); 

PR zeroth array element:= 1 

end PR zeroth array element; 

integer procedure PR ass st for arr el(T ,right hand side); 

~ T; integer T,right hand side; 

begin integer x; PR nlcr; PR array element(T); PR(f:= }); 

x:= right hand side; PR(.j:;}); PR ass st for arr el:= 1; 

formula for [T ]:= -1 

end PR ass st for arr el; 
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procedure store index into free set(T); value T; integer T; 

begin pointer of set of free indexes:= pointer of set of free indexes 

+ 1; set of free indexes[pointer of set of free indexes]:= T 

end store index into free set; 

integer procedure take index from free set; 

begin integ;er i,T; Boolean shift; 

.!!_pointer of set of free indexes 

next Taylor index + 1 else 

0 then T:= next Taylor index:= 

begin T:= set of free indexes[pointer of set of free indexes]; 

pointer of set of free indexes:= pointer of set of free indexes - 1; 

shift:= false; 

for i:= order + 1 step 1 until next Taylor index - 1 do 

begin if set of indexes[i] = T then shift:= true; 

if shift then set of indexes[i]:= set of indexes[i + 1] 

end 

end; set of indexes[next Taylor index]:= take index from free set:= T 

end take index from free set; 

Boolean procedure KNOWN(T); value T; integer T; 

KNOWN:= formula for [T] < O; 
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5. 7. l+. The procedure Taylor index 

This procedure is an improved version of the last procedure Taylor index 

of section 5.5. It suffices for the description of the procedure to make 

some remarks: 

1. Taylor index has as second parameter the Boolean free, which obtains 

the value true or false dependent on whether the formula given by the 

first parameter f is free or not. 

2. If f is a sum or a product, only its lbs quantity is checked for being 

constant as a consequence of the special transformation by TRANSFORM. 

3. In the case that the procedure PR ass st for arr el(T, ... ) is called, 

the array element formula for [TJ obtains automatically the value -1 

in the procedure body of PR ass st for arr el. 

4. The non-local Boolean variable first -time is used to determine whether 

Taylor index is producing statements for the zeroth Taylor coefficients 

or for the non-zeroth. 

5, It is assumed that the computational program contains a procedure 

BINOMIAL COEFFICIENT(i,j) which becomes equal to the Taylor coefficient, 

with as indexes the current values of n1 , ••• , nd, of the function 

0 0 . 
( x . + ( x . - x . ) )J 

1, 1, 1, 

expanded in the variable (x. - x~). 
1, 1, 

This is, 
0 0 

in fact, the only place where the origin (x1, .•. , xd) enters 

into the calculation. 

6. It is assum~d that the computational program contains a procedure 

SHIFT(i,j) which becomes equal to a[i,I(n 1, ••• , n.+1, ••• , nd)Jx(n.+1). 
J J 

7, The case that the type t of the formula f is equal to functional 

variable corresponds to the treatment of functions; one should compare 

table 3 in section 5,3,3 and section 5,7,6. 
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integer procedure Taylor index(f,free),; ~ f; integer f,; Boolean free; 

begin integer Ta,Tb,T,x,y,t,a,b; Boolean free a,free b; t:= TYPE(f,a,b); 

if t = sum then 

begin free:= true; .!f.. TYPE(a,x,y) = constant then 

begin Tb:= Taylor index(b,free b); 

if free b then store index into free set(Tb); 

Taylor index:= T:= take index from free set; 

if KNOWN(Tb) then PR ass st for arr el(T ,(if first time ~ *) 

OUTPUT(a) x PR(f + :H ~ 1) x PR array element(Tb)) 

~ formula for [T ]:= formula for [Tb] 

end else 

be~ Ta:= Taylor index(a,free a); Tb:= Taylor index(b,free b); 

.!f.. free a ~ store index into free set(Ta); 

.!f.. free b ~ store index into free set(Tb}; 

Taylor index:= T:= take index from free set; 

DEF ALGOL ST FOR DYADIC OP(T,Ta,sum,Tb) 

end end else 

.!f.. t = product then 

begin free:= true; if TYPE(a,x,y) = constant then 

begin Tb:= Taylor index(b,free b); 

.!f. free b then store index into free set(Tb); 

Taylor index:= T:= take index from free set; 

if KNOWN(Tb) then PR ass st for arr el(T, 
- -- '*-) 

PR(f(:j:.) x OUTPUT(a) x PR({:) x :j:.) x PR array element(Tb)) 

~formula for [T]:= P(COEFF(OUTPUT(a)),formula for [Tb]) 

end else ----
begin Ta:= Taylor index(a,free a); Tb:= Taylor index(b,free b); 

Taylor index:= T:= take index from free set; 

DEF ALGOL ST FOR DYADIC OP(T ,Ta,product,Tb) 

end end else 

See the remarks on pp. 59-60. 
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!!._ t = quotient then 

begin free:= false; Ta:= Taylor index(a,free a); 

Tb:= Taylor index(b,free b); 

if free a ·then store index into free set(Ta); 

Taylor index:= T:= take index from free set; 

DEF ALGOL ST FOR DYADIC OP(T.Ta,quotient,Tb) 

end else 

if t = function then 

begin free:= false; Tb:= Taylor index(b,free b); 

DEF ALGOL ST FOR FUNCTIONS(T,Tb,a),; 

Taylor index:= T 

end else 

!!._ t = integral power then 

begin if TYPE(b,x,y) = algebraic variable /\ x = independent~ 

begin Taylor index:= T:= take index from free set; free:= true; 

PR ass st for arr el(T ,PR({::BINOMIAL COEFF(:}) x *) 

PR integral numb~r(y) x PR(f,:I» x PR integral number(a) x 
PR(f)})) 

end else 

begin integer .Erocedure aux arr(n); ~ n; integer n; 

if n = 1 then aux arr:= Tb else 

begin integer x,T,; x:".' aux arr(n ..:_ 2); 

aux arr:= T:= take index from free set; 

DEF ALGOL ST FOR DYADIC OP(T,x,product,x); 

if n ..:_ 2 x 2 =\= n then 

begin aux arr:= x:= take index from free set; 

DEF ALGOL ST FOR DYADIC OP(x,T,product,Tb) 

~ end aux arr; 

Tb:= Taylor index(b, free b); free:= true; 

Taylor index:= aux arr(a) 

end end else 

* See the remarks on pp. 59-60. 
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if t = constant then 

begin free:= true; Taylor index:= T:= take index from free set; 

PR ass st for arr el(T ,if first time then OUTPUT(f) else PR({:O})) 

end else 

if t = algebraic variable /\ a = independent then 

begin free:= true; Taylor index:= T:= take index from 

PR ass st for arr el(T ,PR(~INOMIAL COE FF(}) x 

PR integral number(b) x PR({:, 1)})) 

end else 

.!f. t = algebraic variable /\ a = dependent ~ 

begin integer index of u, index of derivative; 

free set; 
*) 

index of u:= b ..:_ 32; index of derivative:= b - index of u x 32; 

if index of derivative = 0 then 

begin Taylor index:= T:= index of u; free:= ~ end ~ 

begin Taylor index:= T:= take index from free set; 

free:= true 

end; 

.!f. first time V index of derivative f type of u[index of u] ~ 

begin if index of derivative = 0 then formula for [T]:= -1 ~ 

PR ass st for arr el(T ,OUTPUT(STORE(Unknown, 

algebraic variable,b))) 

end else formula for [T]:= unknown[index of u] 

end else 

if t = functional variable then 

begin free:= false; Taylor index:= b end 

end Taylor index; 

* See the remarks on pp. 59-60. 
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5,7.5. The output for the dyadic operators 

In order to calculate,in the computational program,the convolution pro

duct of two Taylor series without the leading term,e.g. a[i,n] x a[j,O], 

it is necessary that the procedure CONV PRODUCT has a parameter which 

indicates this situation. In the following procedure and the procedure 

of section 5.7.6 we,therefore,introduced the variable check for zero which 

is used as actual parameter of the procedure PR conv product in order to 

output a statement in which CONV PRODUCT occurs with such a parameter. 

procedure DEF ALGOL ST FOR DYADIC OP(T,a,oper,b); 

value T ,a,oper ,b; integer T ,a,oper ,b; 

begin integer x; switch SW:= SUM1,SUM2,SUM3,PROD1,PROD2,PROD3, 

QUOTl ,QUOT2a,QUOT3; 

integer procedure case; case:= (if oper sum then 0 else 

if oper product then 1 else 2) x 3; 

procedure END; goto out; 

if KNOWN(a) /\ KNOWN(b) ~ goto SW[case + 1] ~ 

if KNOWN(a) ~ goto SW[case + 2] ~ 

if KNOWN(b) then 

be~ if oper = quotient~ goto QUOT2b; 

x:= a; a:== b; b:= x; go!o SW[case + 2] 

~ ~ goto SW[case + 3]; 

SUMl: PR ass st for arr el(T ,PR array element(a) x PR(t + ~) x 

PR array element(b)); END; 

SUM2: formula for [T]:= S(COEFF(PR array element(a)),formula for [b]); 

END; 

SUM3: formula for[T]:= S(formula for [a],formula for [b]); END; 

...... ) 
See the remarks on pp. 59-60. 
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PRODl: if first time then 

begin PR ass st for arr el(T • PR zeroth array element(a) x -><-) 

PR({: x }) x PR zeroth array element(b)) 

end else PR ass st for arr el(T,PR conv product(a,b,0,0)); END; 

PROD2: formula for [T]:= S(COEFF(PR conv product(a,b,O, 

check for zero)),P(COEFF(PR zeroth array element(a)), 

formula for [b ]) ) ; END; 

PROD3: formula for [T]:= S(P(formula for [a], 

COEFF(PR zeroth array element(b))), 

S(P(COEFF(PR zeroth array element(a)),formula for [b]), 

COEFF(PR conv product(a,b,check for zero,check for zero)))); END; 

QUOTl: .!!.. first time ~ 

begin PR ass st for arr el(T ,PR zeroth array element(a) x 

PR({: I :\>) x PR zeroth array element(b)),; END 

end; 

PR ass st for arr el(T ,PR({:(:\>) x PR array element(a) x 

PR(f - }) x PR conv product(T ,b,check for zero,O) x PR(f )/ }) x 
PR zeroth array element(b)),; END; 

QUOT2a: formula for [T]:= S(COEFF(PR(f(}) x PR array element(a) x 
PR(f - :\>) x PR conv product(T ,b,check for zero,check for zero) x 
PR({:) I :\>> x PR zeroth array element(b)), 

P(COEFF(PR({: - :\>) x PR zeroth array element(T) x PR(f / :\>) x 
PR zeroth array element(b)),formula for [b])); END; 

QUOT2b: formula for [T]:= P(S(formula for [a],COEFF( 

PR(f - }) x PR conv product(T 0b,check for zero,O))), 

COEFF(PR(fl/ :\>> x PR zeroth array element (b))); END; 

QUOT3: formula for [T]:= P(S(formula for [a],S(P(COEFF( 

PR(f - :\>) x PR zeroth array element (T)),formula for [b]), 

COEFF(PR(f - :\>) x PR conv product(T ,b,check for zero, 

check for zero)))),COEFF(PR(fl/ :\>) x PR zeroth array 

element (b))); END; 

out: 

end DEF ALGOL ST FOR DYADIC OP; 

""') See the remarks on pp. 59-60. 

-><-) 
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5,7.6. The output for functions 

Let the subformula A. =~(A.), then the procedure of this subsection 
}. J 

produces output defining the a[i,n] in terms of the a[j,n]. 

From section 5,3,3 we have,by introducing the functions ~v and ~v' 

v = 1, ..• , µ,withµ= 1 or 2, 

d~ (z)/dz = ~ (~ 1 •••• , ~, z). 
v v µ 

(5.7.1) 

For the subformulae ~j 
v 

~(A.) and ~j = ~ (~ 1 (A.), v J v v J 
~ (A . ) , A. ) we 

µ J J 
have 

n1 

= ;- I 
q p =O 

1 

where n # O. (5,7.2) 
q 

The a[i,n] are equal to ~j 
1,n1 , ••• ,nd 

Let us now see how the procedure DEF ALGOL ST FOR FUNCTIONS, with para

meters T, Ta and name of funation performs the necessary operations. The 

actual value of Ta gives the Taylor index j; the resulting Taylor index 

i should be assigned to T. The procedure declaration consists of 3 parts: 

1. The declaration of the variables X, i and psi is free, the arrays 

TPHI, PHI and PSI and the procedure FACTS ABOUT FTN. 

2. Some preparatory operations: Zand PHI[7] become funational variables, 

with a lhs quantity equal to the Taylor index of A. and A. ,respective-
J ]_ 

ly; when the procedure Taylor index comes across these functional 

variables it then knows their Taylor indexes. 

Moreover, n th time funation oaaurred is augmented by 1 for the book

keeping of the functions. 

3, For the different functions output is produced by means of a call 

of FACTS ABOUT FTN which first actual parameter defines the order 

of the function (for sine and cosine 2 otherwise 1), which second 

actual parameter defines the string s7 to be outputted for the 

zeroth Taylor coefficients of~~. and which third actual parameter 

defines the string s2 to be outputted for the zeroth Taylor 
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coefficient of ~~ (if order = 2). 

Before FACTS ABOUT FTN is called, the array element PSI[?] and 

possibly PH1[2] and PSI[2] become equal to formulae as given in 

table 2 of section 5.3.3. 

The procedure FACTS ABOUT FTN does the following: 

if first time, it outputs the statements defining the Taylor coeffi

cients for <!>~; it then calculates the Taylor indexes of 'Ji~ and stores 

them into the array TPSI 

if 1 first time, it first outputs the statements for the Taylor coeffi

cients of <l>j, where the previously calculated values of TPSI[n th time v 
function occurred,v] are used; it then outputs the statements for the 

Taylor coefficients of 'Jij. v 
We thus see that it is indeed necessary to introduce the non-local 

array TPSI and the variable n th time function occurred. 

Note, that the variable diff is introduced in order that the procedure 

PR conv product can output a statement in which CONV PRODUCT occurs 

with such a ~arameter that CONV PRODUCT calculates in the computational 

program the special "differentiated" convolution product as given by 

equation (5.7.2). 

:erocedure DEF ALGOL ST FOR FUNCTIONS(T,Ta,name of function); 

~ Ta,name of function; integer T ,Ta,name of function; 

E.e~ integer Z,i; Boolean psi is free; integer~ TPHI,PHI,PSI[l:2]; 

procedure FACTS ABOUT FTN(order,stl,st2); ~order; 

integer order; string stl,st2; 

begin if first time then 

b!lgin PR ass st for arr el(TPHI[l],PR(stl) >< PR(f(tl >< *) 

PR zeroth array element(Ta) >< PR(f)})); 

if order == 2 then PR ass st for arr el(TPHI[2 ],PR(st2) >< PR(.\:(t) x .,...) 
PR zeroth array element(Ta) >< PR(f)t)) 

end else 

* See the remarks on pp. 59-60. 
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begin for i := 1 step 1 until order do 

begin .!!'.. KNOWN(Ta) then PR ass st for arr el(TPHI[i], 

PR conv product(TPSI[nth time function occurred,i],Ta,O,diff)) 

~ formula for [TPIIl[i]]:= S(P(COEFF(PR zeroth 

array element(TPSl[nth time function occurred,i])), 

formula for [Ta]),COEFF(PR conv product(TPSI[nth time 

function occurred,i],Ta,O,'diff + check for zero))) 

~end; 

for i := 1 step 1 ~ order do 

TPSI[nth time function occurred,i]:= Taylor index(PSI[i],psi is free); 

comment note that if first time, the value of TPSI[ .•. ] is not 

needed. If -, first time this value is known; 

end FACTS ABOUT FTN; 

Z:= STORE(O,functional variable,Ta); 

T:= TPHI[l]:= take index from free set; 

PHl[l ]:= STORE ( 0 ,functional variable, TPIIl[l ]) ; 

nth time function occurred:= nth time function occurred + 1; 

if name of function = sinf then 

begin TPIIl[2]:= take index from free set; 

Plfl[2]:= STORE(O,functional variable,TPIIl[2]); 

PSI[l]:= Plfl[2]; PSI[2]:= P(CONSTANT FORMULA(minone),PHl[l]),; 

FACTS ABOUT FTN(2,{:sin},{:cos:\>) 

end else 

if name of function = cosf then - --
begin TPHI[2 ]:= take index from free set; 

PHl[2]:= STORE(O,functional variable,TPHI[2]); 

PSI[2]:= Plfl[l]; PSI[l]:= P(CONSTANT FORMULA(minone),Plfl[2]); 

FACTS ABOUT FTN(2,{:cos},{:sin}) 

end else 
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if name of function = expf ~ 

begin PSI[l]:= PHI[l]; FACTS ABOUT FTN(l 0~exph-ti>> ~else 

if name of function = lnf then 

begin PSI[l]:= Q(CONSTANT FORMULA(one).Z); 

FACTS ABOUT FTN(l,pnj>,ft) 

end else 

if name of function = sqrtf ~ 

begin PSI[l ]:= Q( CONST ANT FORMULA(RN (. 5)) ,PHI[l ]) ; 

FACTS ABOUT FTN(l,{:sqrt:},-ti>) 

end else 

if name of function = arctanf then 

begin PSI[l]:= Q(CONSTANT FORMULA(one),S(CONSTANT FORMULA(one), 

P(Z,Z))); FACTS ABOUT FTN(l,{:arctan:\>.#) 

end end DEF ALGOL ST FOR FUNCTIONS; 
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5.7.7. Final part of DEFINE TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS 

Before discussing the final part of the procedure, it is necessary to 

make some comments on the computational program. This program is pro

vided with two library procedures of the Mathematical Centre; the first 

procedure DET transforms a given matrix A into such a matrix that the 

other procedure SOL can easily solve the equation A::t:. = B, where B is 

a known vector, for the unknown vector X. In the calculation process 

for the Taylor coefficients we have to solve repeatedly, for a large 

number of values of the index vector (n1 , ••• , nd), an equation for the 

unknown vector X, consisting of Taylor coefficients for the functions 

Uk. However, the coefficient matrix A is constant, i.e. does not depend 

on the index vector (n1 , ••• , nd), whereas tne right-hand side vector B 

is not constant. This means that the computational program may trans

form the coefficient matrix once and for all by means of DET; moreover, 

it is not necessary, it would even be erroneous, for the computational 

program to compute repeatedly the coefficient matrix. Therefore, DEFINE 

TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS should provide,besides the statements already di~

cussed, some procedure calls and some lab~ls for the necessary jumps. 

Let us illustrate this by means of 

D1 = u, + au2/ax o, 

D2 = U2 x :rn,;ax = o~ 

which gives rise to the following 

a[3,n]:= SHIFT(2, 7) 

a[3,nl:= a[3,nl + a[7,nJ; 

a[3,n]:= SHIFT(1, 7) 

a[4,nJ:= a[2,0J x a[3,0]; 

AGAIN: AUGMENT INDEX; 

coeff[7]:= a[7,n]; 

RHS[1J:= -(coeff[7J); 

GOTO(LABEL 2); 

COEFF[7, 7J:= O; 

the example: 

output: 

These are the statements for 

a[k,n], with n = 0. 

(The procedures SHIFT, AUGMENT 

INDEX and GOTO will be explained below.) 



COEFF[7,2]:= 7; 

LABEL 2: 
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coeff[2]:= CONV PRODUCT(2,3,0, 7); 

coeff[3]:= a[2, OJ; 

RHS[2J:= -(coeff[2]); 

GOTO(LABEL 3); 

COEFF[2, 7]:= coeff[3]; 

COEFF[2, 2]:= O; 

LABEL 3: 

JUMP TO CALC OF UNKJIOWNS; 

FILL IN OPEN PLACES: 

a[3,n]:= SHIFT(7, 7) 

goto AGAIN; 

OUT: end end end end end 

4 3 2 

The above output is the second part of the computational program. The 

first part is provided with, among others, the procedures AUGMENT INDEX 
for changing the index vector, GOTO for jumping to the label given as 

parameter only if the matrix COEFF has been transformed already, and 
JUMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS for calculating the unknown Taylor coefficients 

of the fUnctions Uk and storing them. 

The procedure SHIFT(i,j) becomes equal to 

a[i,I{n1, •.• , nd)], if j = O, and 

a[~ I(n n n +1 n nd)] x {nJ.+1), if J0 > O. ,,, 1• .. ., j-1' j , j+1' •••• 

The numbers which are finally output give the values of: 

1, the number of Taylor series used, 

2. the number of array elements of coeff used, 

3. the number of differential equations, iee61 orde1°, 

4, the value of type of u[k], k = 1, order. 
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comment second part of procedure body of 

DEFINE TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS; 

first time:= true; 

for i:= 1 step 1 until order do unknown[i]:= 

STORE(Unknown,algebraic variable,type of u[i] + i x 32); 

again: nth time function occurred:= pointer of set of free indexes:= 

pointer of coeff:= O; 

next Taylor index:= order; 

for i := 1 step 1 ~order do 

begin T:= Taylor index(differential equations[new index[i]),free); 

if free then store index into free set(T); 

if 1 first time then - --
begin FIX; PR nlcr; PR(fRHS[:j>); PR integral number(new index[i]); 

PR(f]:= - (:j>); OUTPUT(SUBSTITUTE(formula for [T], 

k,1,order,unknown[k],zero)); PR(f);}>; ERASE; 

PR nlcr; PR(fGOTO(LABEL}); PR integral number(i+l); 

PR(f);l»; for j:= 1 step 1 ~order do 

begin FIX; PR nlcr; PR(fCOEFF[}); PR integral number( 

new index[i]); PR(f.:j>); PR integral number(j); PRCf]:= }); 

OUTPUT(DER(formula for [T],unknown[j])); PR(f;}); ERASE 

end; PR nlcr; PR(fLABEL}); PR integral number(i+l); PR({::}) 

end end; 

if first time then 

begin first time:= false; PR nlcr; PR(fAGAIN: AUGMENT INDEX;}); 

goto again 

end else 

begin PR nlcr; PR(fJUMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS;}); PR nlcr; 

PR(fFILL IN OPEN PLACES: }); 

~ i:= order + 1 step 1 ~next Taylor index do 

begin T:= set of indexes[i]; 

for j:= 1 steE 1 ~pointer of set of free indexes ~ 

be~in if T = set of free indexes[j] ~ ~oto out end; 
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.!.f. -, KNOWN(T) ~ 

beg_Jp PR nlcr; PR array element(T); PR(t:= }); 

OUTPUT(formula for [T]); PR(t;_}); 

REPLACE(formula for [T].STORE(Taylor coefficient, 

algebraic variable, T)) 

~; 

out: end 

end; PR nlcr; ~ i:= 126,16,126,24,126,29,126,24 do PR sym(i); 

comment the symbols goto are output; 

PR(t AGAIN;_}); PR nlcr; PR*OUT: }); 

for i:= 1,2,3,4,5 ~ .f2!:. j:= 126,14,126,23,126,13,93 do PR sym(j); 

comment the symbols end end end~ end are output; 

PR nlcr; RUNOUT; comment The effect of RUNOUT is 

the punching of a piece of blank tape; 

PR nlcr; PR integral number(next Taylor index); PR space(2); 
PR integral number(pointer of coeff); PR space(2); 

PR integral nurnber(order); PR space(2); 

for i := 1 step 1 until order ~ 

begin PR integral number(type of u[i]); PR space(2) end 

end end DEFINE TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS; 
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5,7,8. The contents of the algebraic program 

In this section we shall discuss the ALGOL 60 program in which the pro

cedure DEFINE TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS, of the preceding sections, is imbedded. 

The program consists of: 

1. The first part of the processor (section 3.3.1 ). 

2. The general formula-manipulation system (chapter 2). In order to keep 

the program within the limits imposed by the available X8 computer 

system, some changes have been made which concern redundancies, with 

respect to the purposes of this chapter, only. For example, the pro

cedures CONVERT and SIMPL 2 REPR were deleted, while, e.g., QUOTIENT 

and COMMON DIVISOR were changed into trivial procedures. 

3. The second part of the processor of section 3.3.2, i.e. the initial

izing statements and declarations of section 3.3.2 and the procedures 

of section 3.3.2.1. 

4. The declarations: 

integer constant,dependent,independent,coefficient,check for zero, 

diff ,functional variable,Taylor coefficient, Unknown; 

integer procedure D(a,b); value a,b; integer a,b; 
' --

D:= S(a,P(minone,b)); 

integer procedure POWER(a,b),; ~ a,b; integer a,b; 

POWER:= EXP(P(b,LN(a))); 

5. The procedure DEFINE TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS. 

6. The final part (section 5,7.8.1). 

5,7,8.1, The final part of the algebraic program 

As already suggested above, we assume that the differential equations 

are given on input tape as formulae; therefore, that part of the pro

cessor of chapter 3,which reads formulae from input tape, is contained 
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in the algebraic program. We assume, moreover, that the input tape has 

the form of a formula program, in which the "formula statement identi

fiers" and "special formula identifiers": REAL, SPEC DER, OUTPUT C, 

OUTPUT R, FIX, ERASE, ER B RET, NLCR, PR STRING, EXPAND, NOT EXP, COEFF, 

SOL LIN EQ, TPS, DER, SIMPL, CC, SUBST, QUOT and COMM DIV do not occur. 

One new formula statement is added: 

<Define Taylor Coefficients statement>::= DTC( <formula list>) 

and two new primaries are added: 

<independent variable>::= X(<integral arithmetic expression>) 

<derivative of dependent variable>::= 

dUdX(<integral arithmetic expression>,<integral arithmetic expression>), 

These primaries may be used to write 

x. as X(i), 
l 

dU. 
l dUdX(i,j) 

dx. as 
J 

and u. as dUdX(i,O). 
l 

Of course, one may use other, more appropriate, identifiers, as e.g. in 

the example of section 5,7,7: 

(8192,100,o,o,o, 10 -10, 10 -10,7,0) 

x:= X(1 ); u1:= dUdX(1,0); u2:= dUdX(2,0); du1dx:= dUdX(1,1); 

du2dx:= dUdX(2,1); 

D1 := u1 + du2dx; 

D2:= u2 x du1dx; 

DTC(D1,D2); 

END; 

In constructing the program such that it recognises the independent 

variables and the derivatives of the independent variables, we use a 

little trick, in that the independent variables are treated as simplified. 

formulae and the derivatives of dependent variables as complex conjugates, 

We only have to change the special identifier (section 3.3) SIMPLIFY into 

X and the special identifier CC into dUdX, Moreover, we have to redefine 
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the procedures SIMPLIFY and CC, bearing in mind that SIMPLIFY and 

CC are called within the procedure primary with as actual parameter: 

primary; we, therefore, need the value of the primary read, which is 

an integral number. Furthermore,CC should read two integers, although 

it has only one parameter; this can be done by an extra call, within 

the body of CC, of real number. 

Finally, in order to read a Define Taylor Coefficients statement the 

special identifier REAL is changed into DTC. 

Besides the procedures for inputting the differential equations, we 

need procedures for printing and punching numbers, strings and formulae. 

These procedures should all be of integral type. For the output of for

mulae, we use the procedure OUTPUT as defined in section 2.13, 

in which the statements of lines 2 and 39, producing superfluous 

(with respect to the purposes of this chapter) brackets, have been 

removed and in which the spaces around the+, x, and/ signs have 

been removed also. 

The procedure still produces superfluous brackets around e.g. 

numbers, partial sums and partial products; these brackets are, 

however, expressly maintained for the output of the differential 

equations, in order to check the transformation. 
Since the procedure OUTPUT of section 2.13 is not of integral type, we 

imbed it in another procedure output, which itself is imbedded in a pro

cedure OUTPUT of integral type. OUTPUT, of section 2.13, uses ABSFIXT 

and FLOT, which, therefore, have to be redefined in order that they 

print and punch. 

Since the procedures PR and PR int num of section 3.3.1 are not of type 

integer, we declare PR string and PR integral number; moreover, PR spaae 

is introduced for outputting spaces. The procedure OUTPUT VARIABLE is 

declared in such a way that it outputs formulae of type aonstant, the 

independent and dependent variables, the derivatives of dependent va

riables and the "pure" algebraic variables which are used as parameters 

in the differential equations; these are algebraic variables of type 

aomplex. (N.B. the processor interprets them as being complex.) 

Finally, we give the last part of the program in which some initializing 

statements occur and in which the input tape is being read. 
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integ_e_r procedure SIMPLIFY(i); i!.!._1'.._~e_r i; 

begin integer index; 

FIX; VAL OF INT NUM(i,index); ERASE; 

~ment Note that within the procedure primary, the actual 

parameter call is: primary. Hence the index i is read as 

a formula, whence we need the value of this formula.; 

SIMPLIFY:= STORE (independent,algebraic variable ,index) 

~SIMPLIFY; 

integ_er procedure CC(i); inte~e_r i; 

begin }nt~ge~' indexl ,index2; 

FIX; NS; 

~~ Note that within the procedure primary, the actual 

parameter call is: primary. Without the statement NS, 

which skips the left bracket, primary would require a 

right bracket after the first index read. ; 

VAL OF INT NUM(i,indexl); NS; VAL OF INT NUM(real number, 

index2); ERROR(next symbol f right br,{:) missing}); NS; ERASE; 

CC:== STORE(dependent,algebraic variable,index2 + indexl x 32) 

~CC; 

,integer procedure OUTPUT(f); value f; ~ f; 

begin procedure flot(n,m,x); ~ n,m,x; inte&er n,m; ~ x; 

pegin FLOT(n,m,x); FLOP(n,m,x) ~ flot; 

procedure output(f); ~ f; integer f; 

begin ;eroce_dl!,!'~ FLOT(n,m,x); flot(n,m,x); 

comment at this place the declaration of the procedure OUTPUT 

of section 2. 13 should be inserted; 

OUTPUT(f); 

end output; output(f); OUTPUT:= 1 

end OUTPUT; 

integer £!Ocedure PR(s); string s; begin PR string(s); PR:= 1 end; 

integer Erocee!1:i:~ PR integral number(i); 

begin PR int num(i); PR integral number:= 1 end; 

-----"""--
r.,,,ocedure PR PR nlcr:= PR({:: 
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procedure ABSFIXT(n,m,i); PR int num(i); 

procedure FIXT(n,m,i); PR int num(i); 

procedure PR space(n); ~ n; integer n; 

begin SPACE(n); PUSPACE(n) end; 

procedure OUTPUT VARIABLE(f); ~ f; i~_teger f; 

begin integer t,a,b; t:= TYPE(f,a,b); 

if t = constant ~ beiP:n OUTPUT(b); goto out end; 

ERROR(t f algebraic variable,{:error in output of formula:!»; 

.!!._ a = independent ~ 

begin PR({:x(:\>); PR int num(b); PR({:):\>) end else 

if a = dependent then 

bef?iin integer index of u,index of der; index of u:= b ..:_ 32; 

index of der:= b - index of u x 32; PR({:dUdX(:\>); 

PR int num(index of u); PR({:.:j>); PR int num(index of der); 

PR({:):\>) 

end else 

if a == Taylor coefficient ~ 

begin PR({:a[;\>); PR int num(b); PR({:,n]:\>) end~ 

if a = coefficient then 

ber:2:!1 PR({:coeffe}); PR int num(b); PR({:]})~ else 

if a = Unknown then 

begin integer u,d; u:= b ..:_ 32; d:= b - u X 32; l£ d = 0 then 

begin PR({:ae}); PR int num(u); PR({:,nl}) ~ ~ 

.b~.!l!E_ PR({:SHIFT(;\>); PR int num(u); PR({:.:j>); 

PR int num(d); PR({:):\>) 

end end else 

if a = complex ~ 

begin integer p,sym,j; a:= O; for j:= 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 do 

begin p:= 64 ,j\ (3 - j + j ..:_ 4 x 4); 

sym:= (identifier list[b,j ..:_ 4] - a) ..:_ p; 

a:= if j = 3 then 0 ~a + sym x p; 

.!!._ sym = 0 ~ g,o~o out ~ PR sym(sym - 1) 

end end; 

out: ~ OUTPUT VARIABLE; 
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comment The body of the algebraic program; 

expand:= false; 

functional variable:= 11; constant:= 12; dependent:= 4; independent:= 5; 

coefficient:= 6; Taylor coefficient:= 7; Unknown:= 8; check for zero:= 1; 

diff:= 2; 

s:= RE sym; if s = underlining~ s:= RE sym; 

ERROR(s f right br,{:heading not closed with lH.: 
next symbol:= semi colon; line counter:= O; 

NEXT: ERROR(next symbol + semi colon.~statement not closed with ;\>); 

NS; s:= IDENTIFIER; !f. s > numb of spec id then goto Assign 

else goto CASE[s]; 

Assign: ERROR(next symbol f colon,f:wrong assignment st}); NS; 

ERROR(next symbol + equal,f:wrong assignm~nt st}); NS; 

identifier list[s, -1]:= formula; !212. NEXT; 

Real: NS; comment The Real operator is used as the DTC operator; 

begin integer i; integer array diff eq[1:50]; 

i:= O; A: i:= i + 1; diff eq[i]:= formula; 

!f. next symbol = comma ~ begin NS; £Oto A ~ 

else ERROR(next symbol :f right br,{:) missing}); 

NS; DEFINE TAYLOR COEFFICIENTS(i,diff eq); goto NEXT 

end; 

Spee der: Output c: Output r: Fix: Erase: Erase but retain: Nlcr: 

Pr string: Expand: Not expand: Tps coeff: Solve linear equations: 

End: ERROR(true,{:'ready}); comment The presence of an accent symbol 

on an input tape has as effect that the numbers following this symbol, , 
i. c. line number and execution time, upto the next accent symbol are 

being skipped by the tape reader.; 

end; comment the next two ~s correspond to the two beJ.!ps of the 

general system; 

end end 

end ~ +-x/=,j\,:; 0 .!.: 10? 

DTC,SPEC DER,OUTPUT C,OUTPUT R,FIX,ERASE,ER B RET~LCR, 

PR STRING,EXPAND,NOT EXP,COEFF ,SOL LIN EQ,END+ 

T PS,exp,ln,sin,cos,arctan,sqrt,DER,X,dUdX.SUBST 0QUOT ,COMM DIV; 
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5.[.9. An example 

Consider the differertial equations fi = O, i = 1, 2, and 3, where f 1 , 

f 2 and f 3 are defined in the following formula program: 

Formula program RPR 200668/03 

J_8192, 100, 0, 0, 0, 10-10, 10-10, 12, 0) 

ul:= dUdX(l,O); u2:= dUdX(2,0); u3:= dUdX(3,0); 

du2dx:= dUdX(2,l); du3dx:= dUdX(3,l); du3dy:= dUdX(3,2); 

x:= X(l); y:= X(2); 

fl:= (du2dx - y x u3) ,~ 11 + sin(ul - exp(x x y)); 

f2:= ln(ul) _ sqrt(x.j\2 x y,j\2) + arctan(du3dy + alpha x x x (u2 + du3dx/y)); 

f3:= x {\ 2 X du2dx ,j\ 2 - ( y x du3dy) -\\ 2 

DT C (fl ,f2 ,f3); 

END; 

These differential equations have for a = -.5 the simple solution: 

u 1 = u2 = u3 = exp(xy). 

Note that the types of u 1 , u 2 and u3 equal O, 1 and 2, respectively. 

The output produced is: 

The differential equations are: 

diff eq[l] = (((dUdX(2,l)+((-l)x(X(2)xdUdX(3 ,0))))),1\11 +sin((dUdX(l,O)+((-l)x 

exp( (X(l)XX(2))))))) 

diff eq[2] = ((ln(dUdX(l,O))+((-l)xsqrt( ((X(l)){\2x(X(2))."2))))+arctan((dUdX(3 ,2)+ 

( (alphaxX(l) )x(dUdX(2 ,0 )+(dUdX(3,1)/X(2))) )) ) ) 

diff eq[3] = (((X(l)),j\2x(dUdX(2,1)){\2)+((_1)x((X(2)xdUdX(3,2))){\2)) 

The transformed differential equations are: 

diff eq[3] = (((X(l)){\2x(dUdX(2,l)){\2)+((-l)x((X(2)xdUdX(3,2))),j\2)) 

diff eq[l] = ( ((dUdX(2,l)+((-l)x(dUdX(3,0)xX(2))))){\11 +sin( (((_l)xexp((X(l)xX(2))) )+ 

dUdX(l,O)))) 

diff eq[2] = ((( (_l)xsqrt(((X(l)){\2x (X(2)),j\2)))+ln(dUdX(l,O)))+arctan((dUdX(3 ,2)+ 

(alphax (X(l )x(dUdX(2 ,O)+(dUdX(3,1 )/X(2))) ))))); 

a[4,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l,2); 

a[5,n]:= SHIFT(2,1); 

a[6,n]:= a[5,0] x a[5,0]; 

a[7 ,n]:= a[4,0] x a[6,0]; 



a[8,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, l); 

a[9,n]:= SHIFT(3,2); 

a[lO,n]:= a[8,0] x a[9,0]; 

a[ll,n]:= a[lO,O] x a[lO,O]; 

a[ll,n]:= ((_l)) x a[ll,n]; 

a[ll,n]:= a[7,n] + a[ll,n]; 

a[ll,n]:= SHIFT(2,l); 

a[7 ,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, l); 

a[l2,n]:= a[3,0] x a[7,0]; 

a[l2,n]:= ((_1)) x a[12,n]; 

a[l2,n]:= a[ll,n] + a[l2,n]; 

a[ll,n]:= a[12,0] x a[12,0]; 

a[13,n]:= a[ll,O] x a[ll,O]; 

a[14,n]:= a[13,0] x a[12,0]; 

a[l5,n]:= a[14,0] x a[14,0 ]; 

a[16,n]:= a[15,0] x a[l2,0]; 

a[17,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, l); 

a[18,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[l9,n]:= a[17,0] x a[18,0]; 

a [20 ,n]:= ex:p(a[l9 ,0 ]) ; 

a[21,n]:= ((_1)) x a[20,n]; 

a[21,n]:= a[21,n] + a[l,n]; 

a[22,n]:= sin(a[21,0]); 

a[23,n]:= cos(a[21,0]); 

a[24,n]:= ((_1)) x a[22,n]; 

a[l6,n]:= a[16,n] + a[22,n]; 

a[16,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l,2); 

a[25,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2,2); 

a[26,n]:= a[l6,0] x a[25,0]; 

a[27 ,n]:= sqrt(a[26,0]); 

a[28,n]:= (+.50000000000010 - 0 ); 

a[28,n]:= a[28,0] I a[27,0l; 

a[29,n]:= ((_l)) x a[27,n]; 

a[30,n]:= ln(a[l,O]); 

a[31,n]:= l; 

a[31,n]:= a[31,0] I a[l,0]; 
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a[29,n]:= a[29,n] + a[30,n]; 

a[32,n]:= SHIFT(3,2); 

a[33,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, 1); 

a[34,n]:= SHIFT(3,1); 

a[35,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, l); 

a[34,n]:= a[34,0] I a[35,0]; 

a[36,n]:= a[2,n] + a[34,n]; 

a[37 ,n]:= a[33,0] x a[36,0]; 

a[37 ,n]:= (alpha) x a[37 ,n]; 

a[37 ,n]:= a[32,n] + a[37 ,n]; 

a[32,n]:= arctan(a[37 ,O]); 

a[38,n]:= 1; 

a [39 ,n]:= a[37 ,0] x a[37 ,0 ]; 

a [39 ,n]:= 1 + a[39 ,n]; 

a[38,n]:= a[38,0] I a[39,0]; 

a[29,n]:= a[29,n] + a[32,n]; 

AGAIN: AUGMENT INDEX; 

a[4,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l,2); 

coeff[l ]:= a[5,0 ]; 

coeff[2 ]:= a[5 ,0 ]; 

coeff[3]:= CONV PRODUCT(5,5,l,1); 

coeff[4]:= CONV PRODUCT(4,6,0,1); 

coeff[5]:= a[4,0]; 

a[8,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

coeff[6]:= CONV PRODUCT(8,9,0,1); 

coeff[7]:= a[8,0]; 

coeff[8]:= a[lO,O]; 

coeff[9]:= a[lO,O]; 
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coeff[lO]:= CONV PRODUCT(l0,10,1,1); 

coeff[ll]:= <-1); 

RHS[3 ]:= - (((coeff[4]+(coeff[5 ]xcoeff[3 ]))+(coeff[11]x((coeff[6 ]xcoeff[8])+((coeff[9 ]x 

coeff[6 ])+coeff[lO ]))))); 

GOTO(LABEL2); 

COEFF[3,1]:= O; 

C OEFF[3,2]:= (coeff[5 ]x(coeff[l ]+coeff[2])); 

COE FF [3,3 ]:= (coeff[ll ]x((coeff[7 ]xcoeff[8])+(coeff[9 ]xcoeff[7 ]))) ; 



LABEL2: 

a[7 ,nJ:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, l); 

a[l2,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(3,7 ,0,0); 

a[l2,n]:= ((_l)) x a[l2,n]; 

coeff[l2]:== a[l2,n]; 

coeff[l3]:= a[12,0]; 

coeff[14]:= a[l2,0]; 
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coeff[15]:= CONV PRODUCT(l2,12,l,l); 

coeff[16]:= a[ll,O]; 

coeff[l 7 ]:= a[ll ,O ]; 

coeff[18]:= CONV PRODUCT(ll,11,1,1); 

coeff[19]:= a[12,0]; 

c oeff[20 ]:= a[l3 ,0 ]; 

coeff[21]:= CONV PRODUCT(13,12,l,1); 

coeff[22]:= a[14,0]; 

coeff[23 ]:= a[14,0 ]; 

coeff[24]:= CONV PRODUCT(14,14,1,1); 

c oeff[25 ]:= a[12 ,0 ]; 

coeff[26]:= a[15,0]; 

coeff[27]:= CONV PRODUCT(l5,12,1,l); 

a[l 7 ,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, l); 

a[18,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, l); 

a[19 ,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(l 7 ,18,0,0); 

a[20,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(20,19,0,-1); 

a[21,n]:= ((_1)) x a[20,n]; 

coeff[28]:= a[21,n]; 

coeff[29]:= a[23,0]; 

coeff[30]:= CONV PRODUCT(23,21,0,-2); 

coeff[31]:= a[24,0]; 

coeff[32]:= CONV PRODUCT(24,21,0,-2); 

coeff[33]:= (_1); 

RHS[l]:= - (((( ((((((((coeff[12 ]xcoeff[13 ])+((coeff[14 ]xcoeff[12 ])+coeff[15 ]))xcoeff[16 ])+ 

( ( c oeff[l 7 ]x ( ( coeff[l 2 ]x coeff[l 3 ]) +( ( coeff [14 ]x coeff[l 2 ])+coeff [15])) )+coeff[l 8 ]))x 

coeff[19 ])+( (coeff[20 ]xcoeff[12 ])+coeff[21 ]) )xcoeff[22 ])+( (coeff[23 ]x( ( ((((coeff[l2 ]x 

coeff[l3 ])+((coeff[l4 ]xcoeff[l2 ])+coeff[15 ]))xcoeff[l6 ])+((coeff[l 7 ]x((coeff[l2 ]xcoeff[13 ])+ 

((coeff[l 4 ]xcoeff(l 2 J)+coeff[15 ]) ) )+coeff[18 ]) )xcoeff[l 9 ])+( (coeff[20 ]xcoeff[12 ])+ 
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coeff[21 ])))+coeff[24 ]))xcoeff[25 ])+( (coeff[26 }<coeff[l2 ])+coeff[27 ]))+((coeff[29 P< 

coeff[28 ])+coeff[30 ]) ) ) ; 

GOTO(LABEL3); 

COEFF[l,l]:= coeff[2:)]; 

COEFF[l,2 ]:= (((((((((coeff[l3]+coeff[l4 ])xcoeff[l6 ])+(coeff[l 7 }<(coeff[13 ]+coeff[14 ])))x 

coeff[19 ])+coeff[20 ])xcoeff[22])+(coeff[23 ]x(((((coeff[13 )+coeff[l4 ])xcoeff[16 ])+ 

( coeff[l 7 }<(coeff[13 ]+coeff[14 ]) ) )xcoeff[l 9 ])+coeff[20 ]) ) )xcoeff[25 ])+coeff[26 ]) ; 

COEFF[l,3]:= O; 

LABEL3: 

a[l6,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l,2); 

a[25,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2,2); 

a[26,n):= CONV PRODUCT(16,25,0,0); 

a[27 ,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(28,26,0,-l); 

a[28,n]:= O; 

a[28,n]:= (a[28,n] - CONV PRODUCT(28,27 ,1,0) )/ a[27 ,O]; 

a[29,n]:= ((_1)) x a[27 ,n]; 

coeff[34]:= a[31,0]; 

coeff[35 ]:= CONV PRODUCT(31,1,0,-2); 

a[31,n]:= O; 

coeff[36]:= (a[31,n] - CONV PRODUCT(31,1,1,1)) / a[l,O]; 

coeff[37]:= - a[31,0] I a[l,O]; 

coeff[38]:= a[29,n]; 

a[33,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, l); 

a[34,n]:= SHIFT(3,1); 

a[35,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[34,n]:= (a[34,n] - CONV PRODUCT(34,35,1,0) )/ a[35,0]; 

a[36,n]:= a[2,n] + a[34,n]; 

a[37,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(33,36,0,0); 

a[37 ,n]:= (alpha) x a[37 ,n]; 

coeff[39]:= a[37 ,n]; 

coeff[40]:= a[38,0]; 

coeff[ 41 ]:= CONV PRODUCT(38,37 ,0,-2); 

a[38,n]:= O; 

coeff[42):= a[37 ,O]; 

coeff[43]:= a[37 ,O]; 

coeff[44]:= CONV PRODUCT(37 ,37 ,1,1); 
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coeff[45]:= (a[38,n] - CONV PRODUCT(38,39,1,1)) / a(39,0]; 

coeff[46]:= - a[38,0] / a(39,0]; 

RHS[2 ]:= - (((coeff[38 ]+coeff[35 ])+((coeff[40 ]xcoeff(39 ])+coeff[ 41 ]))) ; 

GOTO(LABEL4); 

COEFF[2,1]:= coeff[34]; 

COEFF[2,2]:= O; 

COEFF[2,3]:= coeff[40]; 

LABEL4: 

JUMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS; 

FILL IN OPEN PLACES: 

a[5,n]:= SHIFT(2,1); 

a[6,n]:= ((a[5,n]xcoeff[l ])+((coeff[2 ]xa[5,n])+coeff[3])); 

a[9,n]:= SHIFT(3,2); 

a[lO,n]:= (coeff[6 ]+(coeff[7 ]xa[9 ,n])); 

a[12,n]:= (coeff[12]+a[5,n]); 

a[ll ,n]:= ( (a[12 .n]xcoeff[13 ])+( (coeff[14 ]xa[l2,n])+coeff[l5 ]) ) ; 

a [13 ,n ]:= ( (a[ll ,n]xcoeff[16 ))+( (coeff[l 7 ]xa[ll,n])+coeff[18 ])) ; 

a [14,n]:= ( (a[13 ,n]xcoeff[l 9 ])+((coeff[20 ]xa[12 ,n])+coeff[21 ])) ; 

a [15 ,n]:= ((a[14,n]xcoeff[22 ])+( (coeff[23 ]xa[l4,n])+coeff[24 ]) ) ; 

a[21,n]:= (coeff[28 ]+a[l ,n]); 

a[22,n]:= ((coeff[29 ]xa[21,n])+coeff[30]); 

a[23 ,n]:= ((coeff[31 ]xa[21,n])+coeff[32 ]) ; 

a[24,n]:= (coeff[33]xa[22,n]); 

a[30,n]:= ((coeff[34]xa[l,n])+coeff[35]); 

a [31,n]:= (coeff[36 ]+(coeff[37 Jxa[l,n])); 

a[37 ,n]:= (coeff[39]+a[9,n]); 

a[32,n]:= ((coeff[40}xa[37 ,n])+coeff[41]); 

a[39 ,n]:= ( (a[37 ,n]xcoeff[42 ])+((coeff(43 ]xa[37 ,n])+coeff[44])); 

a[38,n]:= (coeff[45 ]+(coeff[46 ]xa[39,n])); 

goto AGAIN; 

OUT: end end end end end -----
39 46 3 0 1 2 

•ready 

line number = 8 execution time = 21 sec 

More examples are shovm on pp. 157-160, 161-168 and 182-187. 
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5.8. The computational program 

In this section we describe the first part of the computational 

program consisting of all the declarations of the necessary varia

bles and procedures. The second part of the computational program 

is produced by the algebraic program of the preceding sections. 

The first part of the computational program should be general 

enough to cope with the situation that the differential equations 

are of arbitrary order and of arbitrary dimension (d). In parti

cular, the arbitrary dimension causes problems: we have to determine 

d-dimensional index vectors; (d+1)-dimensional Taylor coefficients 

a . . ; d-dimensional sums ( CONV PRODUCT). 
p,i, ..... J.d 

These problems will,be studied in the following sections. 

Section 5.8.1 is devoted to the index function I(d,(i1, ••• ,id)), 

which maps the index vectors one-to-one on the set of non

negati ve integers. 

Section 5,8.2 is devoted to the problem of determining a new index 

vector j from an index vector i, assuming that the Taylor coef

ficients a . have just been calculated and that the a . should 
p,i p,J 

be calculated. The condition which must be satisfied is that 

all the Taylor coefficients needed for calculating the a . 
p,J 

have been calculated already. 

Section 5,8,3 is devoted to a special device which saves storage 

space. 

Section 5,8,4 is devoted to the calculation of the convolution pro

duct, which is a d-dimensional sum. 

Section 5,8,5 is devoted to the reading of the initial data. 

Section 5,8,6 is devoted to the calculation of the unknown Taylor 

coefficients and to the general outline of the program. 

Section 5,8,7 contains the reproduction of the computational 

program. 

Section 5.8.8 is a continuation of section 5,7,9 and gives the results 

of the computations. 
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5.8.1. The index function 

Consider the grid p0i.nts (s 1, ••. , sd), denoted by s, in a d-dimen

sional Euclidian spe.~e, Ed, each coordinate taking non-negative 

integral values only. 

We shall use the following semi-norms: 

d 

l si , 
i=k 

k = 1 • • •• , d. 

Consider the set S(:l.,n), defined by: 

S(d,n) = {s : I lsl 1 1 s n}. 

Let the number of points in S(d,n) be M(d,n). 

M(d,n) can be determined easily as follows: 

(5.8.1) 

(5.8.2) 

The number of points in S(d,n) is equal to the number of points in 

S(d,n-1) plus the number of points M1 (d,n) in {s: I lsl 1 1 = n}. 

However, the number of points in { s : / Is 11 1 = n} is equal to the 

number of points in 

S(d--1 ,n). 

Hence, 

M(d,n) = M(d,n-1) + M(d-1 ,n). (5.8.3) 

This holds, of course, only if d > 0 and n > O; however, 

M(O,n) = M(d,O) = 1. (5.8.4) 

From (5.8.3) and (5.8.4) it follows that 

(5.8.5) 

We now determine a one-to-one mapping of all the points t; in S(d,n) 

onto the set of integers: {i : 0 5 i < M(d,n)}, 

The mapping will be denoted by I(d,t;), hence: 

S(d,n) I 
{i O 5 i 5 M(d,n) - 1 } • (5.8.6) : 
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The integer I(d,E;) vill be called the index of E;. As basic principle 

for I we use: 

first, count the munbers in S(d,n-1) ,where n = 11E;11 1; 

second, count the numbers in T = { n : 11n11 1 = 11s11 1}; 

Since there are as much as numbers in T as there a.re in S( d-1 ,n), 

the counting in T can be performed by I(d-1,(n2 , •.• , nd)). 

We now find immediately: 

I(d,C) =[ 

or, 

0, if d = 0, or if 11E;11 1 = 0, 

otherwise: 

d 
I M(d-i+1,llsll- - 1) 

i=1 l 

d a-i+ llsll-
I ( il. 

i=1 d - i + 1 

5.8.2, The new index vector 

(5.8.8) 

(5,8,9) 

Suppose the index vector E; has been treated; i.e. the Taylor coefficients 

a ~have been calculated, for p = 1, , •• , nwnb of Taylor series. 
p '<, 

Which index vector n should be chosen next? 

Before answering this question, we make the following observations: 

Let the index vector µ(n,j) be defined by: 

. r ( n, ' n2' .... nd). if j = 0' 
µ(n,J) =1 (5.8.10) 

( n 1 , ••• , n j-1 , n/ 1 , n j + 1 , , ... nd) , if d <: j > o; 

let the index vector v(n,j,k) be defined by: 



v(n,j,k) 
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!u(n,j), if k = O, 

(n1' •.• , 11k-1' 11k- 1 11k+1' ••• , nd), 

if j = 0 and d ~ k > O, 

~(µ(n,j),O,k) if d ~ j > O and d ~ k > o. 

(5.8.11) 

Let the type of Uk be 

auk 

auk 
tk; which means: -3~- occurs in the differential 

xt 
k 

equations, but ax.• i > tk, do not occur; if tk = O, then Uk occurs but 
l 

no derivative occurs. Hence, if the index vector s is treated, then the 
Taylor coefficients 

uk ( " t ) , k = 1 , ••• , order , 
,µ '-." k 

are calculated; moreover, the Taylor coefficients 

(5.8.12) 

uk ( . ) , k = 1 , ••• , order , j = 0 , ••• , tk-1 , ( 5 • 8. 1 3 ) 
, µ s ,J 

are needed for calculating the a and the~ (" t )' 
p,s ,µ "'' k 

The Taylor coefficients (5.8.13) have been calculated during the treat-
ment of the index vectors: 

v ( c;, , j , tk) , k = 1 , ••• ,order , j = O , ••• , tk -1 • 

We thus obtain the following necessary condition for the ordering of 

the index vectors: 

Condition: The treatment of v(s,j,k), k 

precede the treatment of t;,. 

1, ••• , d, 0 s j < k, should 

This condition is sufficient for a satisfactory course of the calculation 
process. We have derived this condition 

however, then the u. , with llE {i;; : for 
K, 11 

for the case: tk > O. If tk = O, 
i = 1, ... , d: i;;. s c;,." I lsl 11 -< 

l l 

< 11s11 } , a.re needed to calculate the a ", and if 1 p,c, 
the condition is 

satisfied, then 

~a treated before C is treated; hence,the u. are indeed calculated alK,n 
ready. 
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We shall now prove: 

Theorem: If the ordering of the index vectors s is chosen such that 

the index I(d,s) increases monotonically, then the above condition is 

satisfied at any moment during the course of the calculations. 

Proof: The theorem follows immediately from the following assertion: 

If sk > 0 then I(d, > I(d,v(s,j,k)), 

k = 1, ••.• d, 0 ~ j < k. 

The truth of this assertion follows from: 

I(d,s) - I(d,v(s,j,k)) = 

d 

I M(d-i+1, llsll- - 1 
l i=1 

d 
- { I 

i=k+1 

k 
+ l 

i=j+1 

M(d-i+1, lls 1- -1) + 
l 

M(d-i+1, llsll· - 2) + 
l 

+ i M(d-i+1, /lslJ. - 1)} = 
l i=1 

k 

l 
i=j+1 

M( d-i' 11 s 11. - 1 ) ; 
l 

Since sk > o, it follows that I Is! Ii - 1 ~ 0 and 

I(d,s) - I(d,v(s,j,k)) ~ k - j > o. 

q.e.d. 

(5.8.14) 

Remark: The above considerations do not pertain if sk = O; then, however, 

the initial conditions should provide the unknown u ~· 
p '"' 

Using the theorem above, we now have to determine a process for producing 

a new index vector n from a given index vectors such that I(d,n) = I(d,s)+1. 
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Let this process be deHoted by P(d,E;,n). 

If d = 1, then P(d,E;,n) produces nd = E;d + 1, which satisfies, obvious

ly, the requirement. 

Assume that P(d-1,°f ,n) produces an n with I(d-1 ,n) = I(d-1 ,"[) + 1; we 

now construct P by recursion: 

1, determine n = (n2 , ••• , nd) by means of P(d-1,°f,n), with 

"[ = (E;2, ••. , E;d). 

2.1. Let llc;ll 1 - llnll 2 2': O, then n1 is determined from: 

n1 = llc;ll 1 - llnll 2 • 

For the value of I(d,n) we obtain: 

I ( d' n ) = M ( d' 11 n 111 - 1 ) + I ( d-1 'n) ; 

from 11n11 1 = 11E;11 1 , it follows that 

I ( d , n ) = M ( d , I I E; I 11 - 1 ) + I ( d- 1 , "f) + 1 

= I(d,E;) + 1. 

Hence, in this case n is determined. 

2. 2. Let now 11 E; 11 1 - 11 n 11 2 < 0, from which it follows that 

llc;ll 2 < llnll 2 • Since I(d-1,E;) = I(d-1,n) - 1, it follows that 

llc;ll 2 = llnll 2 - 1; it follows, moreover, that I(d-1,°f) = 
= M(d-1, I le; 11 2 ) - 1, or, in other words, "f is the "last" grid point 

in S ( d-1 , 11 E; 11 2 ) , or, of all indexes of vectors in S ( d-1 , 11 E; 11 2 ) , the 

vector E; has the greatest index. This is, however, only possible if: 

E;2 = ••• = E;d-1 = 0 and E;d = 11E;112 • 

which easily follows from (5.8.9). 

From 0 > 11 E; 11 1 - 11 n 11 2 = E; 1 + 11 E; 11 2 - 11 n 11 2 E; 1 - 1 , it follows 

that also c; 1 = O. 

Hence, the problem is transformed into: 

determine from the index vector E; = (0, ... , O, E;d) a new vector 

n with I(d,n) = I(d,E;) + 1; 
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this problem has the trivial solution: 

n = (sd + 1, o, ..• , o). 
For, 

I(d,n) 

= I(d,s) + 1. 

An ALGOL 60 procedure for the process P is now easily determined. 
We use the above proven fact that 

if 11 s 11, - 11n112 < 0 then s 1 

which enables us to test on: 

d-1 

.I 
i= 1 

s· = o. 
]. 

o, 

This has, by the way, the advantage that a test on d = 1 becomes super
fluous. 

In the above investigations, the vectors was equal to (s 1 , ••• , sd); 
since d equals the fixed dimension on the one hand, and is also used 
as the "recursion parameter", on the other hand, it is necessary to refine 
the above arguments: the vector s. to be considered in the procedure 
below, will be equal to: 

s ) with j dimension dimension - d + 1. 

This only means a shi~ of s• 

We now give the procedure P: 



procedure P(dJ; value d; integer d; 

be~in integer i,j,s; j:= dimension - d + 7; 

s:= SUM(i,j,dimension - 7,ksi[iJJ; 

ii s = 0 then 

end P 

begin .for i := j + 7 step 7 until dimension do etha[ i J := 0; 

etha [ ,j] : = ksi r dimension J + 7 

end else -----
begin P(d-7); etha[jJ:= s + ksi[dimension] -

SUM(i,j+7,dimension,etha[i]) 

end 

which determines from a known index vector ksi a new index vector etha 

with 

I(dimension,etha) = I(dimension,ksi) + 1, 

The procedure P is used within the procedure AUGMENT INDEX, declared 

in the computational program. 

5.8.3. Saving storage space 

By means of the integer highest degree the user can specify how much 

Taylor coefficients he wants to be calculated by the computational program. 

These Taylor coefficients are: 

if the type of Uk = 0 : ~.~ 

with ~ES(dimension,highest degree - 1) 

and 

if the type of Uk > 0 : ~.~ 

with ~ES(dimension,highest degree). 

This means that we need, in principle, array elements a[p,n] declared 

by: 

array a[7 

0 

numb of Taylor series, 

M(dimension,highest degree) - 7]. 
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Note: from now on we shall write I(~) for I(dimension,~). 

In order to save storage space, we may use the fact that 

a[p,I(~)J, ~E{r;; : I lr;;l 11 =highest degree}. 

p = 1, ••• , numb of Taylor series, 

will not be needed during the calculation process for the calculation 

of convolution products since these use only the array elements 

a[p,I(n)J, with 

nE{r;; : for i = 1, ••• ,dimension : r;;. s ~.}. 
J. J. 

The above a[p,I(~)J are needed only to calculate the Taylor coefficients 

of derivatives of the unknown functions U • p = 1, ••• ,order. Therefore, 
p 

we may declare a special array u in which these Taylor coefficients, i.e. 

up,~ with 11 ~ 11. 1 = highest degree , are stored. 

We thus declare: 

array a[7 

0 

u[7 

numb of Taylor series, 

M(dimension,highest degree - 7) - 7], 

order, 

M(dimension,highest degree - 7): 

M(dimension,highest degree) - 7]. 

The saving is: 

(numb of Taylor series - order) x M(dimension - 1, highest degree) 

array elements, which, for the example of section 5,7,9 and section 

5,8,9, a.mounts to 36% of the total storage needed. For the example of 

section 5,9 it amounts to 18%. In both cases this is considerable; 

whence this storage saving capability has been build in at the price of 

some extra programming (the Boolean variable special storage has been 

introduced for this purpose), which concerns the storing and extracting 

of the array elements in the procedures: SHIFT, JUMP TO CALC OF UN

KNOWNS and READ INITIAL DATA. Note that within AUGMENT INDEX the Boolean 

special storage gets the value true just prior to the treatment of the 

"first" index vector ~E { r;; : 11r;;11 1 = highest degree - 1}. 
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5.8.4. The convolution product 

Before describing the procedure CONV PRODUCT, for calculating the 

convolution product of two sets of Taylor coefficients, we want to 

construct a procedure for calculating a d-dimensional sum: 

From 

u, 
Sum:= I 

i1=l1 
f. . • 

11 •••• ,id 

we may construct the following procedure: 

real proaedure Sum(d,i,lb,ub,fi); valued; integer d; 

integer array i, lb, ub; real f'i; 

Sum:= SUM(i[d], lb[d], ub[d], 

:!:f. d = 7 then .fi else 

Sum ( d- 7, i, lb, ub, .fi)); 

We now come to the procedure CONV PRODUCT, with para.meters p, q, aase p 

and aase q. Referring to sections 5,5 and 5.7.6, we remark that if 

aase p = aase q = O, then 

n1 

CONV PRODUCT:= I 
i 1=o 

with (n1 , ••• , nd) the current index vector. 

(5.8.15) 

If aase p = 1, or aase q = O, then the above sum does not contain the 

term: 

a x a , 
p,n1 , ••• ,nd q,O, ••• ,O 

or, a x a , respectively. 
p,O, ••• ,o q,n1 , ... ,nd 
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Instead of defining a very complicated sum we just put a , 
p,n1, ••• ,nd 

or a equal to zero. That this does not damage the calculation 
q,n1,. •, ,nd 

follows from the fact that if case p = 1, then a could not 
p,n1, ••• ,nd 

be calculated already; e.g. it depends on the unknown Taylor coeffi

cients of the Uk's and it will be calculated as soon as these unknown 

Taylor coefficients have been calculated (or it will never be calcu

lated if the corresponding formula A is free). 
p 

The same holds for case q = 1. 

If case p = -1, then 

CONV PRODUCT:= 
n1 

l 
i =O 

1 

and a similar formula for case q -1. 

Here k is such that nk i O. 

(5.8.16) 

These types of convolution products are used for the special functions 

(section 5,7.6). 

If case p = -2, then the above sum (5,8.16) does not contain the term 

a x a , 
p,n 1 , ••• ,nd q,O, ••• ,o 

In the same way as above, a is made equal to zero, before-
p,n1, ••• ,nd 

hand, and the sum (5.8.16) is calculated. 

The same situations are pertinent for case q -1, or case q = -2. 

5,8,5, The initial data 

The input tape for the computational program should start with the 

numbers output by the algebraic program; i.e. 

numb of Taylor series, 

numb of coeff, 

order, 

type of u[ 7 J, ••• , type of u[order]. 
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The output tape of the algebraic program contains also the "line 

number" and the "execution time" of the formula program. These 

numbers are made "invisible" for the tape reader through the occur

rence of the accent symbol 111 " before the word "ready". 

In order that the rest of the input tape for the computational program 

is made visible for the tape reader, another accent symbol should 

precede this rest. 

The next numbers on the input tape should be: 

dimension, 

highest degree, 

x01, ••• , xOd. . , 'l-mens"Z-on 

the initial values of the unknown functions. 

Note that (x01, ••• , xOd. . ) determines the point in which the "Z-mens"Z-on 
Taylor series should be expanded. 

The situation concerning the initial values of the unknown functions, 

is rather complicated. Let the type of Uk be tk,then we need, in 

principle: 

and 

= = 
r;,dimension 

= Q A 

11 r;, 111 :> highest degree} • 

k 1 , ••• , order, 

o, for all i ~ tk and st 
k 

1 • 

(5.8.17) 

(5,8.18) 

The latter Taylor coefficients are necessary to start the calcula

tions (the equations are, in general, non-linear in these coefficients). 

Instead of requiring precisely these Taylor coefficients to be put on 

input tape, we require the following Taylor coefficients to be put on 

input tape: 

= 0 A I lr;, 11 
1 

:>highest degree}, (5.8. 19) 

for k = 1 , ••• , order, 
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and the Taylor coefficients (5.8.18). 

The Taylor coefficients contained in (5,8.19) but not contained in 

(5,8.17) may be given as arbitrary numbers; they are read by the pro

gram but not used. 

The format of "the initial values of the unknown functions" on the 

input tape is the following: 

(index vector 
0 0 

E:, )(T coeff1 )('11 
0 coeff2 ) 

(index vector 
1 1 

t:, )(T coeff 1 )(T 1 coeff2 ) 

(index vector E:,n)(T coeff~)(T coef~) 

(index vector ss)(T coeff~)(T coeff~) 

(T 0 
coeff d ) or er 

(T 1 
coeff order) 

(T coeffn d ) or er 

(5.8.20) 

in which the index vectors si, i = O, ••• , n are (dimension - 1) -

dimensional index vectors with: 
(d • . i+1) (d" • I ~mens~on - 1,t:, =I ~mens~on 

I(dimension - 1, t:. 0 ) = O, 

and 

I(dimension - 1,sn) = M(dimension - 1,highest degree) - 1. 

The index vector E:,s has components t:,~ = O, i = 1, ••• ,dimension - 1. 
]. 

The numbers T coerr!, i = O, ••• , n, k = 1, ••• ,order, should equal 

u i' with n~ t:,~, p = 1, ••• , tk-1, 
k,n 

i 
nt = o, 

k 

i i 
nq = sq-1' q = tk+1, •••• dimension. 

The numbers s 
T coeffk' k = 1, ••• ,order, should equal 

u s , with n; = O , for all p :f tk; n~k = 1 • 
k,n 
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The program tests whether the index 

For d?'.mension = 4, highest degree = 

l = 0 (0, o, 0) i=10 (3, o, 0) 

i s vectors s and s are erroneous. 

(1, o, 0) 11 (2, 1, 0) 

2 (0,1,0) 

3 (0, o, 1) 

4 (2, o, 0) 

5 (1, 1, 0) 

6 (1,0,1) 

7 (0, 2, 0) 

8 (0,1,1) 

9 (0, o, 2) 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

(2, o, 1) 

(1, 2, 0) 

(1, 1, 1) 

(1, 0, 2) 

(0, 3, 0) 

(O, 2, 1) 

(0, 1, 2) 

(0, o, 3). 

3 the s1 's are: 

5,8.6. The computation of the unknowns 

The procedure JUMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS is used to calculate the un

known Taylor coefficients, to store them and to output them. This 

procedure is invoked as soon as the arrays COEFF and RHS are filled. 

The unknowns X. are calculated from the equation 
l 

COEFF x X = RHS 

and are stored, after a slight modification, into u[i,shift(t)], 

or, a[i,shift(t)J, dependent on whether speaiaZ storage is true or 

false. The newly calculated Taylor coefficients are then output in a 

format similar to (5.8.20). 
Now the index vector si is a dimension-dimensional index vector, and 

T coeff~ stands for u i' with ni = µ(si,tk). 
k,n 

The final index vector sn being output is: (O, ••• , O, highest 

degree - 1). 

The solution process for COEFF x X = RHS, is: 

First, a call of the MC library procedure DET transforms COEFF into 

two matrices of lower and upper-triangular form. Second, by means of 

the transformed COEFF, the unknown X is calculated after a call of 
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SOL, also an MC library procedure. The calculation process has the 

property that COEFF remains constant; therefore, a call of DET ls 

only necessary a~er the first time COEFF has been calculated. In 

fact, COEFF lS the matrix (evaluated in the origin xO) 

auk 
with Q_ = -- (see formulae (5.1.1), (5.1.5a)), 

"'.k Clxt 
k 

1 = 1, ••• , order, k = 1, ••• ,order. 

The linear equations in the unknowns 

u. ( ) = u. , with n = (t;, 1, 
K, ]J £;,, tk K, n 

(we write d for dimension) 

read: 

order 

with 

l 
k=1 

A. k u. = RHS[i], 
1, K, n i = 1 , ••• , order , 

ag. t; 
Ai,k =a~' , i = 1, ••• ,order, k = 1, ••• , order, 

K, n 

and with g. /:: the "t;,-th" Taylor coefficient of G .• 
1,., l 

From 

I:: I > ••• "d. 
i 1 , ••• , order, 

where 

... ] . 
x=xO 

(5,8.21) 

the dots representing the other derivatives of G. (see formula (5.2.1)), 
l 

and with 
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and from 

k = 1, ••• ,order, 

it follows that 

COEFF[l,k] 

Hence, if the ~'s, k = 1, ••• ,order, are the components of the solution of 

COEFF x X = RHS, 

then 

(5.8.22) 

are the components of the solution of (5,8.21). 
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5.8.7. The first part of the computational program 

begin comment Computational program for the Cauchy-problem. 

RPR 080668/01. T 8190. 

At this place one may declare some extra parameters 

and give them values, as, for example; 

~alpha; alpha:= - . 5; 

begin integer dimension, order, numb of Taylor series, 

numb of coeff, highest degree, n, i, m, kf; 

Boolean matrix is inverted, special storage,; 

matrix is inverted:= special storage:= false; 

numb of Taylor series:= read; 

numb of coeff:= read; 

order:= read; 

begin integer array type of u[l :order]; array fac[O :100 ]; 

.f.2!. i:= 1 step 1 ~order do type of u[i]:= read; 

dimension:= read; highest degree:= read; fac[O]:= 1; kf:= O; 

begin integer array M[O:dimension, -l:highest degree]. 

pivot[l:order ],n sub[l :dimension]; 

for i:= -1 step 1 until highest degree do M[O,i]:= 1; 

for n:= 1 step 1 ~dimension ~ 

begin m:= M[n,-1]:= O; n. sub[n]:= O; .f.2!. i:= 0 step 1 ~ 

highest degree ~ m:= M[n, i]:= m + M[n - 1, i] 

end,; n:= O; 

begin array a[l:numb of Taylor series, 

O:M[dimension, highest degree -1] -1], 

u[l:order, M[dimension, highest degree -1]: 

M[dimension, highest degree] -1], 

coeff[l:numb of coeff], COEFF[l:order, l:order], 

RHS[l:order], xO[l:dimension]; 
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integer procedure I(ksi); integer array ksi; 

if dimension = 1 then I:= ksi[l] else - -- --
if dimension = 2 then 

b!lt2P integer kl, k2; k2 := ksi[2 ]; kl:= ksi [l] + k2; 

I:= k2 + ((kl + 1) x kl) : 2 

end else 

p_e~. intei_~F i, j, s; s:= O; j:= -1; 

for i := 1 step 1 ~ dimension do 

begin j:= j + ksi[dimension - i + 1 ]; s:= s + M(i, j] end; 

I:= s 

end I; 

proced1J!_e AUGMENT INDEX; 

begin integer i; integer array etha[l :dimension]; 

procedure P(d); ~ d; integer d; 

begin E;~eger i, j, s; j:= dimension - d + 1; 

s:= SUM(i, j, dimension - 1, n sub[i]); 

if s = 0 then 

begin for i:= j + 1 ~ 1 ~dimension ~ 

etha[i]:= O; etha[j]:= n sub[dimension] + 1 

end else 

b.egin P(d - l); etha[j]:= s + n sub[dimension] 

- SUM(i, j + 1, dimension, etha[i]) 

end~ P; 

..!!_ n sub[dimension] = highest degree -2 ~ 

special storage:= true; P(dimension); 

for i:= 1 ~_!=)P 1 ~dimension .29. n sub[i]:== etha[i]; 

n:== I(n sub) 

end AUGMENT INDEX; 

~procedure SHIFT(i, j),; ~ i, j; .P.teger i, j; 

SHIFT:= (if j == 0 V l special storage then a[i, shift(j)) 

~ u[i, shift(j)]) x (n sub[j] + 1); 
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integer procedure shift(j); ~ j; integer j; 

begin intej;Ier n; integer array nj[O:dimension]; nj[O]:= O; 

for n:= 1 step 1 ~dimension do nj[n]:= n sub[n]; 

nj[j]:= nj[j] + l; shift:= I(nj) 

~shift; 

real .2rocedure sum(i, ub, fi); _integer~ i, ub; ~ fi; 

be!?iin real procedure loc sum(d); ~ d; integer d; 

begin integer ii, ubd; ~ s; s:= O; ubd:= ub[d]; 

for ii:= 0 step 1 ~ ubd do 

bei£n i[d]:= ii; s:= s + (.!!_ d = 1 then fi ~ loc sum(d - 1)) 

end; loc sum:= s 

end loc sum; sum:= loc sum(dimension) 

end sum; 

real procedure CONV PRODUCT(p, q, case p, case q); 

~ p, q, case p, case q; integer p, q, case p, case q; 

beg!__n integer k, kl; integer array i, j[l:dimension]; 

j_p.te_ger procedure n min(i); inte!?ier array i; 

begin t£E. kl:= 1 step 1 ~ dimension !!£. 
j[kl]:= n suh[kl] - i[kl]; n min:= I(j) 

end n min i; 

if case p = +1 V case p = -2 ~ a[p, n]:= O; 

if case q = +l V case q = -2 ~ a[q, n]:= O; 

k:= O; .!!._case p < 0 V case q < 0 then 

begin for kl:= k + 1 ~ n sub[kl] = 0 do k:= kl; k:= k + 1 end; 

CONV PRODUCT:= 

if k = O ~ sum(i, n sub, a[p, I(i)] x a[q, n min(i))) ~ 

if case p < 0 then 

sum(i, n sub, a[p, I(i)] x a(q, n min(i)] x i[k])/n sub[k] ~ 

sum(i, n sub, a[q, I(i)] x a[p, n min(i)] x i[k])/n sub[k] 

end CONV PRODUCT; 
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~procedure BINOMIAL COEFF(p, j); ~ p, j; integer p, j; 

begin integer i, np; 

for i:= 1 step 1 ~ p - 1, p + 1 step 1 EE!!!.. dimension do 

begin if n sub[i] f 0 then 

begin BINOMIAL COEFF:= O; goto END~ 

end; np:= n sub[p]; BINOMIAL COEFF:= 

if np > j ~ 0 ~ if np = j ~ 1 ~ 

FAC(j)/(FAC(np) x FAC(j - np)) x xO[p] ,j\ (j - np); 

END:~ BINOMIAL COEFF; 

~procedure FAC(n); ~ n; integer n; 

begin integer i; A: !!. n :s_ kf then FAC:= fac[n] ~ 

begin for i:= 1 step 1 until 5 do fac[kf + i]:= 

fac[kf + i - 1] x (kf + i); kf:= kf + 5; goto A 

end end FAC; 

procedure GOTO(label); label label; 

!!. matrix is inverted~ goto label; 

procedure JUMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS; 

begin integer i,t; real aux; 

if 1 matrix is inverted then - --
begin DET(COEFF. order, pivot); matrix is inverted:=~ end; 

SOL(COEFF • RHS, order• pivot); 

PR nlcr; PR string({:(}); for i:= 1 step 1 ~dimension do 

begin PR int num(n sub[i]); 

!!. i < dimension~ PR string({:,t) 

end,; PR string({:) }); for i:= 1 step 1 ~order~ 

begin t:= type of u[i]; awe:= RHS[iV(l +(if t = 0 then 0 

~ n sub[t])); !!. t :f 0 /\ special storage then 

u[i, shift(t)]:= aux ~ a[i, shift(t)]:= awe; PR real num(awe) 

end; if n sub[dimension] = highest degree -1 ~EXIT 

end JUMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS; 
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procedure READ INITIAL DAT A; 

begin integer i, J, k, t; Boolean last; 

integer array n read, n write[O:dimension]; 

for i:= 1 step 1 ~dimension !!2_ 
begin xO[i]:= read; n sub[i]:= 0 end; last:= false; 

AGAIN:!£!'.. i:= 1 step 1 ~dimension -1 do 

begin n read[i ]:= read; 

if ('11.ast /\ n read[i] f n sub[i]) V (last /\ n read[i] f 0) ~ 

begin PR nlcr; PR string(ferror in initial data:\>); 

PR int num(i); PR int num(n read[i]); EXIT 

~end; 

for i:= 1 step 1 ~order _?o 
begin t:= type of u[i]; n writelt]:= if last~ 1 ~ O; 

n read[O]:= O; 12!. k:= 1 step 1 ~ t - 1 do n write[k]:= 

n read[k]; 12!. k:= t + 1 step 1 ~ dimension do 

n write[k]:= n read[k - l]; k:= I(n write); 

.!!. SUM(j, 1, dimension, n write[j]) = highest degree then 

u[i, k]:= read ~ a[i, k]:= read 

end; 

if last then goto END; dimension:= dimension - l; 

AUGMENT INDEX; dimension:= dimension + 1; 

if n sub[l] ~ highest degree ~ goto AGAIN; 

last:= true; goto AGAIN; 

END: special storage:= false; for i:= i step 1 ~dimension 

do n sub(i]:= 0; n:= 0 

end READ INITIAL DATA; 

real procedure DET(A,n,p); ~ n; integer n; array A; 

integer array p; 

comment DET is an MC library procedure. The effect of a call 

is that A is transformed and that p is filled. A can of DET 

is necessary before SOL can be called. 

The MC procedure INPROD calculates the inner product of 

two vectors. ; 

begin integer i,j,k; ~ d,r,s; array v[l:n]; for i:= 1 step 1 ~ n !!2, 
v[i]:= sqrt (INPROD (j,l,n,A[i,j],A[i,j])); d:= l; 12!. k:= 1 step 1 
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until n do begin r:= - 1; for i:== k step 1 until n do be~ Ali 

A[i,k] - INPROD (j,1,k - l,A[i,j],A[j,k]); s:= abs (A[i,k]) / v[i]; 

.!f. s > r then begin r:= s; p[k]:= i end end LOWER; v[p[k]]: 00 v[k]; 

~ j:= 1~1 ~ n do begin r:= A[k,j]; A[k,j]:= if j ~ k then 

A[p[k],j] ~ (A[p[k],j] - INPROD (i,1,k - 1,A[k,i],A[i,j])) / A[k,k]; 

if p[k] f k then A[p[k],j]:== - r end UPPER; d:= A[k,k] x d 

end LU; DET:= d 

end DET; 

procedure SOL(LU,b,n,p); ~ n; integer n; ~ LU,b; 

integer arrav p; 

comment SOL solves the equation LU x X == b and stores the 

solution X int b.; 

begin integer i,k; ~ r; ,!2E. k:== 1 step 1 until n do begin r:= b[k]; b[k]:= 

(b[p[k]] - INPROD (i,1,k - 1,LU[k,i],b[i])) / LU[k,k]; .!f. p[k] f k 

~ b[p[k]]:= - r end; for k:= n step - 1 ~ 1 ~ b[k]:= b[k] -

INPROD (i,k + 1,n,LU[k,i],b[i]) 

~SOL; 

procedure PR string(s); string s; 

begin PUTEXT(s); PRINTTEXT(s) end; 

procedure PR int num(i); value i; integer i; 

begin ABSFIXP(2,0,i); ABSFIXT(2,0,i) end; 

procedure PR real num(r); value r; real r; 

begin FLOP(12,3,r); FLOT(12,3,r) end; 

procedure PR nlcr; PR string({: 

procedure PR space(i); ~ i; integer i; 

begin PUSPACE(i),; SPACE(i) end; 

PR nlcr; PR string({:results computational program RPR 080668/01}); 

PR nlcr; m:= (5 x dimension + 1) .;_ 2 - 1; 

PR space(m); PR string({:n =:}); PR space(5 x dimension + 1 - m); 

for i:= 1 step 1 ~order do 

E~!!. PR string(~u[}); PR int num(i); PR string(f,m(}); 

PR int num (i); PR string({:,n)] } ) 

end; READ INITIAL DATA; comment 
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5,8,8. Example: numerical results 

The following is the continuation of the example described in section 

First, the remainder of the input tape is reproduced; next, the results 

are reproduced. 

Note, that m(i,n) stands for the index vector n, if t. = O, and if t. > O, 
J. J. 

for: 

(n,, •••• nt.-1• nt.+1• nt.+1' •••• ndimension)' 
J. J. J. 

that e ~ 2.71828 18284 590, 

and that 

u, = u2 = u3 = exy = e(1+1;)(1+n) = 

12 12 13 32 3 2 13 
e[1 + I; + n + 2 I; + 2/;n + 2 n + b I; + 2 I; n + 2 l;n + () n 

1 4 2 3 7 2 2 2 2 1 4 
+ 24 i; + 3 i; n + Ti i; n + 3 l;n + 24 i; + 

+ 1~0 i;5 + -k 1;4n + ~~ 1;3n2 + ~~ 1;2n3 + -k l;n4 + 110 i;5 + ~ •• J, 

with i; = 1 - x, n = - y. 

dimension= 2 highest degree = 5 

x = 1 y = 1 

0 1 2.71828 18284 590 2.71828 18284 590 

1 1 2.71828 18284 590 2.71828 18284 590 

2 1 1.35914 09142 952 1.35914 09142 952 

3 1 .45304 69714 098 .45304 69714 098 

4 1 .11326 17428 525 .11326 17428 525 

5 1 1 .02265 23485 705 

0 2.71828, 18284 590 2.71828 18284 590 2.71828 18284 590 
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results computational program RPR 080668/01 

n = u( 1 ,m( 1 ,n)] u[ 2 ,m( 2 ,n)] u[ 3 ,m( 3 ,n)] 

1 0 +.271828182846m+ 1 +.135914091426m+ 1 +,543656365699 10 + 1 

0 1 +.27182818284610 + 1 +.543656365696m+ 1 +.13591409142510 + 1 

2 0 +.13591409142310+ 1 +.45304697141710- 0 +.40774227427810+ 1 

1 1 +.543656365691m+ 1 +.40774227427510 + 1 +.407742274272 10 + 1 

0 • 2 +.13591409142310+ 1 +. 40774227427510+ 1 +. 453046971415m- 0 

3 0 +.45304697141010 - 0 +.11326174285210 - 0 +.181218788566m+ 1 

2 • 1 +.40774227426910+ 1 +.18121878856510+ 1 +.47569931998510+ 1 

1 • 2 +.40774227426910+ 1 +.47569931998510+ 1 +.18121878856610+ 1 

0 3 +.45304697141010 - 0 +.18121878856710 + 1 +.113261742859m- 0 

4 0 +.11326174285210 - 0 +.22652348570410 - 1 +.566308714266m- 0 

3 1 

2 2 

1 3 

0 • 4 

+.18121878856410+ 1 +. 56630871431610- 0 +. 29448053142010+ 1 

+.47569931998010+ 1 +. 29448053142010+ 1 +.29448053142010+ 1 

+.18121878856410 + 1 +.294480531425m+ 1 +.56630871427510 - 0 

+.113261742852 10 - 0 +,56630871428Bm- 0 +.226523485663m- 1 
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5.9. The blunt-body pr-oblem 

5.9.1. Statement of the problem 

The techniques, as developed in this chapter, may be applied to the 

important blunt-body problem in aerodynamics. Consider the flow of air 

around an axially symmetric body with a blunt nose; e.g. a supersonically 

moving projectile. We are interested in the shape of the shockfront 

ahead of the nose. Figure 3 illustrates the phenomenon. 

shock front 
--+ --- - - - ~----- "'-""' ,,..,.,,_....,. 

/" ----:- '.'.: ~ 
--~ -- - -- /~:: - ... ::-~ 

-+ - - ~ ;:_ : - -- "'°shape of 
stre~ines _ -1- _,, ::_ 

body 
,.-; 

- .././, axis of symmetry - + ,__ __ --------
-

fig. 3. The blunt-body problem. 

The crux in making the problem an ordinary Cauchy problem has been given 

by Richtmyer [13]; he inverts the problem:by assuming a certain shape of 

the shockfront, the shape of the body can be calculated. 

By means of an iteration process, it is then possible to modify the shape 

of the shockfront such that the shape of the body becomes the actual shape. 

We shall not be concerned with the iteration process, but rather with the 

first part of the problem, viz. determining the shape of the body from a 

given shape of the shockfront. 

The equations of this section are due to C.R. Traas, of the "Nationaal 

Lucht- en Ruimtevaart Laboratorium" (National Aerospace Laboratory) at 

Amsterdam, who performed the calculations by means of finite-difference 
methods (see [25]). 

His results could thus be compared with our results. Using three 

independent tests, namely: 

1. Exact values are known on the axis of symmetry, 

2. The entropy should remain constant, 
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3. An internal test (see section 5.9.4), 

it turned out that our results were at least one decimal more accurate 

than the finite-difference results (see section 5.9.4), 

The equations governing the fluid flow are the Navier-Stokes equations 

without viscosity, the continuity equation and the nern0ulli relation. 

u and v are the horizontal, and the vertical velocity, respectively 

p is the pressure and p is the density. 

The Bernoulli relation states: 

2 2 2v n 2 
u +v +......._...:.= 1 +---.,.-

y-1 P (y-1 )M: 

where M00 is the Mach number of the free stream and y the well-known 

adiabatic coefficient y = 1 .4. For M00 , henceforth denoted by M, we take 4. 

The coordinates are:the horizontal distance x from the shockfront and the 

axial distance r (see figure 4). 

" ~\ 

/ I 0 .,_... \ 

.,.,.../': ••• - - •. L 
-; . 

/ 

I 
- - - - - - - +1---~-----

\ 
\ 

\ 

' ' ' ...... ...__ 

fig. 4. The coordinates x and r, and the angle o. 

The streamf'unction ~ is introduced by: 

a~ a~ ar::: pur • ax ::: -pvr. 

By means of (the unknown) ~. a new coordinate t is introduced by: 

Along the body contour ~ O, thus T = 0 determines this contour. In the 
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free stream~=~ pur2 ; taking u = P = 1, we thus have~=~ r 2 in the 

f'ree stream and on the shock front. Hence, the shock front is given by 

T = 1. 

The T coordinate is, therefore, a very convenient coordinate; its relation 

with the x coordinate follows: 

ax 
- = - r/(2pv). 
ai: 

''.:he Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity equation, transformed into 

the new coordinates rand T, now read: 

where 

( A= 

pv( 1 

u 

u = v 

p 

A x au/aT = B, 

T 

0 

+ .r.::.!. ~) 
y p T-pu 

and 

0 

TV 

+ tl Tpv 
2 

y p 

r au/ar 

r(v av + 112.;p) 
ar ar 

T/p 

TV 
p 

{ (av v ap) } r-+-- +v ar p ar 

(5.9.5) 

- u 

The conditions on the shock front involve the angle a as defined in 

figure 4; they are the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions: 

+-2- 1 . 2 cr} u = (~ - sin = y + 1 

(5.9.8) 
+-2- 1 1 

2 2). = (- -y + 1 ~ 1 + a. r 

v = (1 - u)cotan a = ( 1 - u)a.r, (5.9.9) 
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p = Y +2 1 sin2 a - .L..:....l_1_ = 
y + 1 YM2 

2 y - 1 

( Y + 1 ) ( 1 + a 2 r 2 ) -~ yM2 ' 

(5.9,10) 

where a is defined as cotan a= ar; in' fact, the value of a determines the 

shape of the shock front. 

Remarks 

1. Instead of relation (5.9.1) we use the, with respect to T, differen

tiated relation: 

ap {.L:::....r ( au av) _ ~} E.. __ 0 -+ pu-+v-dT y dT dT dT p (5.9,11) 

and the new dependent variable p. The reason is that the quantity 

P occurs several times in (5.9.5); since the algebraic program 

does not encounter common subformulae it would, without introduction 

of (5,9,11), treat each p anew. 

2, The problem (5.9.5) is linear; we might, therefore, solve directly 

for the unknown au/aT and apply the theory of section 5,3 to it. 

That this is very cumbersome follows, for example, from the expression 

for 8u/3T: 

in which the a .. and b. are the entries of the array A and the vector 
1J 1 

B. 
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5,9,2, The formula programs and their results 

Formula program for the blunt-body problem. 

Initial values RPR 150768/01 

i8192. 100, O, 0 0 O, w-10, ro-10, 13, Ol 

u:= dUd.X(l,O); v:= dUdX(2,0); p:= dUdX(3,0); rho:= dUdX(4,0); 

r:= X(l); 

awe:= 2/(ga+l)/(1 + alp~ x rt-2); 

fl:= u - (1 + 2/((ga+l) x Minft.2) - aux); 

f2:= v - (1 - u) x alpha x r; 

f3:= p - aux + (ga-1)/(ga+l)/(ga x Min£1'2); 

f4:= u x u + v x v + 2 x ga/(ga-U x p/rho - 1 - 2/((ga-1) x Min.$); 

DTC(fl,f2,f3,f4); 

END; 

The differential equations are: 

diff eq[l] = (dUdX(l,O)+((-l)x((1+((2)/((ga+l)x(Minf)t.2)))+((-l)x(((2)/(ga+l))/(1+ 

((alpha)t.2x(X(l))t.2))))))) 

diff eq[2] = (dUdX(2,0)+((-l)x(((l+((-l)xdUdX(l,O)))xalpha)xX(l)))) 

diff eq[3] = ((dUdX(3 ,O)+((-l)x(((2)/(ga+l))/(1 +((alpha)t.2x(X(l))t.2)))))+(((ga+(-l))/ 

(ga+l))/(gax(Minf)t-2))) 

diff eq[4] = (((((dUdX(l,O)xdUdX(l,O))+(dUdX(2,0)xdUdX(2,0)))+(((((2)xga)/(ga+(-l)))x 

dUdX(3 ,0) )/dUdX(4,0)) )+(-1) )+( C-l)x( (2)/( (ga+(-1) )x(Minf)t-2)))) 

The transformed differential equations are: 

diff eq[4] = (((-1)+((-l)x((2)/((ga+(-l))x(Minf)t.2))))+(((dUdX(l,O)xdUd.X(l,O))+(dUdX(2,0) 

xdUdX(2,0)))+(((((2)xga)/(ga+(-l)))xdUdX(3,0))/dUd.X(4,0)))) 

diff eq[2] = ((((-l)xalpha)x((l+((-l)xdUd.X(l,O)))xX(l)))+dUdX(2,0)) 

diff eq[3] = ((((ga+(-1))/(ga+l))/(gax(Minf)t.2))+(((_1)x(((2)/(ga+l))/(1 +((alpha)t.2x 

(X(l))t.2))))+dUdX(3,0))) 

diff eq[l] = (((_l)x((l +((2 )/((ga+ l)x(Minf)t-2)))+H-l)x(((2)/(ga+1))/(1 +((alpha)t.2x 

(X(l) )t-2))) )))+dUdX(l ,O)); 

a[5,n]:= a[l,O] x a[l,O]; 

a[6,n]:= a[2,0] x a[2,0]; 

a[6,n]:= a[5,n] + a[6,n]; 



a[5.n]:= ((((2)xga)/(ga+(-1)))) x a(3,n]; 

a[5.n]:= a[5.0] I a[4,0l; 

a[6.n]:= a[6,n] + a[5,r.]; 
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a[6,n]:= ((_1)+((-l)x((2)/((ga+(-l))x(Minf),j\2)))) + a[6,n]; 

a[6 0n]:= ((_1)) x a[l,n]; 

a[6,n]:= 1 + a[6,n]; 

a[7 .n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l. l); 

a[8,n]:= a[6 90] x a[7 ,O]; 

a[B,n]:= (((-l)xalpha)) x a[B,n]; 

a[8,n]:= a[B,n] + a[2,n]; 

a[B,n]:= ((2)/(ga+l)); 

a[9,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l,2); 

a[9,n]:= ((alpha),j\2) x a[9,n]; 

a[9.n]:= 1 + a[9,n]; 

a[S.n]:= a[8,0] I a[9 ,O ]; 

a[lO,n]:= ((_l)) x a[8,n]; 

a[lO,n]:= a[lO,n] + a[3,nl; 

a[lO,n]:= (((ga+(-1))/(ga+l))/(gax(Minf),j\2)) + a[lO,n]; 

a[lO,n]:= ((2)/(ga+l)); 

a[ll,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l,2); 

a[ll,n]:= ((alpha),j\2) x a[ll,n]; 

a[ll,n]:= 1 + a[ll,n]; 

a[lO,n]:= a[lO,O] I a[ll,O]; 

a[12,n]:= H-1)) x a[lO,n]; 

a[l2,n]:= (1+((2)/((ga+l)x(Minf),j\2))) + a[l2,n]; 

a[l2,n]:= H-lH x a[l2,nl; 

a[l2,n]:= a[l2.n] + a[l,n]; 

AGAIN: AUGMENT INDEX; 

coeff[l]:= a[l,O]; 

coeff[2]:= a[l,O]; 

coeff[3]:= CONV PRODUCT(l,1,1.1); 

coeff[4]:= a[2,0]; 

coeff[5]:= a[2,0]; 

coeff[6]:= CONV PRODUCT(2,2,l,1); 

coeff[7]:= (((2)xga)/(ga+(-1))); 
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coeff[8]:= - a[5,0]; 

coeff[9]:= - CONV PRODUCT(5,4,1 0l); 

coeff[lO]:= 1/ a[4.0h 

RHS[ 4 ]:= - (((coeff[3 ]+coeff[ 6 ])+( coeff[9 ]xcoeff[l 0 ]))) ,; 

GOTO(LABEL2); 

COEFF[4,1]:= (coeff[l]+coeff[2]); 

COEFF[4,2]:= (coeff[4]+coeff[5]); 

COEFF[4,3]:= (coeff[7]xcoeff[lOD; 

COEFF[4,4]:= (coeff[B]xcoeff[lOD; 

LABEL2: 

coeff[ll]:= (-1); 

a[7 ,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, 1); 

coeff[12]:= CONV PRODUCT(7 ,6,0,1); 

coeff[13 ]:= a[7 ,0 ]; 

coeff[l4]:= H-l)xalpha),; 

RHS[2]:= - ((coeff[14]xcoeff[l2])); 

GOTO(LABEL3); 

COEFF[2,1]:= (coeff[14]x(coeff[13]xcoeff[l1])); 

COEFF[2,2]:= 1; 

COEFF[2,3]:= O; 

COEFF[2,4]:= O; 

LABEL3: 

a[8,n]:= O,; 

a[9,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l,2); 

a[9,n]:= ((alpha)~) x a[9,n]; 

a[9,n]:= a[9,n]; 

a[8,n]:= (a[8,n] - CONV PRODUCT(B,9,1,0) )/ a[9,0]; 

a[lO,n]:= H-1)) x a[8,n]; 

coeff[15]:= a[lO,n]; 

RHS[3 ]:= - (coeff[l5 ]) ,; 

GOTO(LABEL4); 

COEFF[3,1]:= O; 

COEFF[3,2]:= O; 

COEFF[3,3]:= 1; 

COEFF[3,4]:= O; 



LABEL4: 

a[lO,n]:= O; 

a[ll,n):= BINOMIAL COEFF(l,2); 

a[ll,n]:= ((alpha),\\2) x a[ll,n]; 

a[ll,n]:== a[ll,nl; 
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a[lO,n]:= (a[lO,nJ - CONV PRODUCT(l0,11,1,0) )/ a[ll,O]; 

a[12,n]:= «-1)) x a[lO,n]; 

a[l2,n]:= a[12,n]; 

a[12,n]:= ((_1)) x a[l2,n]; 

coeff[16]:= a[12,n]; 

RHS[l ]:== - (coeff[16 ]); 

GOTO(LABEL5); 

COEFF[l,1 ]::: 

COEFF[l,2]:= O; 

COEFF[l,3 ]:= 0; 

COEFF[l,4]:= O; 

LABEL5: 

JUMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS; 

FILL IN OPEN PLACES: 

a [5,n]:= ( ( (coeff[7]xa[3 ,n])+( (coeff[8 ]xa[4,n])+coeff[9 ]))xcoeff[lO ]) ; 

a[6,n]:== (coeff(ll ]xa[l,n]); 

.it~!?._ AGAIN; 

OUT: end end end end end 

12 16 4 0 0 0 0 

'ready 

line number == 9 execution time == 15 sec 
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Formula program for the blunt-body problem. 

Main values RPR 150768/02 

J..8192, 100. o, o. o. 10-10, 10-10, 28, 01 

u:= dUdX(l,O); v:= dUdX(2,0); p:= dUdX(3,0); rho:= dUdX(4,0); 

r:= X(l),; tau:= X(2); 

dudr:= dUdX(l,1); dvdr:= dUdX(2,1); dpdr:= dUdX(3,1); drhodr:= dUdX(4,1); 

dudt:= dUcL"\:(1,2); dvdt:= dUdX(2,2); dpdt:= dUdX(3,2); drhodt:= dUdX(4,2); 

All:= tau; A12:= O; A13:= 1;. 

A21:= O; A22:= tau x v; A23:= tau/rho - u; 

A31 := rho x v x (1 + (ga-1)/ga x (tau x u/p)); 

A32:= tau - rho x u + (ga-1)/ga x (tau x rho x v x v/p); 

A33:= tau x v/p; 

fl:= All x dudt + A12 x dvdt + A13 x dpdt - • 5 x 

r x dudr; 

f2:= A21 x dudt + A22 x dvdt + A23 x dpdt - • 5 x 

r x (v x dvdr + dpdr/rho); 

f3:= A31 x dudt + A32 x dvdt + A33 x dpdt - • 5 x 

(r X (dvdr + v x drhodr/rho) + v); 

f4:= drhodt + Hl-ga)/ga x rho x (u x dudt + v x dvdt) - dpdt) x rho/p; 

DTC (fl ,f2 ,f3,f4); 

END; 

The differential equations are: 

diff eq[l] ::: (((X(2)XdUdX(l,2))+dUdX(3,2))+((-l)x(((+. 500000000000io- 0 )xX(l))x 

dUdX(l ,1)))) 

diff eq[2] = ((( (X(2)xdUdX(2,0))xdUdX(2,2))+(((X(2)/dUdX(4,0))+((-l)xdUdX(l ,O)))x 

dUdX(3,2)))+((-l)x(((+. 500000000000io- 0 )xX(l))x((dUdX(2,0)xdUdX(2,l))+(dUdX(3,1) 

/dUdX(4,0)))))) 

diff eq[3] :::: ((((((dUdX(4,0)xdUdX(2,0))x(l+(((ga+(-l))/ga)x((X(2)xdUdX(l,O))/dUdX(3.o))) 

) )xdU dX(l ,2) )+( ( (X(2 )+( (-l)x (dUdX(4 ,O )xdUdX(l ,O))) )+( ( (ga +(-1) )/ ga)x ( ( ( (X(2 )xdUdX(4,0) 

)xdUdX(2,0))xdUdX(2,0))/dUdX(3,0))))xdUdX(2,2)))+(((X(2)xdUdX(2,0))/dUdX(3,0,)x 

dUdX(3 .2)))+((-l)x( (+. 50000000000010- 0 )x( (X(l)x(dUdX(2 ,l)+((dUdX(2 ,O)xdUdX(4,1) 

)/dUdX(4,0) )) )+dUdX(2 ,0))))) 

diff eq[4] = (dUdX(4,2)+(((( ( ( (1 +((-l)xga))/ga)xdUdX(4,0) )x((dUdX(l ,O)xdUdX(l,2 ))+ 

(dUdX(2 ,O )xdUdX(2 ,2))) )+((-1)xdUdX(3 ,2) ))xdUdX(4,0) )/dUdX(3 ,0))) 
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The transformed differential equations are: 

diff eq[l] = ((dUdX(3,2)+(X(2)xdUdX(l,2)))+(((_1)x(+. 500000000000m- 0 ))x(X(l)x 

dUdX(l,1)))) 

diff eq[2] = (((dUdX(2,0)x(X(2)xdUdX(2,2)))+(dUdX(3,2)x(((_l)xdUdX(l,O))+(X(2)/dUdX 

(4,C))) ))+(((-l)x(+. 50000000000010- 0 ) )x(X(l)x((dUdX(2 .o )xdUdX(2,l))+(dUdX(3,1)/ 

dUdX(4,0)))))} 

diff eq[3] = ((((dUdX(3,2)x((dUdX(2,0)xX(2))/dUdX(3,0)))+(((_l)x(+. 50000000000010 - 0 ) 

)x((X(l)x(dUdX(2,l)+((dUdX(2,0)xdUdX(4,1))/dUdX(4,0))))+dUdX(2,0))))+(dUdX(4,0)x 

(dUdX(2 ,O)x(dUdX(l ,2)x(1 +( ((ga+(-1) )/ga)x( (dUdX(l ,O)xX(2) )/dUdX(3 ,0) )) ) ))) )+ 

( ( (X(2)+( (-1 )x (dUdX( 4 ,0 )xdU dX(l,O))) )+( ( (ga+(-1) )/ga)x ( (dU dX(4 ,O )x(dUdX(2 ,O )x (dUdX( 

2 ,0 )xX(2))) )/ dUdX(3 ,0))) )xdUdX(2 ,2))) 

diff eq[ 4] = (dUdX(4,2)+((( ((-l)xdUdX(3,2))+( ((1 +((-l)xga))/ga)x( ( (dUdX(l ,O)xdUdX(l ,2) 

)+(dUdX(2,0)xdUdX(2,2)))xdUdX(4,0))))xdUdX(4,0))/dUdX(3,0))); 

a[5,n]:= SHIFT(3,2); 

a[6,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[7 ,n]:= SHIFT(l,2); 

a[8,n]:= a[6,0] >< a[7 ,O]; 

a[8,n]:= a[5,n] + a[8,n]; 

a[5,n]:== BINOMIAL COEFF(l, 1); 

a[9,n]:= SHIFT(l,1); 

a[lO,n]:= a[5,0] x a[9,0]; 

a[lO,n]:= W-l)x(+. 500000000000m- 0 ))) x a[10,n]; 

a[lO,n]:= a[S,n] + a[10,n]; 

a[1.0,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[8,n]:= SHIFT(2,2); 

a(ll,n]:= a[lO,O] x a[8,0]; 

a[12,n]:= a[2,0] >< a[ll,O]; 

a[13,n]:= SHIFT(3,2); 

a[14,n]:= H-1)) >< a[l,nl; 

a[15,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[l5,n]:= a[15,0] I a[4,0]; 

a[l-1,n]:= a[14,n] + a[15,n]; 

a[16,n]:= a[13,0] x a[14,0]; 

a[16,n]:= a[12,n] + a[16,n]; 

a[12,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, 1); 



a[l 7 ,n]:= SHIFT(2,l); 

a[18,n]:= a(2,0] x a[l 7 ,O]; 

a[19,n]:= SHIFT(3,1); 

a[19,n]:= a[19,0] I a[4,0]; 

a[l8,n]:= a[18,n] + a[19,n]; 

a[20,n]:= a[12,0] x a[18,01; 
a[20,n]:= (((_l)x(+.500000000000m- 0 ))) x a(20,n]; 
a(20,n]:= a[16,n] + a[20,nl; 

a[20,nJ:= SHIFT(3,2); 
a[16,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 
a[21,n]:= a[2,0] x a[16,0]; 

a[21,n]:= a(21,0] I a[3,0]; 
a[22,n):= a[20,0] x a[21,0}; 
a[23,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, 1); 

a[24,n]:= SHIFT(2,1); 

a[25,n]:= SHIFT(4,1); 

a[26,n]:= a[2,0] x a[25,0]; 

a[26,n]:= a[26,0] I a[4,0]; 
a[24,n]:= a[24,n] + a[26,n]; 

a[27,n]:= a[23,0] x a[24,0]; 

a[27,n]:= a[27,n] + a[2,n]; 
a[27 ,n]:= (((_l)x(+. 500000000000m- 0 ))) x a[27 ,n}; 
a[27 ,n]:= a[22 ,n] + a[27 ,n]; 

a[22 ,n]:= SHIFT(l,2); 
a[28,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a [29 ,n]:= a[l ,0] x a[28 ,O ]; 

a[29,n]:= a[29,0] I a[3,0]; 
a[30,n]:= (((ga+(-1))/ga)) x a[29,n); 

a[30,n]:= 1 + a[30,n]; 

a[31,n]:= a[22,0] x a[30,0]; 

a[32,n]:= a[2,0] x a[31,0]; 

a[33,n]:= a[4,0] x a[32,0]; 
a[33,n]:= a[27 ,n] + a(33,n]; 
a[27 ,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a(34,n]:= a[4,0] x a[l,O]; 



a[34,n]:= ((_1)) x a[34,n]; 

a[34.n]:= a[27 ,n] + a[34,n]; 

a[27 ,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[35,n]:= a[2,0] x a[27 ,O); 

a[36,n]:= a[2.0] x a[35.0l; 

a[37,n]:= a[4,0] x a[36,0]; 

a[37 ,n]:= a[37 ,O] I a[3,0]; 

a[38,n]:= (((ga+(-1))/ga)) x a[37 ,n]; 

a[38,n]:= a[34,n] + a[38,n]; 

a(34,n]:= SHIFT(2,2); 

a[39,n]:= a[38,0] x a[34,0]; 

a[39,n]:= a[33,n] + a[39,n]; 

a[39,n]:= SHIFT(4,2); 

a[33,n]:= SHIFT(3,2); 

a[33,n]:= ((_1)) x a[33,nh 

a[40,n]:= SHIFT(l,2); 

a[41,n]:= a[l,O] x a[40,0]; 

a[42,n]:= SHIFT(2,2); 

a[43,n]:= a[2,0] x a[42,0]; 

a[43,n]:= a[41,n] + a[43,n]; 

a[41,n]:= a[43,0] x a[4,0l; 

a[41,n]:= (((1+((-l)xga))/ga)) x a[41,n]; 

a[41,n]:= a[33,n] + a[41,n]; 

a[33,n]:= a[41,0] x a[4,0]; 

a[33,n]:= a[33,0] I a[3,0]; 

a[39,n]:= a[39,n] + a[33,n]; 

AGAIN: AUGMENT INDEX; 
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comment The following label has been inserted by hand; 

AGAIN2: 

a[6,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

coeff[l]:== CONV PRODUCT(6,7 ,0,1),; 

coeff[2]:= a[6,0]; 

a[5,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, 1); 

a[9,n]::::: SHIFT(l,1); 

a[lO.n]:::::: CONV PRODUCT(5,9,0,0); 



a[lO,n]:= (((-l)x(+. 50000000000010 - 0 ))) x a[l0 0n]; 

coeff[3]:= a[lO,n]; 

RHS[l ]:= - ( fooeff[3 ]+coeff[l])); 

G OTO(LABEL2); 

COEFF[l,1]:= coeff[2]; 

COEFF[l,2]:= O; 

COEFF[l,3]:= 1; 

COEFF[l,4]:= O,; 

LABEL2: 

a[lO,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

coeff[4]:= CONV PRODUCT(l0 08,0,l); 

coeff[5]:= a[l0 00]; 

coeff[6]:= CONV PRODUCT(2,11,0,1); 

coeff[7]:= a[2,0]; 

a[14,n]:= «-1)) x a[l,n]; 

a[l5,n];= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[l5.n]:= (a[15,n] - CONV PRODUCT(15,4,1,0) )/ a[4,0]; 

a[l4,n]:= a[14,n] + a[l5,nl; 

coeff[8]:= CONV PRODUCT(14,13,0,1); 

coeff[9]:= a[14,0]; 

a(l2,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, 1); 

a[l 7 ,n]:= SHIFT(2,l); 

a[l8,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(2,17 .o.o); 
a[19.n]:= SHIFT(3,1); 

a[19,n]:= {a(19,n] - CONV PRODUCT(19.4,1,0) )/ a[4 00]; 

a[18,n]:= a[18,n] + a[19 ,n]; 

a[20 0n]:= CONV PRODUCT(12,18,0,0); 

a[20 0n]:= (((_l)x(+.50000000000010 - 0 ))) x a[20,n]; 

coeff[lO]:= a[20,n]; 

RHS[2 ]:= - ((coeff[lO ]+((coeff[6 ]+(coeff[7 }<coeff[ 4]) )+coeff[8 ]))) ; 

GOTO(LABEL3); 

COEFF[2,1]:= O; 

COEFF[2,2]:= (coeff[7}<coeff[5]); 

COEFF[2,3]:= coeff[9]; 

COEFF[2,4]:= O; 



LABEL3: 

a[16,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[21,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(2,16,0,0); 
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a[21,n]:= (a(21,n] - CONV PRODUCT(21,3,1,0) )/ a[3,0]; 

coeff[ll]:= CONV PRODUCT(21,20,0,1); 

coeff[12 a[21,0]; 

a[23,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, 1); 

a[24,n]:= SHIFT(2,1); 

a[25,n]:= SHIFT(4,1); 

a[26,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(2,25,0,0); 

a[26,n]:== (a[26,n] - CONV PRODUCT(26,4,1,0) )/ a[4,0]; 

a[24,n]:= a[24,n] + a[26,n]; 

a[27 ,n]:== CONV PRODUCT(23,24,0,0); 

a[27 ,n]:= a[27 ,n] + a[2,n]; 

a[27 ,nk= (((_l)x(+. 500000000000m- 0 ))) x a[27 ,n]; 

coeff[13 ]:= a[27 ,n]; 

a[28,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[29,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(l,28,0,0); 

a[29,n]:== (a[29,n] - CONV PRODUCT(29,3,1,0) )/ a[3,0]; 

a[30,n]:= (((ga+(-1))/ga)) x a[29,n]; 

comment The following statement has been changed by hand from: 

a[30,n]:= a[30,n], into:; 

a[30,n]:= (if n = 0 ~ l ~ 0) + a[30,n]; 

coeff[l4]:== CONV PRODUCT(30,22,0,1); 

coeff[15]:= a[30,0]; 

coeff[16]:= CONV PRODUCT(2,31,0,1); 

coeff[17]:== a[2,0]; 

coeff[18]:= CONV PRODUCT(4,32,0,1); 

c oeff(19 ]:== a[ 4,0 ]; 

a(27 ,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[34,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(4,1,0,0); 

a[34,n]:= ((_1)) x a[34.nJ; 

a[34,n):= a[27 ,n] + a[34,n]; 

a[27 ,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 



a[35,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(2,27 ,O,O); 

a[36,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(2,35,0,0); 

a[37,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(4,36,0,0); 

a[37,n]:= (a[37 ,n] - CONV PRODUCT(37,3,1,0) )/ a[3,0]; 

a[38,n]:= (((ga+(-1))/ga)) x a[37 ,n]; 

a[38,n]:= a[34,n] + a[38,n]; 

coeff[20 ]:= CONV PRODUCT(38,34,0,1); 

coeff[21]:= a[38,0]; 

RHS[3 ]:= - ((( (coeff[13 ]+coeff[ll ])+(coeff[18 ]+(coeff[19 }<(coeff[16 ]+(coeff[l 7 ]x 

coeff[14])))))+coeff[20 ])) ; 

GOTO(LABEL4); 

COEFF [3,1]:= (coeff[19 ]x(coeff[17]xcoeff[15 ])); 

COEFF[3,2]:= coeff[21]; 

COEFF[3,3]:= coeff[12]; 

COEFF[3,4]:= O; 

LABEL4: 

coeff[22]:= (-1); 

coeff[23]:= CONV PRODUCT(l,40,0,1); 

coeff[24]:= a[l,O ]; 

coeff[25]:= CONV PRODUCT(2,42,0,1); 

coeff[26]:= a[2,0]; 

coeff[27]:= CONV PRODUCT(4,43,0,l); 

coeff[28]:= a[4,0]; 

coeff[29]:= ((l+((-l)xga))/ga); 

coeff[30]:= CONV PRODUCT(4,41,0,1); 

coeff[31 ]:= a[4,0 ]; 

coeff[32]:= - CONV PRODUCT(33,3,1,0); 

coeff[33]:= 1/ a[3,0]; 

RHS[4]:= - ((((coeff[30]+(coeff[3l]x(coeff[29 ]x(coeff[27]+(coeff[28 ]x(coeff[23 ]+ 

coeff[25]))))) )+coeff[32 ])xcoeff[33])); 

GOTO(LABEL5); 

COE FF ( 4,1 ]:= ( (coeff[31]x(coeff[29 ]x(coeff[28 ]xcoeff[24]) ))xcoeff[33 ]) ; 

COE FF [ 4,2 ]:= ( (coeff[31 ]x(coeff[29 ]x(coeff[28 ]xcoeff[26 ])) )xcoeff[33 ]); 

COEFF[4,3 ]:= ((coeff[3l]xcoeff[22 ])xcoeff[33 ]); 

COEFF[4,4]:= 1; 



LABEL5: 

JUMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS; 

FILL IN OPEN PLACES: 

a[7 .n]:= SHIFT(l,2); 

a[S,n]:= SHIFT(2,2); 

a[ll ,n]:= (coeff[4}t(coeff[5 ]xa[8,n])); 

a[13,n]:= SHIFT(3,2); 

a[20,n]:= a[13,n]; 

a[22,n]:= a[7,n]; 

a [31,n]:= (coeff[14]+(coeff[15 ]xa[22,n])); 

a[32,n]:= (coeff[16 ]+(coeff[l 7]xa[31,n])); 

a[34,n]:= a[S,n]; 

a[40,n]:= a[22,n]; 

a[42,n]:= a[34,n]; 
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a [ 43,n]:= ((coeff[23 ]+(coeff[24]xa[40 ,n]))+(coeff[25 ]+(coeff[26 ]xa[ 42 ,n]))); 

a [41,n]:= ( (coeff[22 ]xa[20 ,n])+(coeff[29 ]x(coeff[27 }t(coeff[28 ]xa[43,n])))); 

a[33,n]:= (((coeff[30 ]+(coeff[31]xa[41,n]))+coeff[32 ])xcoeff[33 ]) ; 

g_o.!_o AGAIN; 

OUT: end end end end end 

43 33 4 2 2 2 2 

'ready 

line number = 18 execution time = 27 sec 
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5,9.3, The computations 

Computational programs were constructed for the initial values 

(RPR 170768/01) and for the main values (RPR 180768/01). The output of 

the former served as the input of the latter program. 

By means of RPR 170768/01, the Taylor series of u(r,1), v(r,1), p(r,1) 

and p(r,1) were calculated upto ten's order in the points: 

r = ,03(,12).87, on the line T = 1. 

By means of RPR 180768/01, the Taylor series of u(r,1), v(r,1), p(r,1) 

p(r,T) and p(r,T) were calculated upto ten's order in the points: 

a1: T = 1 
' r = .03(.12).87, 

a2: T = .8, r = .03(,12).87, 

a3: T = .6, r = .03(,12).87, 

a4: T = .4, r == • 03 ( • 1 2) • 87' 

a5: T = .2, r .03(.12).87, 

The initial values for the computation of the Taylor series in the points 

under a 1 followed from the results of RPR 170768/01, 

The initial values for the computation of the Taylor series in the points 

under a., i = 2, 3, 4, 5, followed from the results of the computations in 
l 

the points under ai_ 1; the following formula has been used for that 

purpose: 

h-i 
f. 0 = l f .. (-.2)j, (h =highest degree) 
i, j=O i,J 

where f .. is the (i,j)-th Taylor coefficient of F(r,T) in r 0 , TO and 
J_ ,J 

ri,O is the (i,O)-th Taylor coefficient of F(r,T) in ro, To-.2. 

The process, which is a sort of analytic continuation is illustrated 

in figure 5, 
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T 

fig. 5. The "analytic" continuation process. 

Instead of the Taylor coefficients themselves, the values of u, v, p, 

p and p/pY, calculated in the.points: 

r = 0, T = 1(-.2)0 

and T = O, r = .03(,12).87, will be reproduced (in section 5,9.4). 

These calculations were performed using the Taylor series expanded 

in points near the above points. 

A final, rather important, remark should be made. As described in 

section 5.8.5, and as required by condition 3 in section 5.1, the values 

of the (0,1)-st Taylor coefficients of u, v, p and pare explicitly 

needed before the c·alculations can be started.These values should, 

therefore, be calculated beforehand. As has been observed already, the 

equations (5,9,5) and (5,9.11) are linear in au/aT, av/aT, ap/aT and 

ap/aT; and are,hence,linear in these (0,1)-st Taylor coefficients. The 

coefficients of these equations should be calculated. This may be done, 

of course, by 20 times repeated execution of the statements for the 

initial Taylor coefficients (see section 5.5 p. 62); however, it may also 

be done by execution of the statements for the non-initial Taylor 

coefficients, which are altered a little bit. 
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The only point we ha. e to take care of concerns a formula of the form 

"constant + f", where 'f" is a non-constant formula, The algebraic 

program outputs the 'constant" only in the statements for the initial 

Taylor coefficients. We, therefore, have to change the corresponding 

statement for the non-initial Taylor coefficient. 

For the problem considered, this is the statement 

a[30,n]:= a[30,n] on line 22 of page 166 

which has been changed into· 

a[30,n]:= a[30_n] +·(!:J.. n = 0 then 7 eise 0). 

In order to skip the, now superfluous, statements for the initial values, 

a new label AGAIN2 has been inserted right a~er the label AGAIN; and 

the computations start by a direct jump to AGAIN2. 

It is obvious that these tricks may be used in any linear problem. 

Those parts of the computational programs which differ from the correspond

ing parts of the computational program of section 5,8,7 will now be repro

duced. 

These parts concern the heading, and the body of the program, i.e. the 

last 7 lines on p. 150, and a new procedure EXIT. 

begin comment Computational program for the blunt-body problem. 

Initial values RPR 170768/01; 

~ Minf,ga,alpha,aux; 

Minf:= 4; ga:= 1. 4; alpha:= • 70533; 

procedure EJaT; goto ANEW; 

comment Next fol ows the new body of the program.,; 

PR nlcr; PR string({:results computational program for the blunt

body problem. Initial values.}); goto anew; 
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ANEW: PR nlcr; PR string(-{:(O). 1, 1, 1, 1\>); 
anew: xO[l]:= read; if xO[l] < 0 ~ be~in PR nlcr; K?.!9 OUT end; 

PR nlcr; PR string(-{:r = }); PR real num(xO(l]); 

PR string(ftau = l}); PR nlcr; 

PR string(fthe values of the initial Taylor coefficients of 

u, v, p and rho are:}); 

aux:= 2/((ga+l) x (1 + alphaj\2 x xO[l],j\2)); 

a[l,O]:= 1 + 2/((ga+l) x Mintl\2) - aux; 

a[2,0]:= (1 - a[l,O]) x alpha x xO[l]; 

a[3,0]:= aux - (ga-1)/((ga+l) x ga x Mintl\2),; 

a[4,0]:= 2 x ga x a[3,0V((ga-1) x (1 + 2/((ga-1) x Mintl\2) 

- a[l,O],j\2 - a[2,0],j\2)); 

PR nlcr; PR string(f( 0 ) }); ~ i:== 1,2,3,4 ~ PR real num(a[i,O]); 

PR nlcr; n sub[l]:== O; n:= O; 

matrix is inverted:== special storage:= false; 

comment 

The input tape reads: 

'dimension = 1 

highest degree == 11 

x == .03, .15, .27, .39, .51, .63, .75, .87, -1 
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begin comment Computational program for the blunt-body problem. 

Main values RPR 180768/01; 

~ ga; ga:= 1. 4; 

procedure EXIT; goto ANEW; 

comment Next follows the new body of the program.; 

PR nlcr,; PR string(fresults computational program for the blunt-body 

problem. Main values.}); 

BEGIN: READ INITIAL DATA; goto START; 

ANEW: 

~real x.y; integer j,k; array U[1:4]; 

integer procedure Il(j,k); integer j,k; 

begin n sub[l]:= j; n sub[2]:= k; Il:= I(n sub) end; 

procedure print; 

begin PR nlcr; FIXT(0,2,x); FIXP(0,2.x); FIXT(l,1,y); FIXP(l.1,y); 

.!2!. i:= 1,2,3,4 ~ 

begin U[i]:= SUM(j,O,highest degree, SUM(k,O,highest degree - j, 

(if k + j = highest degree ~ u[i,Il(j,k)] ~ a[i,Il(j.k)]) x . 

(x - xO[l]) ,j\ j x (y - x0[2]) ,j\ k)); 

FLOT(8,2,U[i]); FLOP(8,2,U[i]) 

end; FLOT(8,2,U[3V(U[4] ,j\ ga)); FLOP(8,2,U[3V(U[4] ,j\ ga)) 

~print; 

.!!. xO[l] < .16 V x0[2] < . 3 ~ 

begin RUNOUT; PR nlcr; PR string({:ro = }); PR real num(xO[l]); 

PR string({:tauO = }); PR real num(x0[2]); PR nlcr; 

.!!_ xO[l] < . 04 I\ x0[2] > • 9 ~ PR string( 

{:r, tau, u, v, p, rho, p/(rho,\\ga)}) 

end; 

.!!_ xO[l] < .16 ~ 

begin x:= O; .!2!, y:= x0[2] + .2, x0[2], x0[2] - .2 ~ 

begin if y < 1.1 then print ~ 

end; 

.!!. xO [2] < • 3 then 

begin y:= O; .!2!, x:= xO[l] - .12, xO[l], xO[l] + .12 ~print; 

.!!_ xO[l] < • 86 then ~ BEGIN ~ begin PR nlcr; goto OUT ~ 

end; 
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for i:= 1,2,3.4 do for j:== 0 ~ 1 until highest degree ~ 

begin x:= SUM(k,O,highest degree - j, 

(if k =highest degree - j then u[i,Il(j,k)] else a[i,U(j,k)]) x <-.2) 1' k); 

if j = highest degree then u[i,Il(j,O)]:= x ~ a[i,Il(j,O)]:= x 

end; x0[2]:= x0[2] - . 2 

end; 

START: NEW PAGE; RUNOUT; PR nlcr; PR string(fr = }); 

PR real num(xO[l]); PR string(-ftau = }); PR real num(x0[2]); 

PR nlcr; m:= (5 x dimension + 1) ..:._ 2 - 1; 

PR space(m); PR string(i::n =}); PR space(5 x dimension + 1 - m); 

for i:= 1 step 1 ~order do 

begin PR string(f:u[}); PR int num(i}; PR string(t,m(}); 

PR int num(i); PR string(-f,n)] :}-) 

end; 

for i:= 0 ~ 1 ~ highest degree ~ 

begin PR nlcr; PR string(f:(:j>); PR int num(i); PR string(t.- 1 }}) ; 

for m:= 1,2,3,4 ~ 

begin n sub[l]:= i; n sub[2]:= O,; PR real num( 

if i = highest degree then u[m,I(n sub)]~ a[m,I(n sub)]) 

end 

end; 

n sub[l]:= n sub[2]:= n:= O; 

special storage:= matrix is inverted:= false; 

goto AGAIN2; 

comment 
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5.9.4. The results of the calculations 

The results concerning the values of 

u, v, p, p and p/py 

are reproduced in this section. 

The point, in which a Taylor series has been calculated, is given by 

rO and tauO, denoting the values of r 0 and T0 , respectively. The points 

in which the values of the calculated series for u, v, p and p are 

computed and printed, are given by r and tau, the first two columns in 

the table; while the values of u, v, p, p and p/pY themselves are given 

in the next five columns. 



rO = +.300000000000 10 - 1 tauO = +.10000000000010 + 1 

r, tau, u, v, p, rho, p/(rho.l\gal 

+. 00 +l. 0 +. 2187500010- 0 -.1590072010-13 +. 82589286m- 0 +. 4571428610+ 1 +. 98367356m- 1 

+.00 +.8 +.16843859m- 0 -.4482064310- 8 +.8712824610- 0 +.4749507210+ 1 +.98367358m- 1 

rO = +.300000000000ro- 1 tauO = +.800000000000ro- 0 

+.00 +1.0 +.2187626610- 0 -.1927661010- 5 +.82588068m- 0 +.4571380510+ 1 +.9836735210- 1 

+.oo +.8 +.16843859ro- o -.44820358ro- 8 +.8712824610- o +.4749507210 + 1 +.98367358m- 1 

+.00 +.6 +.1231471010- 0 +.1585205610- 5 +.9030491510 - 0 +.4872562410 + 1 +.98367359ro- 1 

rO = +.30000000000010- 1 tauO = +.60000000000010- 0 

+.oo +.8 +.1685804310- o -.2327700710- 3 +.8712058310 - o +.4749211810 + 1 +.9836727010- 1 

+. 00 +. 6 +.1231471010- 0 +.1585205610- 5 +. 90304915io- 0 +. 4872562410+ 1 +. 98367359m- 1 

+.00 +.4 +.8088419210- 1 +.1836333910- 3 +.9242080610- 0 +.49538388i0+ 1 +.9836738610- 1 

rO = +. 30000000000010- 1 tauO = +. 40000000000010- 0 

+.00 +.6 +.9816691210 - 1 +.2009991410- 1 +.9153306210- 0 +.4919759010+ 1 +.98368631m- 1 

+.oo +.4 +.8088419210 - 1 +.1836333910- 3 +.92420806m- o +.49538388m+ 1 +.9836738610- 1 

+.00 +.2 -.7905835410- 1 -.8117111310- 1 +.9695509210- 0 +.5126982810+ 1 +.9834765810- 1 

rO = +.30000000000010- 1 tauO = +.20000000000010- 0 

+.00 +.4 +.12253269!0+ 4 -.1785751010+ 4 -.3737723310+ 3 -.1426071010+ 4 -.6039601310+619 

+.00 +.2 -.7905835410- 1 -.8117111310- 1 +.9695509210- 0 +.5126982810+ 1+.9834765810-1 

+.00 -.0 +.1030061610+ 2 +.8167688010 + 1 -.3443135610+ 1 -.1096467610 + 2 -.55635916m+617 

-· 09 +. 0 -· 2608968310+ 7 -.1679347310+ 7 +. 36668186!0+ 6 +.1422278610+ 7 +. 89147851m- 3 

+.03 +.O +.7879732610- 0 -.3044897410- 1 +.73679259m- 0 +.4247528710 + 1 +.97264509m- 1 

+.15 +.O +.1065636410 + 8 -.16712334m+ 8 -.2698708010 + 7 -.1030677910 + 8 -.43607081m+623 

rO = +.15000000000010- 0 tauO = +.10000000000010 + 1 

+. 00 +l. 0 +. 2187500010- 0 -· 59308191m-11 +. 82589286m- 0 +.4571428610+ 1 +. 98367356m- 1 

+.00 +.8 +.1684385310- 0 -.6161329210- 8 +.8712825410- 0 +.4749507510+ 1+.9836735710-1 

rO = +.15000000000010- 0 tauO = +.80000000000010- 0 

+. 00 +1. 0 +.21875022m- 0 -.1589189110- 6 +. 82589263m- 0 +.4571427610 + 1 +. 9836735710- 1 

+.00 +.8 +.1684385310- 0 -.6161444710- 8 +.8712825410- 0 +.4749507510+ 1 +.9836735710- 1 

+. 00 +. 6 +.12313805m- 0 +.1142516110- 6 +. 9030549910- 0 +. 4872585010+ 1 +. 98367357m- 1 

rO = +.15000000000010 - 0 tauO = +.60000000000010- 0 

+.00 +.8 +.1684385810- 0 -.3538290510- 7 +.87128250ro- 0 +.4749507410 + 1 +.9836735710- 1 

+.oo +.6 +.1231380510- o +.1142514810- 6 +.9030549910- o +.4872585010 + 1 +.98367357m- 1 

+.00 +.4 +.80740983m- 1 +.34110732m- 6 +.92428991m- 0 +.4954153210+ 1 +.98367357m- 1 
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rO = +.150000000000,0- 0 tauO = +.40000000000010 - 0 

+.00 +.6 +.1231381310- 0 +.1482535810- 7 +.9030549610- 0 +.4872584910+ 1 +.9836735610- l 

+.00 +.4 +.8074098310- 1 +.34110720m- 6 +.9242899lm- 0 +.4954153210+ 1 +.98367357m- 1 

+. 00 +. 2 +. 39994029m- 1 +. 3145500510- 6 +. 9365334310- 0 +. 5000939710+ 1 +. 9836736110- 1 

rO = +.150000000000m- 0 tauO = +.20000000000010 - 0 

+.00 +.4 +.80740943m- 1 +.1108488410 - 6 +.92429001ro- 0 +.4954153710 + 1 +.9836735410- 1 

+. 00 +. 2 +. 39994029m- 1 +. 3145499210- 6 +. 93653343m- 0 +. 5000939710+ 1 +. 9836736110- 1 

+.00 -.0 -.15513982m- 5 -.72662958w- 5 +.9405389210- 0 +.5016204910+ 1 +.9836744710- 1 

+.03 +.O +.65490327m- 3 +.20179074w- 1 +.93951705m- 0 +.5012313610 + 1 +.9836738610- 1 

+.15 +.O +.16207865m- 1 +.9929851810 - 1 +.91539386w- 0 +.4920047310 + 1 +.9836735710- 1 

+.27 +.O +.51289288m- 1 +.1722345410 - 0 +.86200002w- 0 +.4713309010+ 1 +.9836735710- 1 

rO = +.27000000000010- 0 tauO = +.20000000000010- 0 

+.15 +.O +.16207510m- 1 +.9929830710- 1 +.9153939610 - 0 +.4920047710 + 1 +.9836735810- 1 

+.27 +.O +.51289436m- 1 +.17223493m- 0 +.86199969m- 0 +.4713307710 + 1 +.9836735710 - 1 

+.39 +.O +.10330450m- 0 +.2349280810 - 0 +.7854515lm- 0 +.4410394310 + 1 +.9836735610- 1 

rO = +.39000000000010- 0 tauO = +.20000000000010- 0 

+.27 +.O +.51288329m- 1 +.17223271io- 0 +.86199978m- 0 +.47133049 10+ 1 +.9836744810- 1 

+. 39 +. 0 +.1033041610- 0 +. 2349274910- 0 +. 78545132w- 0 +.4410392010+ 1 +. 98367404w- 1 

+.51 +.O +.1689529610- 0 +.2845366010 - 0 +.6933475910 - 0 +.4034462210 + 1 +.9836737710- 1 

rO = +. 51000000000010- 0 tauO = +. 200000000000w- 0 

+.39 +.O +.10330100io- 0 +.23492174w- 0 +.7854513910- 0 +.4410380810 + 1 +.98367762w- 1 

+. 51 +. 0 +.1689512810- 0 +. 28453415w- 0 +. 69334732w- 0 +. 4034454110+ 1 +. 9836761910- 1 

+. 63 +. 0 +. 2450928210- 0 +. 3194309610- 0 +. 59291156w- 0 +. 3607792910+ 1 +. 9836751010- 1 

rO = +. 63000000000010 - 0 tauO = +.200000000000m- 0 

+.51 +.O +.16896925w- 0 +.2845613210- 0 +.69334757w- 0 +.4034532510 + 1 +.9836497810- 1 

+. 63 +. 0 +. 24510388m- 0 +. 3194445110- 0 +. 59291052w- 0 +. 3607831110+ 1 +. 9836588010- 1 

+.75 +.o +.32991918w- o +.3387083310 - o +.4892565810- o +.3145103010 + 1 +.9836664610- 1 

rO = +. 750000000000w- 0 tauO = +. 20000000000010- 0 

+.63 +.o +.24508672w- o +.31945822w- o +.59291154w- o +.3607765610 + 1 +.9836855010- 1 

+.75 +.O +.3300028010- 0 +.3387853110- 0 +.48924547w- 0 +.3145344210 + 1 +.98353848w- 1 

+.87 +,O +.42578876io- 0 +.34059603w- 0 +.3828580310 - 0 +.2639903510 + 1 +.98359086w- 1 

rO = +, 87000000000010- 0 tauO = +.20000000000010- 0 

+.75 +.O +.3137463410- 0 +.3257914810- 0 +.4892824510 - 0 +.3076650810 + 1 +.1014495510- 0 

+. 87 +. 0 +.4244982810- 0 +. 3393942110- 0 +.3826507610- 0 +. 2633049010+ 1 +. 98664304w- 1 

+,99 +.O +.55693038w- 0 +.3111575510- 0 +.25560168w- 0 +.1977140410 + 1 +.9842630210- 1 
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Conclusions 

1, The results obtained with the Taylor series expand.ed in r 0 = .03 

and TO= 1(-.2).2 become more and more worthless the smaller T0 • 

It can be seen from the not reproduced table of the Taylor coefficients, 

that these coefficients show a very unstable character. 
600 

Note that the very large values ~ 10 are due to the fact that the 

calculated value of p is negative. 

2. The results obtained with the Taylor series expanded in r 0 = ,15 and 

TO= 1(-.2).2 are extremely good. The entropy p/py remains constant 

within six decimals; while lvl < 1 0-5, that is an absolute error of the order 

io-5 since v should be zero; moreover, u should be zero at r = T = O, 

which results in an absolute error of the order 10-6, 

3, The results obtained with the Taylor series expanded in r 0 = .15(.12).87, 

TO= .2 seem to be very reliable; for r 0 = .15 about 5 significant 

decimals and for r 0 = .87 about 2 significant decimals seem to be good, 

This may be seen from: 

a) the "constancy" of the entropy; 

b) comparing the values of the functions calculated in the same point 

but with different Taylor series. 

It is emphasized that the Taylor series expanded in (r0 , TO = .2) 

and in (r0 ±. .12, TO= .2) are calculated completely independent of 

each other (except that they have been calculated using the same 

differential equations and the same initial values). 
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5.10. Numerical, approximate, data; higher-order partial-differential 

equations; common sub formulae 

Suppose that the differential equations depend upon an approximately 

known function F(x1, ••• , xd); how should this function be handled. 

An easy way is to replace F(x1 , ••• , xd) by a high power of x 1 , say 

x1 t 1000. This power manifests itself in the computational program 

through the occurrence of BINOMIAL COEFF(7, 7000). The procedure 

BINOMIAL COEFF can then be made such that for j = 1000, it delivers 

the n-th Taylor coefficient of F(x1 , ••• , xd) using the approximate 

data. 

The same provisions can be supplied if the approximately known function 

F depends also on u1, ••• , U d •if, at least, type of U[i] ~ 0 for 
or e1' · 

i = 1, •••• order. 

If, however, F depends also on some highest derivatives of the U. 's, 
l 

i.e. F = F( ••• , au./ax., ••• )and type of U[i] = j, then the above device 
l J 

cannot be used anymore. 

The only way to treat this problem seems to be to write F explicitly 

as a truncated power series in these highest derivatives of the U. 's; 
l 

the approximate coefficients, possibly in a symbolic fashion, should then 

be used to construct the formula program for the algebraic program. 

A "higher-order" system of partial-differential equations, "higher-order" 

meaning: involving higher-than-the-first-order partial derivatives, can 

be brought into a system of first-order partial-differential equations. 

Without sufficient care, however, this may lead to difficulties which 

will be illustrated by the following example: 

Let cj>(x 1 , x2 , x3 , t) satisfy 

2 
~cj> = ~ + F(cj>, x 1 , x2 , x3 , t), 

at 

and cj>(x1, x2 , x3 , 0) = <ti 0 (x1 , x2 , x3 ), 

tt- (x1, x2, x3' 0) = wo(x,, x2, x3); 

(5.10.1) 
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calculate the Taylor coefficients of$ in the point (o,o,o,o). The 

system does not admit second-order derivatives, we, therefore, introduce 

in a naive manner the functions Ui' i = 1, ••• , 5, with u5 =$,and the 

equations: 

(5.10.2) 

with X4 = t. 

These equations are of the desired 11first-order" form; they do not, 

however, satisfy condition 5 of section 5.1. This may be seen as follows: 

the types of the U. 's are given by t. = i, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 
1 1 

and t 5 = 4; 
hence (see equation 5.1.5a) 

det { (l~l} = 
Cl~ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-1 

-1 0 

= O~ 

In fact, the equations G1, G2 and G3 of (5,10.2) have a different 

character than a4 and a5 • A possible calculation process could be: 

Use a4 and G5 to calculate the new Taylor coefficient of u4 and 

u5 ; use a1, G2 and a3 to "update" the coefficients of u1, u2 and u3 • 

Of course, the algebraic program of section 5,7 does not produce this 

process. 

The difficulty is not very serious; instead of equations (5.10.2), we use 

au4 ~ aui 
G4 = Clx4 + l -- - F(u5 , x1, x2 , x3 , x4) = 0, 

i=1 Clxi 
(5.10,3) 



au 
G5 = _5 + U4 = 0, ax4 
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which are derived from (5.10.2) by differentiating G1, G2 and G3 with 

respect tot (= x 4 ) and by changing the sign of u4 • 

For 

a sin(~) + 4e8 f(t) - a sin(e8 f(t)), 

with s = x1 + x2 + x3 and f(t) = sin(t) + cos(t), 

and w0 = ~O = e8 , we have~= e 8 f(t), 

The formula program is given below: 

Example 2: Formula program RPR 250768/01 

(8192, 100, 10. o, o. 10-10. 10-10, 9, 0) - -
t:= X(4); phi:= dUdX(5,0); s:= X(l) + X(2) + X(3); 

fl:= dUdX(l,4) + dUdX(4,1); 

f2:= dUdX(2,4) + dUdX(4,2); 

f3:= dUdX(3,4) + dUdX(4,3); 

f4:= dUdX(4,4) + dUdX(l,1) + dUdX(2,2) + dUdX(3,3) 

- alpha x sin(phi) + alpha x sin(exp(s) x (sin(t) + cos(t))) 

- 4 x exp(s) x (sin(t) + cos(t)); 

£5:= dUdX(5,4) + dUdX(4,0); 

DT C (f1,f2 ,f3 ,f4,f5); 

END; 
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The 4-dimensjonality and the frequent occurrence of the sine and 

cosine function are reasons to treat this problem,as another example, 

comprehensively. 

The results of the algebraic program are given now: 

The differential equations are: 

diff eq[l] = (dUdX(l,4)+dUdX(4,1)) 

diff eq[2] = (dUdX(2,4)+dUdX(4,2)) 

diff eq[3] = (dUdX(3,4)+dUdX(4,3)) 

diff eq[4] = ((((((dUdX(4,4)+dUdX(l,l))+dUdX(2,2))+dUdX(3,3))+((-l)x(alphaxsin( 

dUdX(5 ,0)))) )+(alphaxsin( (exp( ( (X{l )+ X(2) )+ X(3)) )x (sin(X(4) )+cos(X(4)))))) )+( (-1 )x 

(((4)xexp( ((X(l)+ X(2 ))+X(3) )) )x(sin(X(4) )+cos(X(4)))))) 

diff eq[5] == (dUdX(5,4)+dUdX(4,0)) 

The transformed differential equations are: 

diff eq[l] = (dUdX(l,4)+dUdX(4,l)) 

diff eq[2] = (dUdX(2,4)+dUdX(4,2)) 

diff eq[3] = (dUdX(3,4)+dUdX(4,3)) 

diff eq[4] = ((((((dUdX(4,4)+dUdX(l,l))+dUdX(2,2))+dUdX(3,3))+(((-l)xalpha)x 

sin(dUdX(5 ,O))) )+( ( (-l)x (4) )x (exp( ( (X(l )+ X(2) )+ X(3)) )x (sin(X(4) )+cos(X(4))))) )+ 

(al phaxsin( (exp( ( (X(l)+ X(2) )+ X(3)) )x(sin(X(4) )+cos(X(4))))))) 

diff eq[5] = (dUdX(5,4)+dUdX(4,0)); 

a[6,n]:= SHIFT(l,4); 

a[7 ,n]:= SHIFT(4,1); 

a[7 ,n]:= a[6,n] + a[7 ,n]; 

a[7 ,n]:= SHIFT(2,4); 

a[6,n]:= SHIFT(4,2); 

a[6,n]:= a[7 ,n) + a[6,nJ; 

a[6,n]:= SHIFT(3,4); 

a[7 ,n]:= SHIFT(4,3); 

a[7 ,n]:= a[6,n] + a[7 ,n]; 

a[7 ,n]:= SHIFT(4,4); 

a[6,n]:= SHIFT(l,1); 

a[6,n]:= a[7 ,n] + a[6,n]; 

a[7 ,n]:= SHIFT(2,2); 



a[7 ,n]:= a[6.n] + a[7 ,n]; 

a[6,n]:= SHIFT(3,3); 

a[6,n]:= a[7 ,n] + a[6,n]; 

a[7,n]:= sin(a[5,0]); 

a[8,n]:= cos(a[5,0]); 

a[9,n]:= ((_1)) x a[7 ,n]; 

a[lO,n]:= (((_l)xalpha)) x a[7 ,n]; 

a[lO,n]:= a[6,n] + a[lO,n]; 

a[6,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, l); 

a[ll,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[ll,n]:= a[6,n] + a[ll,n]; 

a[6,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(3, 1); 

a[6,n]:= a[ll,n] + a[6,n]; 

a[ll,n]:= exp(a[6,0]); 
-

a[12,n];_= BINOMIAL COEFF(4, 1); 

a [13 ,n]:= sin(a[12 ,O ]) ; 

a[l4,n]:= cos(a[12,0]); 

a[15,n]:= ((_1)) x a[13,n]; 

a[16,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(4, 1); 

a[17 ,n]:= cos(a[16,0]); 

a[18,n]:= sin(a[16,0]); 

a[19,n]:= «-1)) x a[18,nl; 

a[20,n]:= a[l3,n] + a[l 7 ,nl; 

a[21,n]:= a[ll,O] x a[20,0]; 

a[21,n]:= (((-l)x(4))) x a[21,n]; 

a[21,n]:= a[lO,n] + a[21,nJ; 

a[lO,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, 1); 

a[22,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[22,n]:= a[lO,n] + a[22,n]; 

a[lO,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(3, 1); 

a[lO,n]:= a[22,n] + a[lO,n]; 

a[22,n]:= exp(a[lO,O]),; 

a[23,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(4, 1); 

a[24 1n]:= sin(a[23,0]); 

a[25,n]:= cos(a[23,0]); 
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a[26,n]:= ((_l)) x a[24,n]; 

a[27 ,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(4, l); 

a[28,n]:= cos(a[27 ,O]); 

a [29 ,n]:= sin(a[27 ,0 ]) ; 

a[30,n]:= ((_1)) x a[29,n]; 

a[31,,n]:= a[24,n] + a[28,n]; 

a[32,n]:= a[22,0] x a[31,0]; 

a[33,n]:= sin(a[32,0]); 

a[34,n]:= cos(a[32,0]); 

a[35,n]:= ((_1)) x a[33,n]; 

a[36,n]:= (alpha) x a[33,n]; 

a[36,n]:= a[21,n] + a[36,n]; 

a[36,n]:= SIDFT(5,4); 

a[36,n]:= a[36,n] + a[4,n]; 

AGAIN: AUGMENT INDEX; 

a[7 ,n]:= SHIFT(4,1); 

coeff[l]:= a[7 ,n]; 

RHS[l]:= - (coeff[l]),; 

GOTO(LABEL2); 

COEFF[l,l]:= 1; 

COEFF[l,2]:= O; 

COEFF[l,3]:= O; 

COEFF[l,4]:= O,; 

COEFF[l,5]:= O; 

LABEL2: 

a[6,n]:= SHIFT(4,2); 

coeff[2 ]:= a[6,n]; 

RHS[2 ]:= - (coeff[2 ]) ; 

GOTO(LABEL3); 

COEFF[2,l):= O; 

COEFF[2,2]:= 1; 

COEFF[2,3]:= O,; 

COEFF[2,4]:= O; 

COEFF[2,5]:= O; 
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LABEL3: 

a[7 .n]:= SffiFT(4,3); 

coeff[3]:= a[7.n]; 

RHS[3]:= - (coeff[3]),; 

GOTO(LABEL4); 

COEFF[3,1]:= O; 

COEFF[3,2]:= O; 

COEFF[3,3]:= 1; 

COEFF[3,4]:= O; 

COEFF[3,5]:= O; 

LABEL4: 

a[6,n]:= SffiFT(l,1); 

coeff[4]:= a[6,n]; 

a[7 ,n]:= SffiFT(2,2); 

coeff[5 ]:= a[7 ,n]; 

a[6,n]:= SffiFT(3,3); 

coeff[6 ]:= a[6,n]; 

a[7 .n]:= CONV PRODUCT(8,5,0,-1); 

a[8,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(9,5,0,-1); 

a[9 ,n]:= ((_1)) x a[7 ,n]; 

a[lO,n]:= (((_l)xalpha)) x a[7 ,n]; 

coeff[7]:= a[lO,n]; 

a[6,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, 1); 

a[ll,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, l); 

a[ll,n]:= a[6,n] + a[ll,n]; 

a[6,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(3, l); 

a[6,n]:= a[ll,n] + a[6,n]; 
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a[ll,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(ll,6,0.-1); 

a[12,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(4, 1); 

a[13,n]:= CONV PRODUCT{14,12,0,-1); 

a[l4,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(15,12,0,-1); 

a[15,n]:= ((_1)) x a[13,n]; 

a[16,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(4. l); 

a[17,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(19,16,0,-l); 

a[18,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(17 ,16,0,-1); 



a[19,n]:= ((_1)) x a[18,n]; 

a[20,n]:= a[13,n] + a[l 7 ,n]; 

a[21,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(ll,20,0,0); 

a[21,n]:= (((_l)x(4))) x a[21,n]; 

coeff[S]:= a[21,n]; 

a(lO,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(l, 1); 

a[22,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(2, 1); 

a[22,n]:== a[lO,n] + a[22,n]; 

a[lO,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(3, 1); 

a[lO,n]:== a[22,n] + a[lO,n]; 

a[22,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(22,10,0,-1); 

a[23,n):= BINOMIAL COEFF(4, 1); 

a[24,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(25,23,0,-1); 

a[25,n):= CONV PRODUCT(26,23,0,-1); 

a[26,n]:= ((_1)) x a[24,n]; 

a[27,n]:= BINOMIAL COEFF(4, 1); 

a[28,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(30,27 ,0,-1); 

a[29,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(28,27 ,0,-1); 

a[30,n):= ((_1)) x a[29,n]; 

a[31,n):= a[24,n] + a[28,nb 

a[32,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(22,31,0,0); 

a[33,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(34,32,0,-1); 

a[34,n]:= CONV PRODUCT(35,32,0,-l); 

a[35,n]:= ((_1)) x a[33,n]; 

a[36,n]:= (alpha) x a[33,n]; 

coeff[9 ]:== a[36,n); 
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RHS[4 )::= - ((coeff[9 ]+(coeff[8]+(coeff[7 ]+(coeff[6 ]+(coeff[5 ]+coeff[4 ])))))) ; 

GOTO(LABEL5):; 

COEFF[4,1]:= O_; 

COEFF(4.2]:= O; 

COEFF[4,3]:= O; 

COEFF[4,4]:= 1; 

COEFF[4,5]:= 

LABELS: 

coeff[lO]:= a[4,n]; 



RHS[5 ]:= - (coeff[lO ]) ; 

GOTO(LABEL6); 

COEFF[5.1]:= O; 

COEFF[5,2]:= O; 

COEFF[5.3]:= O; 

COEFF[5,4]:= O; 

COEFF[5,5]:= 1; 

LABEL6: 

JUMP TO CALC OF UNKNOWNS; 

FILL IN OPEN PLACES: 

goto AGAIN; 

OUT: end end end end end -----
36 10 5 4 4 4 4 4 

'ready 
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line number = 10 execution time = 14 sec 

The input tape for the computational program consists of: 

1dimension = 4, highest degree = 3, 

x = 0, y = o. z = o. t = 0 

(0,0,0) 1 1 1 -1 1 

(1,0,0) 1 1 1 -1 1 

(0,1,0) 1 1 1 -1 1 

(0,0,1) 1 1 1 -1 1 

(2 ,0,0) .5 .5 .5 -.5 .5 

(1,1,0) 1 1 1 -1 1 

(1,0,1) 1 1 1 -1 1 

(0,2,0) .5 . 5 . 5 -.5 .5 

(0,1,1) 1 1 1 -1 1 
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(0 ,0,2) ,5 . 5 • 5 _,5 • 5 

(3 ,0,0) .1667 .1667 .1667 -.1667 .1667 

(2,1,0) .5 .5 • 5 - .. 5 • 5 

(2 ,0 ,1) .5 • 5 . 5 -.5 '5 

(1,2,0) .5 .5 • 5 -.5 .5 

(1,1,1) 1 1 1 -1 1 

(1,0,2) . 5 '5 .5 -.5 .5 

(0,3,0) .1667 .1667 .1667 -.1667 .1667 

(0 ,2 ,1) .5 • 5 '5 -.5 . 5 

(0 ,1,2) .5 .5 • 5 -.5 . 5 

(0,0,3) .1667 ,1667 .1667 -.1667 .1667 

(0,0,0) 1 1 1 1 1 

A slightly modified computational program produced the following results: 

first the index vector n, then the Taylor coefficients u. ( ) , with 
1,m n 

i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and m(n) = µ(n,4); i.e. m. = n., j = 1, 2, 3, 
J J 

m4 = n4+1. Note that u5 = ~. 

1 0 • 0 0 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 

0 1 0 0 +, 100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 

0 0 1 0 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 

0 0 0 1 -· 500010-0 -· 500010-0 -· 5000m-O +. 500010 -0 -· 500010 -0 

2 0 0 0 +, 500110 -0 +. 5000m-O +, 500010 -0 +. 4999m-O +. 500010 -0 

1 1 0 0 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 

1 0 1 0 +, 100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +, 100010+1 +, 100010+1 

1 0 0 • 1 ) -.4999m-O -.5000m-O -.5000m-O +.4999m-O -.5000m-O 

0 • 2 0 • 0 ) +. 5000m-O +. 500110 -0 +. 5000m-O +. 499910 -0 +. 5000m-O 

0 1 1 ' 0 ) +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 +.100010+1 

0 1 0 1 -. 500010 -0 -· 499910 -0 -· 500010 -0 +. 4999 10-0 -· 5000m-O 

0 0 2 ' 0 +.5000m-O +.5000m-O +. 5001m-O +. 4999 10 -0 +. 5000m-O 

0 0 1 1 -.5000m-O -· 500010-0 -, 499910-0 +. 4999m-O -. 500010 -0 

0 • 0 0 2 -.166610-0 -.166610-0 -.1666m-O -.166810 -0 -.1667m-O 



In the above example we have shown that one has to be careful in 

constructing a first-order system of equations from a second- (or 

highest-) order system. 

Another point to which we want to draw the attention has been exempli

fied already in section 5.9. 

There, we have equations in which a certain formula p occurs several 

times. It is natural, therefore, to introduce a new dependent variable 

r, which should be inserted for the formula p and which might be 

introduced in a naive manner by the equation 

p - r = O. 

This would work quite well if the differential equations did not 

involve p as well as, for some i, the formula 3p/ax., in which case 
l 

it is necessary to introduce the variable r by means of the equation: 

ap/ax. - ar/ax. = o, 
l l 

where ap/ax. is the explicitly written down derivative of p with respect 
l 

to x., 
l 

The reason is obvious: without using the latter equation the determinant 

(5.1.5a) would be zero. 

The necessary differentiation, which has to be carried out anyhow, may 

be done by means of the formula-manipulation system of chapters 2 and 3, 

Note, that the differentiation cannot be done directly by a call of 

DER in the formula program for the algebraic program, since the use of 

DER is forbidden. 

Concluding the investigations of this chapter, we observe that the 

question: how much Taylor coefficients should be calculated and in 

which points, is completely open and should be subject of future 

investigations. 
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The headings of the Mathematical Centre standard-procedures as used in 

the ALGOL 60 programs are given below along with a short description. 

More information is given in [8J~ 

In12ut procedures: 

real procedure read; reads a number from input tape and becomes equal to 

this number. 

Text between two apostrophes is skipped. 

integ_er procedure RESYM; reads a symbol from input tape and becomes equal 

to the internal representation of this symbol; 

Output procedures for printing: 

procedure PRSYM(n); value n; integer n; 

If the actual value of n corresponds to the internal representation of a 

symbol which may occur on input tape, then this symbol is printed after 

a call of this procedure. 

procedure NLCR; a call of this procedure has the effect that a new-line

carriage-return command is given to the printer. 

procedure ABSFIXT(n, m,x); value n, m, x; integer n, m; real x; 

a call of this procedure has as effect the printing of the absolute value 

of the actual parameter x with n decimals before and m decimals after the 

decimal point. 

procedure FIXT(n,m,xJ; value n, m, x; integer n, m; real x; 

a call of this procedure has as effect the printing of the value of the 

actual parameter x (including the sign symbol) with n decimals before 

and m decimals after the decimal point. 

procedure FLOT(n_,m,xJ; value n, m, x; integ_er n, m; real x; 

a call of this procedure has as effect the printing of the value of the 

actual parameter x in flofatrng-point notation (including the sign symbol) 

with n decimals for the mantissa and m decimals for the exponent of rn. 
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procedui>e PRINTTEXT(s); ·att>ing s; 

a call of this procedure has a.s effect the printing of the string 

given by the actual parameter s, without the string quotes { and l• 
procedui>e SPACE(n); value n; integer n; 

a call of this procedure has as effect the printing of n space symbols. 

Output procedures for punching: 

The headings of these procedures are almost the same as the headings 

of the procedures for printing; the procedure identifiers are changed 

into PUSYM, PUNLCR, ABSFIXP, FIXP, FLOP, PUTEXT and PUSPACE. 

procedui>e RUNOUT; a call of this procedure has as effect the punching 

of a piece of blank tape. 

procedui>e STOPCODE; a call of this procedure has as effect the punching 

of a stopcode symbol and a call of RUNOUT. 

Other procedures 

procedure EXIT; a call of this procedure has as effect that the execu

tion of the program is discontinued. 

integer procedure EVEN(n); value n; integer n; 
may be described as: EVEN:= (-1) t n. 

real procedui>e SUM(i,a3 b,xi); value b; integer i, a, b; real xi; 

~ be described as: 

b 
SUM:= l xi 

i=a 

The actual value of xi will in general depend on the current value of i. 

procedU?>e TO DRUM(A,p); value p; Cit't'ay A; ·integer p; 

A call of this procedure has as effect that the array elements of A are 

stored on the drum; the first arr~ element is stored in a location defined 

by the actual value of p. 
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proaedure FROM DRUM~A pJ; value p, a.t'i'ay A integer p; 

A call of this procedure has as effect that a set of data occurring 

on the drum and with begin address defined by p are stored into the 

array elements of A. 

real procedure time; 

This procedure delivers the time measured in seconds with an accuracy 

of 001 s;cc, during which an ALGOL 60 program was under execution, 
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